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Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician

Address all communications to

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.
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93 nmm

st., mmm, me.

l>r. Bevd treats all chvouic diseases that flesh is
heir in; all eases that are given up ns incurable
by the allopaili.c and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take tlielr case to treat and cure them. I find
about lour.ffths of the cases given up to die can
bo cured. Examination at a distance by letter
with tbe'r full name and place ol residence and
one 2-ceiit stamp and $2.00.
Examination at the
office 81, and consultation free.
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Washington, May 14.
The indications for New England and
Eastern New York are slightly warmer, fair
weather and light variable winds.
LOCAL WEATHER RETORT.

_PORTLAND, Me,, May

13, 1887.
| 3 P M 110 T M
Barometer,. 30.082 80.068 30.173
Thermometer. 48.9
i54.2
47.0
Dew Polnt. 28.7
134.8
33.3
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good rerord for the first quurter cuding March 31, 1887, in tlie
New Free Surgical Hospital for
Women, on Huntington Avenue
and
<»:• itisboroiigli Street, supported by the Murdock Liquid
Food Company, Boston.
A

Humidity.
Weather.
iMean daily bar...30.094
i
Mean
daily ther..60.0
i
Mean
da yd wpt.32.3
1Mean daily hum.. 51.0
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Portland, Me
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Boston, Mass
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Albany,
New York...
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30.26

Washington..
Norfolk, Va.
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We wish to call attention lo li.e fait
that our Combination Suit?, both Cotton
ami Flannel, are made to order, and cut
from measure.
Tlie garments are made from white
and scarlet, ait wool, heavy and light
merino, gauze and cotton.
The merino and wool suits are unshrinking. We warrant good titling’
and comfortable garments.

M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
fro, 8 lilm street. till

TRUNKS
U

Ziue, Aligator, and
the Patent Wood Trank, the
strongest made.

Leather, Canvas.

Street.

BUSY AS BEES!

THE HEW ENGLAND DYE HOUSE
Has Removed to Js'ew Quarters.

New Dye Works have been erected on
Ocean Street, Dceriug, with the most
Modern Improvements for ail kinds of

GARMENT DYEING AND CLEANSING,
lioials ('oiled 1'or and Delivered.
Please leave your orders at tlie

introduced ho made a brief address
the President for the interest
shown iu the object of their visit to Spottand
in closing presented him in the
sylvania,
name of the Corps with a Sedgwick memorial badge consisting of a bronze cross suspended from a bronze hand.
The President accented the badge with thanks, expressed pleasure at meeting representatives
at the famous corps. Among the President’s
other callers were Governor Orrasby, of Vermont, with members of his stall.

Pensions Granted.
Pensions have been granted to Maine residents to-day as follows :
Hannah, widow of Samuel Wiley, 1'ryeburg Cen

■

tre.
ltoscoe G. Tibbetts, original, Brownvlllo.
Stephen 1). Meader, original, Dexter.
Austin Twltchell, original, Portland.
Charles O. Varney, original, Dixmont.
Samuel J. Crosby, Increase, hast Machias.
, Janies P. Wakefield, increase, Stcubeu.
Jesse ft. Dean, Bast Madison.
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IUAL STUDIES

FOREST FIRES.
,T!io Fires in Massachusetts Under

Control.—Damage

to Timber Lands

in ti e West.
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Milwaukee, May 12.—Specials tonight
from a dozen points in Northern Michigan
and Wisconsin counties adjacent are to the
effect that forest fires are increasing. The
wluue i eninsula is enveloped in smoke. Telegraph wires are badly crippled. Near
Palms, Mich., fires are raging fearfully and
tbeie are fears that the (own will be burned.
Though surrounded with green grass, the
farmers on the clearings w ill lose everything.
A largo amount of pine and cedar has been

burned.
A despatch from Sault Junction says men
are bub g driven from their camps by the
fire on tile coast, and it is raglnli fiercely.
Near Newbeny the fires were spreading to
tbe north and east of Megauue entering the
vast Pact of valuable pine, the damage
amounting to $20,000. Near cascade valuable ; trips of hard timber arc now burning.
On the w est end of Old Marquette, Houghtod and Ontanagor road the fires are subsiding, but tiie damage is large. Great damage
lias also been done along the northwestern
road from Memorinee north.

n'VAVHUAC, Wis., May is.—Fires all along
the line of the Milwaukee and Northern
railroad are raging fearfully, The mayor has
sent for help and a steamer to save the village.

Sandwich, Mass., May 13.—The immense
forest fires which prevailed on the Cape since
W’n/lnutilnv

?ir*» niiw

tlimiirht.

tn

ho ntiilor

r»nri-

trol. Headmaster Drew of the Old Colony
railroad, with nearly 200 men, started back
tires on Banlow Hoad, fighting flames on that

line nearly to Pocasset, where they propose
to extinguish the lire. The head of the lire
was extinguished in West Falmouth yesterday with much effort. At Pocasset last night
the entire town was in danger, but by continually watering the houses the town was
saved. Tho woodland uot destroyed is a
very few acres, and the loss must be heavy.
A Murderer Confesses.

New Yobk. Way 13.—James
Taylor,
who with Henry B. Chamberlin are held for
the murder of Mrs. Margaret Ernsct in New
Haven, made a detailed confession in writF.

ing. Me charges Chamberlin with having
persuaded him to assist in robbing Mrs.
Ernst, also with being the leader throughout
the robbery and murder. Chamberlin fully
endorses it in the following voluntary statement:
"J, Henry B. Chamberlin, havo

heard read the annexed statement made by
James F. Taylor. 1 am the person mentioned
as Henry Clark, and corroborate it in every
detail as true.
_

Failures of the Past Week.
New Yoke, May 1§.—The business failures throughoutthe country! the last seven1
days reported to K. G. Hun & Co. and E.
Bussell & Co., mercantile agency, number,
for the United Mates, 145: Canada, 32; total.
107; against 182 last week. 191 the week previous, ami 170 tho corresponding week of last
year. Failures arc decreasing in all parts of
the country, except perhaps Canada aud the
Provinces.
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MAINE.
Fell into the Hold.

Jonesport, May 13—Warren Robinson, of

Grand Mauan,

board schooner Ella Brown
at Jonesport, was found last night on the
vessel in an unconscious condition, with his
head badly bruised. It was concluded that
iu the darkness he fell into the hold. His
recovery is doubtful.
on

Covernor Robie Stranded
West Porlombat.

at

Boston, May 13.—A despatch lias been
received here stating that the ship Ocean
King, the largest American ship afloat, was
burned at sea while on a passage from Nanaimo, B. C., to San l’edro. Tidings have
been received of the crew. The Ocean King
was a vessel of 251G tons, built at Kenuebunfe, Me., in 1874, and owned by J. II.
Sears & Co.
Another despatch says that the ship Governor Robie is stranded at West Porlambat
and is discharging her cargo.
This ship
sailed from New York January 31st for
Shanghai. The vessel was built at Bath in
1883. The crew of the Ocean King have arrived in port all safe.

Tiffany's Manager Says Some May
be Exhibited in New York.

New York, May 13.—Manager Hyde of
Tiffany’s gave a reporter several interesting
facts today concerning the sale of the crown
jewels of France now being held by order of
the government in Paris.
“It is undoubtedly true,” said Mr. Hyde,
“that tlie firm, which has a branch and resident directors at the Frencli capital, has
purchased the Riviere diamond necklace for
183,000 francs ($36,500), and it is quite possible that they may purchase others.”
“Do you think it probable that the jewels
purchased yesterday brought lrom 50 to 100
per cent, beyond their intrinsic value!”
"Yes, 1 think it Is quite likely they did.
l'lie heroic interest associated with the jewels would add considerably to their price.
The stones which will

probably

excite

the

keenest competition will be lot 46, which includes the jewels known as the Mazarins,
from having been a part of the famous collection of tne celebrated cardinal.
These
comprise several brilliants; a pear-shaped,
rose color of 24 carats; a white
pear-shaped
brilliant, 22$ carats; a square brilliant, 28
carats; another of 18 carats; a rounded brilliant, 25 caratsr au oblong, 16 carats; and an
oval of 18 carats.
The Marie Antoinette
jewels will also be eagerly competed for. Of
course, 1 cauuot say what jewels the firm intend bidding for.
Circumstances must decide that.”
will

morla

r.f

your firm?”
“Unless they are sold in Paris, which I
don’t think is likely, l am under the impression they will be brought to New York.”
“And exhibited?”
“I shouldn't wonder if they will be, so that
the public may have an opportunity of seeing them. However, this is merely my impression. 1 do not speak conclusively. I do
not know of any other sale that has created
such widespread interest throughout the
United States and Europe, nor do I know of
one that has surpassed it within recollec-

tion.”

Hla Remarks at a Reception at MeriMiss.

Meiuden, Miss., May 13.—Last evening
at a banquet and reception to Jefferson
Davis, Mr. Davis responded to the toast,
“Jefferson Davis, the soldier-statesman and
champion of Southern rights.” Davis responded:
“I am unable to treat this theme as it
should be without premeditation.
What
was the army and navy of the South ?
“It was the patriotism of persons who hared
their breasts to bullets in defending a constitutional right. With great navies and armies against us we formed regiments and battalions. At their head we placed Lee as
their commander. We remember the scene*
when the wife as she threw her arms aiouud
her

husband,

and tho

daughters

loving

in

embrace gathering round those that were to
go, and then the widowed mother as she let
the tear drops fall on the face of the devoted
son she would never see again and
girded
his sword to his waist and told him to
go
forth as his father would have done.

"Those were the kind of men we had.
H itli inferior number* of men wo marched
onward, fighting for our rights, and battle
after battle was fought and won. but the
Northern historians never conceded
that,
and indulged in triumphs of mind over matter. But now those scenes and incidents
have passed and they only live in minds and
United you are now and if the
history.
muon Is to bo broken let the other side
break it.
“The army of the South will shine forever
around earnp fires and will shine to our childred and children’s children.
The truths
you fought for shall not encourage you to
ever fight again, but keep your word in
good
or evil. God bless you 1”

New York, May 13.—In the Court of
Oyer and Terminer in this city today District Attorney Martine notified the defence
that Jacob Sharp’s trial would bo Monday
next. Albert Stickne.v, counsel .for Sharp
said he should Ifc ready Monday. The court
then adjourned.
A special panel of 100
jurors were drawn today for Sharp’s trial.
If the plan suggested to Mr. Martine of
keeping prospective jurors in an adjoining
room

Buildings Burned.
Biddeford, May 13.—The farm buildings
of Lorenzo Buzzell of Dayton were burned
yesterday. The fire originated in the barn,
and was

probably the work of
partially insured.

an

incendiary

were

Fire at Searsmont.

Liberty, May 13.—The house and ham of
Mrs. Daniel Stevens, and also the house and
outbuildings of the widow Gilman at Searsraout, were burned at 4 o’clock today. The
value of the former is $30C0, and the latter
$1000.

There was no insurance.
of tlie fire is unknown.

The

cause

Stable Burned at Sanford.

Sanford, May 13.—The stable and ell,
with their contents, belonging to J. M. Kicker, were totally destroyed by fire this mornThe damage will be *800; insured in
the Springfield for $700.
ing.

FIRE RECORD
Fire at Needham.

Boston, May 13.—It is reported at midnight that a fire at Needham has burned the
depot and Odd Fellows llall. The wires are
burned and there is no communication. The
fire is supposed to be under control.

Harvard Class Races.
Boston, May 13.—The Harvard class races
were rowed this afternoon. Immense crowds
mii'u

iiiu cuume

tuu uvci

was

twu

The class of ’90 drew the inside
A perfect
course, followed by '87, ’88, ’89.
start was made at 5.17 o’clack, and '87 took
the lead from the first, with ’90 half a length
behind, ’88 and ’89 pulling abreast half a
length behind the Freshmen. I Each crew
rowed 30 strokes to the minute:’89 soan
passed ’88. No. 4 in the Freshman boat bad
trouble and was compelled to stop rowing.
This lost the second place to the Freshmen.
’87 finished first ill 10 minutes 57 seconds, a
gain of 1 minute X! seconds over last year’s
time; ’89 finished second, a little over a length
behind the winners; ’90 was third, only half
a length behind the Sophomores, and the
Juniors last, fully three lengths from '90.

York Next

while the examination of others is
going on in the court room is followed, it is
believed that a jury can be found in a much
shorter time. Heretofore talesmen, by being
present at the examination of their fellows,
became cognizant of the excuses which sufficed to free them from serving on the
jury
and successively used them successfully.
Commissioner of jurors Charles Keilly has
added several thousand names to the
jury

lists, so that there arc now about 40,COO men
111 the city competent to sit as
jurors in judgment on Jacob Sharp.
“The great difficulty in increasing the jury
list, said Commissioner Keilly this morning, “lies in the fact that there

about
100.0C0 men exempt from jury duty by the
statutes. Forty thousand seems like a small
number out of 225,000 voters, but out of
these 100,000 already exempted by law there
are at least 50,000 who are enabled to
present
valid excuses from serving as jurors, so that
leaves us this small margiu.”
Mr. Martine still declines to say whether
Colonel Fellows will take part in the trial of
Jacob Sharp or not. It is positively asserted,
however, by others in a position to know
that he will be engaged in the trial, but will
not take the leading part he took in other
trials. It is said that he will open the case
for the prosecution, and that Frederick R.
Coudert will sum it up.
are

miles.

Crops Destroyed by Rain in Virginia.
Petersburg, Va., May 12.—The heaviest

rainfall known for years has been that of the
last two days In the lower counties ami along
the Atlantic coast Hue of railroads. The
abutments of the iron bridge which spans
Fountain Creek, on the Petersburg and
Weldon Kailroad, were washed away this
morning, aud the bridgo was carried down
the stream. No trains will be run over this
road before tomorrow. In the lower counties mills and county bridges have been
washed away aud the peanut and corn crops
are ruined.
_

Shot in the Head.

Sai.em, Mass., May 13.—Patrick Mahon
coachman, employed by W. II. Clapp at Man,

chestsr-by-the-Sea, accidentally shot hiinsell
in the head while taking a|revolver from tlu

Sued for Libel.
Worcester, Mass., May 13.—Viator Belanger, editor of the Lc Currier Do Worces i
ter lias sued the Telegram for $10,000 libe
on account of the publication of an artlcl !
concerning the suspension ot Ins paper am
liis absence from town.

Steamer Empire State Burned.
Providence, May 14.—At 1.30 o’clock thiss
morning the steamer Empire State, laid up9

Sickness of Wirs. Crant.
New York, May 13,-Mrs. U. S. Grant i
recovering from a severe attack of dlpli :
theria, which early tn the week threatened 1
her life. She is now out of danger.

was pursuing
policy that the government
bade fair to prove that when the time came
for a change Canada would not have a
choice between annexation and independence.

HAVERHILL & LAWRENCE
Prof.

Voso

Recommends

a

ROAD.
Route

Which Will be Adopted at Once.

Lawrence, May 13.—Professor George L.
Vose of Boston, who was selected by Mayor

Bructi to ascertain if the ('mini
rmitn
of the Haverhill & Lawrence railroad in this
city was practicable, and, if not, to ascertain
if any route in the street was feasible, rendered his report today, lie says in substance
that the route submitted by the Haverhill A
Lawrence directors is impracticable and objectionable lin great part. He submits a
route which is feasible and covers the distance between Russell’s paper mills and the
lioston it Lowell bridge over the Merrimack.
The route continues in Canal street to the
Spicket river, crossiog said river below the
Canal street highway bridge, then turning to
tlie right and passing through the grounds
and buildings of the Russell Paper Company.
From this point there is no difficulty in making proper connection with the route submitted by the corporation.
Tills route obviates all the difficulties urged
against the old route, and will not interfere
with the Pacific mills, although it will necessitate the rebuilding of the lioston & Lowell
bridge over the canal, owing to a curve at

that point.

Reply

to the

Budget Speech.
Ottawa, Ont., May 13.—Opinion is divided
l'li.Ai11, ,na,',les Tupper’s budget speech dei
Parliament last night. He is achowever, to have scored against
th«
?n.n2JiUi°n ky obtaining permission of
■

win1, rA!i soywoment to negotiate directtrade relations
hetweeii^Kn1 !* tre?t^(albafor anil
Porto Rico.
Mr Cartwrightand
ex-*‘nance
re-

lv

rUiVit thu

nft»™A

thinwt0

Slr

Minister,

Charles’ speech.
condemned
for increaswhile .teniment
ing the debt, whimg
the population of the
country was practically
stationary He did
not believe the whole
population at nfesent
to be more than 4,500,0,*).
nt
exports per head bad fallen off fnmSu
1873 to S 17.50 in 1880 while the total trade
had decreased from
to isn to
$180,000,000 in 1880. The

tbedeh?

___<_

the fisheries.
Sir Charles

Tupper Expresses

His

xjji “,(lr’ e"}

kn.ooo.ow

exports of

Cana^

Lord Lansdowne Wishes Him to Have
Perfect Liberty of Speech.
The Irish Editor Clven
tic

Views.

Ottawa, May 13.—In presenting the budParliament Thursday, Sir Charles
Tupper said concerning the fisheries ques-

get in

that tho
tion that it was to be regretted
United States now had a Democratic PresiSenate,
as
the
admin
dent and a Republican
istration was thus unable to carry out any
arrangements it might propose. lie believed
that the imperial government will have to

He resteadily maintain Canada's rights.
gretted the course the Americau government
had pursued.
During the past fifty years the balance of
trade between the United States and Canada
was $350,000,000 in favor of the United States
and the United States lias been largely the
gainers under any trade system in vogue between the two countries.
If the policy of non-intercourse was carried out, it would be met by the imperial
government discriminating against grain arriving in Kngland from the United States.
Sucli discrimination would greatly develop
the grain producing industry in Canada. Besides tills, through freight, which today was
assisting to build lip New York, Boston and
Portland, would arrive at the Canadian
ports and enormously assist in building them
up, besides aiding the Canadian railroads,
lie believed that the imposition of duty on
American grain by tiie imperial government
would not increase the price of bread in
Kngland, as with India and Canada in comthe price would be kept down.
He
petition,
hoped and believed that a policy of non-intercourse would not be adopted, but if it was
the United States would find in Canada a
people determined on maintaining their admitted rights.

Ont., May 18.—The Globe tomorrow will announce on Lord Lansdowne's
authority that the governor general wishes
Mr. O’Brien to have full liberty of speech.
In view of the probability of Mr. O'Brien
attending the Loyalist public meeting in
Queens Park tomorrow afternoon the board
of police commissioners this
afternoon

Tobonto,

In

ing.

The towns of Arespe and Opata

pletely destroyed,

at various

points,

no

ied in the ruins of a

volcanoes

falling

house.

crew

escaped.

CENERAL NEWS.

K. H. Eddy, a well known solicitor of
patents, of Boston, died last night of heart
disease, aged 75 years.
The town of Ilariville, Ontario, was almost
entirely obliterated by tire Thursday. Twenty business houses, four dwellings, one
church and several barns were destroyed.
Loss $150,000; insured $50,000.
The residence of Ellerton L. Dorr, of Boston, located on the northerly Jshore of Buzzard’s Bay, Mass., was totally destroyed by
lire at 3 o’clock yesterday morning. The
cause is unknown.
Loss $12,000.
The Cedar Lake shops of the Minneapolis
and St. Louis road were

by
destroyed
wifli
numLir
fire

VPtttPrilnv mnrnincr tncrattmr

of

freight

u

Loss $85,000.
The Beckwith iron works at

J.,

were

cars.

Paterson, N.
destroyed by Itire Thursday flight,

aud 300 men are thrown olt

of work. The
were valued at

$90,000.

Pilling’s stocking factory was burned at
Danielsonville, Connecticut, Thursday night.
The lire was incendiary. Loss not known ;

who are members of the Master Masons’
Association of Chicago Iwere shut down, so
far as bricklayers and stone masons are concerned.
It is estimated fully 10,CXI workmen are now idle in the building trades in
this city as the result of strikes or lockouts.
The general shut-down inaugurated this
evening is the outgrowth of a series of
strikes in the building trades, and is in the
nature of an attempt bv the employers to
force a battle royal with the workmen and
secure lasting peace during the season. Carpenters, painters and other men, it is announced, will be kept at work as long as
long as there is anything to do, but this will
not help them much, for practically all work
in three or four days will be blocked by the
lockout of the bricklayers aud masons. The
employers claim to liavo established a perfect
embargo on building material during the
lockout. Tiie North side Brick Manufacturers’ Association today decided to shut
down Wednesday. They employ 1000 men,
and this force will be added to the idle
army of 10,000. The sufferers so far are
composed of about 300 bricklayers, 400
hod carriers, I.r>00 carpenters, painters and
plumbers, aud 1500 miscellaneous mechanics
and laborers. An uproarious meeting of the
Bricklayers’ Union was held tonight. No
action was taken.
SHERIDAN.

Originals

of Despatches Sent During
Shenandoah Valley Cam-

paign.

Y., May 13.—William Blaikie

of this city has in his possession the originals of certain despatches sent by Gen. Grant
to Gen. Sheridan at the time of the latter’s
campaign in the Shenandoah Valley, which
are interesting reading in connection with
Gen. llosser’s philippic against Gen. Sheridan. The following is a copy of the dcsCity Point, Va.. Aug. 16,1804.
General Sheridan, Winchester, Va.:
Mapr
If you can possibly spare a division of cavalry,
send them through London county to destroy and
carry off the crops animals, negroes, and all men
under fifty years of age capable of bearing arms.
In tills way yon will get may of Mosebv’s men.
All the citizens under fifty can fairly be held as
prisoners ef war and not as citizen prisoners, ft
not already soldiers, they will be niado so tlio
moment the rebel army gets bold of tnein.
U. B. Gkant, Lieut. General.
(Signed)
A second despatch orders Gen. Sheridan
to exempt Quakers residing in tho Valley.
The third order, dated Aug. lt>, concludes by
saying: “If the war is to last another year,
we want the Shenandoah Valley to remain a
barren waste." The other despatches are
alike in tenor and purport.

THEJTURF.
Trotting at Lowell, Mass.
Lowell. Mass., May 13.—The second and
closing day of the May races were two
events:
LOCAL RACE—PURSE

1
3
2
4

1
2
3

Louis Itenard’s c m Golden Bale.2
V. 11. Harris, b g w P.4
Time—2.46%, 2.40%, 2.45V*.
2.29 CLASS.
Purse $200, open to pacers and trotters:
b ni Oweneo.2 1 1
H.
lilcbardson’s
J.
C. E. Mosher’s ch m Stirbys.1 2 2
Grover
O.3 dist’d
b
C. K. Keyes’ g
G. A. Marden’s China Girl.4 dist’d
Time—2.33%, 2.34%, 2.40%.
The Sea Serpent.

Bvki.inoton, Vt., May 13.—The people of
this city have been greatly excited today by
the supposed appearance of the sea serpent
In the lake. About four miles out in the
lake the water was in a great commotion,
and the people watched the phenomena from
the roofs of blocks with field glasses. Some
say it was a squall and a waterspout, others
think it was some kind of a large fish, while
one old captain stoutly maintains that it was
only a flock of geese.

The London Times

Resumes Its At*

gentlemen believe In Maine and that
there Is as fruitful a held for speculation^
Mt. Besert as can be found
anywhere, and
will hardly take a trip to Kansas this
spring.

tacks on the Parnellites.

Reported to be Sick
His Journey.

Parnell

After

BASEBALL.
New

Adventurous Youth

Read

This

[Kennebec Journal.]
It is not often that bear hunting brings the
Nimrods to jail, yet the experience of the
Bartlett boys would lead one to believe that to
look through the bars may be the lot of some
bruin hunters.
An item appeared in yesterday’s Journal
relative to these wild youths and their pilferlngs. The boys, it seems, were without
parents to guide them in the way of rectitude. Daniel had been adopted by a Livermore man with whom he was living, while
Nathan worked on a farm for James Baker
of East YVinthrop. The latter succeeded in
obtaining a supply of highly wrought literature, abounding in mighty hunters and ferocious warriors. Among the highly colored
books was the familiar ‘‘Dick Lightheart.”
The yarns on fishing and hunting so infected

boys that they resolved to seek bruin in
rugged haunts about Moosehead Lake.
Accordingly Daniel made due preparation,
.stole a fine single-barrelled shotgun from his
employer and tramped to YY'intiirop. He
made his arrival known by climbing a pine
tree
and whistling, Nathan discovering
him perched in the branches. That night the
traveller slept in a barn In the vicinity, anil
the next morning the two boys, Nathan first
appropriating 825 from E. J. Munford’s
pocket, started east, being seen later at the
Forks and In this city.
Here they fitted out
for their expedition to Moosehead Lake by
purchasing a single-barreled shot-gun, so
that both would be equipped with
weapons,
200 cartridges and several minor articles.
They both wore belts which were loaded
down with shot. YVednesday afternoon these
enterprising sportsmen sallied off into the
the
his

woods, secreted their guns and ammunition,
afterwards returning to the city to spend
the night.
To strictly follow the wild life
undertaken, they crowded under the Maine
Central freight house and slept there until
11 o’clock in the evening, when they became
disgusted with their cold, damp bed, and
shifted to a freight car which had been used
hr it nsnnrf

linrena

TTava

tlia

night.

Bright and early they were up aud
off to sample a hunter's walk in the
woods,
but after a two hours’ tramp through tangled
brush and lonely woods, the young nimrods
became leg-weary, and the pangs of hunger
began to gnaw, the
latter
had
an
argument which could not be resisted, and
turning about, they dragged themselves back
city. On arriving here the older
brother, Nathan, entered the Augusta Sav-

to the

ings bank to draw out a small sum of money
which he had deposited from a sum stolen
from a former employer several years ago.
Mr. Dudley recognized him as one of the
Bartlett boys, notified an officer, who took
them into custody at once. Entering a carriage with the younger boy, he drove out on
Western Avenue and found the guns and a
portion of the ammunition hidden in the
woods back of Whittier’s and the remainder
in the rear of the Alins Mouse.
Yesterday afternoon the youthful culprits
were brought before Judge Andrews.
Both
made a clean breast of their escapade and
proposed bear hunt and Nathan was bound
over under |goo bonds, while Daniel was
placed in Jail and his Livermore employer

by telegraph.
They both looked like ordinary farmer
boys—in no way resembling criminals. The
pernicious “Dick Lightheart” reading undoubtedly lured the youngsters on, but they
notified

w.U not find much light-heartedness in the
dull life of Kennebec Jail, I,et our youthful
readers who peruse this aud aspire to be

ker M. Hooper relative to the loss of that
vessel in March during her voyage from Havana to Boston.
The letter charges that the
captain wanted to lose her. He spoke about
the vessel’s being lost to get the insurance
money. The letter gives the details of how
the captain wrecked the vessel and how the

buildings and machinery

Ceorge F. Stiles, c m
A. Gloddy’s br g Zeplto.3

visible.

Wrecked His Vessel.

errors.

$50.
Jennie.1

are

Baltimore, May 13.—A letter has been
received here by John E. Doyle, from Oliver Wooleott,
first mate; of schooner Par-

Chicago, May 13.—Tonight all building
operations under the control of contractors

N.

people

The district of Arispe in northeastern Sonora suffered badly.
The valley of Froteas
was inundated by water, and nearly all the
houses were destroyed.
Only one person
was killed there, a young girl, who was bur-

LABOR TROUBLES.

Utica,

and from 35 to 40

buried in the ruins, and IS) others severely injured. The towns of Granados and
Guasavas were greatly damaged. Several
persons were Injured, and some loss of life
is reported.
The woods on a number of surrounding mountains together with the crops
in the valley were consumed by fire, but although water has risen and the earth opened

of doubts of construction.
Probably
act ever passed by Congress
important
has elicited such variety of opinion as tiie one
in question. A careful reading of Washington's letter, Cooley says, seems to show that
tiie consequences which he attributes to lawf
flow from the construction railroad managers
put upon it and which may or may not be
correct.
The testimony before tiie commission during its recent southern trip, made it apparent that persons were excited
by fears of the
destruction of their business which had no
other basis than views of the law which were
so erroneous that it would seem they ought
not to be held by any one.
I cannot help
thinking, said Judge Cooley, that equally unfounded views have had much to do
with the disturbances of trade of which
Washington speaks, and that as these are
corrected, disturbances will iiecomo ennmaratively unimportant. I shall remain in that
belief until further experience of the law

TO

were com-

were

cause
no

the

Sonora.

Sonoiia, Mexico, May 13.—The special officer that Gov. Torres of Sonora, Mexico, sent
to the scene of the recent earthquake, returned yesterday morning, with despatches
from tile Prefect of Montezuma to the Governor.
These despatches say that while the
first reports, which were despatched via
Ures after the first shock, were, in the excitement, exaggerated as to the number of
lives lost, but still the loss of life is appall-

Kingston, N. Y., May 13.—Interstate
Commerce Commissioner Schoonmaker has
received for approval a letter from Judge
Cooley addressed to Secretary Bayard embodying the views of the commission, on a
communication from U. S. Commercial Agent
Washington at London, Ont., in which letter
are officially laid before tiie State
Department disastrous effects of tfielinterstate law
upon the trade of the United States with
Canada.
Judge Cooley’s letter says that, in hisopin1011, W ashington’s fears of disastrous consequences are excessive and will not, to any
great extent, be realized.
The difficulties
which arise from putting in force a new law,
will be greater at first than when its workings are fully understood, and the greatest
while tiie parties are hesitatiug to act be-

GRANT’S ORDERS

Let

til

Latest Reports from the Earthquake

Becoming Frightened Before One
Hurt, Is Practically What Judge
Cooley Thinks.

foot

Progress

slept very comfortably the remainder of the

NO USE

E«1m and others have invested there this
in some instances as high as $3 a
was paid by parties f.-om this
city,
fhese

week,

GAME TO-DAY.

the Crimes Bill.

The Portlands will play the Boston Blues
this afternoon at the Portlands* grounds.
This is the first appearance of the Blues
here this season, and there Is much Interest
taken la the game today as the Blues have
beaten the Portland1 team once.
The game
will be called at 3 o’clock.

insured for $11,000.
J. D. Fogg’s house, barn aud slaughter
house were burned yesterday morning at
Claremont, N. H. The loss is total: insurance
$1500.
An unsuccessful attempt was made yesterday morning to rob the National Bank at
Francestowu, N. 11.
There was a slight shock of earthquake at
Summerville, S. C., and a slight rumbling at
Charleston Thursday night.
The vibration
was not greater than would be caused by a
loaded wagon passing along the street.
Mrs. Sarah Davis, a divorced woman, was
taken from the house of Dr. Emery at Lees
Corner, Mich., with whom she has been living, and treated to a coat of tar and feathers.
She had recovered sufficiently Thursday to
leave the town and was pelted with rotten
eggs as she took the train.
Ilev. Dr. McGlynn, in an interview, Thursday, said that his reference to an old gentleman in Home was intended for Cardinal Simeon!, not the Pope. When lie spoke of an old
gentleman in this country he did jnot mean
Archbishop Corrigan, but Bishop Gilmore of
Cleveland.

The obsequies of the late General A. F.
Stevens took place at Pilgrim church, Nashua,
yesterday afternoon at 3 o’clock. They were
of an impressive character nnd were attended by a large eoncourse of citizens including
many prominent men.
The two years old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Moore, of Sawyer’s mill, near
Dover, fell down stairs Thursday night. A
nail projecting on the stairway tore her
dress, which got entangled around her neck,
choking her to death. In the parlor below|at
the same moment Mrs. Moore’s sister was
being married. During the ceremony the
child strayed out of the room up stairs.'
Mrs. Cook, with' her two children, were
burned to deatli at Coal Valley Village, Pa.,

Thursday evening.

bear hunters, take

a

lesson.

WATERHOUSE’S RIDE.
How Portland Became the Terminus
of the Crand Trunk.

[Norway Advertiser.]
While the building of the Atlantic and St.
Lawrence Kailway was under discussion,
and after the route from Montreal to Island
Pond had been decided upon, a great and
Important question arose, especially involving the fortunes of tho cities of Boston and
Portland. In going south from Island Pond,
where should the railway reach tide water to
connect with ships aud steamers to reach all
parts of the world, especially the “mother

country.”
Boston

large aud powerful and bid
terminus.
Portland did what

was

high for the

she could and presented all the arguments
possible lor herself and for Maine.
While
the discussion was still sharp and the arguments hot and heavy, Boston made the very
strong point that she was nearer Island Pond
hours than Portland could possiby several
bly be. Portland responded to the challenge
a “pony express,”
by proposing
between the

please,”

The

ing

Beginning of Navigation-Fishon tho Songo-Arbor Day Ob*

served.

Sebago Lake,

Sehauo Lake, May 13.
after being closed to naviga-

tion five and a half months. Is once more
open and presents Itself in all its beauty and
aud grandeur. The first lake boats from
jian lot’ll aiivi

Lake

iinu^bim

iiinvcu

til

oruu^u

Village Monday, May 9,

after being
week on account
of high water. This trip is twelve days later
than the first one last year. On their arrival
they fouud a large number of cars loaded
with freight for them to convey to the interior towns. The Harrison boat is commanded by Skipper Kimball, a most efficient
officer.
The Naples boat is commanded by Skipper
Brackett, who Is noted for his promptness
and kindness.
These two skippers are looked upon in
these interior waters .about the same as the
commanders of the English steamers are
looked upon by Portland people.
The sporting fraternity are now congregating at the mouth of the Songo river to try
their luck on land-locked salmon.
The
sportsmen are equipped with rod and line,
with, iu the words of Theodore Parker," u
"worm at one end and a fool at the other
The proclamation of the Governor was
complied with iu this village by all good
subjects and some 100 shade trees were set
out and a resolve passed to take the best of
care of them.
If this had been done fifteen
years ago, we should now have plenty of

detained at the lock for

shade.

one

_Anon.
RAILWAY MATTERS.

UOSTON AND tJUKIlKC Alit LINK.
The Waterville Sentinel says that the firm
of Webb & Webb, of Waterville, have been
retained by a syndicate of Boston capitalists
to organize the Boston and Quebec Air Line

Railroad, extending from the Maine Central

railroad station iu Skowliegau to the Megautic railroad, in Jackmentown Plautution, a
distance of about 70 miles.
It will there
connect with the Quebec Central for Quebec,

Greenwood City was a large, powerful,
vicious animal, and when his temper was up
could not be held to a trot, or even an ordinary run.
Waterhouse knew his horse, and
as he sprang to his work with a leap of many
feet, he wound the reins around his own
body, took a position in the middle of the
sleigh to prevent upsetting, and let the racer
make bis own time. It is hardly necessury
to say that the miles were covered with wonderful rapidity. Waterhouse reached lslaud
Pond sometime before the jockey from the
Hub put in an appearance.
My recollection is that two other races
were run; hut this one where Waterhouse
was conductor find engineer, was the must
important and decisive.
When the railway left Island Pond it headed for Portland and not for Boston, and so
Oxford county has an opportunity to get out
into the world.
MEMORIAL DAY.
Tho Ceneral Order Issued by Depart*
ment Commander Catley.

The following general order has been isby Department Commander Gatley:
Hoy us. Deft, of Maine, G. A. R., I
Portland, Me., May 6. 1887. f

Order No. 8.
I—Memorial Day with its sacred duty Is near.
It Is expected that every comrade in this department, as far as possible, will units with their posts
In the services of the day.
Be sure that no grave
of a soldier or sailor who (ought in defense of the
General

receives from loving hands our simple tribute of love, and that over it waves the Hag lor
which he fought.
II— May 2i»tli will be observed as Memorial Sunday. The clergy are respectfully requested t»
make special reference to the oecaslou In their
addresses on that day. Posts will as far as possible assemble at their halls and attend dlviue service in a body.
III— Numerous letters have been received at
these headquarters asking the questiou, "Shall
we decorate the graves of soldiers and sailors ol
other wars?" The Grand Army must decorate
the graves of all who served during the last war,
further than that posts must use their own discretion.
IV— Posts will make their reports of Memorial
Day services to the Department Chaplain, Kev.
q. 11. Shinn, Portland, Immediately alter June
1st, while all thclfacts and details required in the
blanks are fresh lu the memory of the proper offiThe necrology report for 1887
cers of the posts.
will lie (orwarded to the Department Chaplain
promptly at the close of the year. Posts that have
uot their uecrology report for 188«> will do so at
once, otherwise the names of their dead comrades
will not appear in the record, as the proceedings
of 1880 will be in the printer’s hands by June 1st.
My command ol
Kicuakd K. Gatley,
Department Commander.
E. C. Milliken, Asst. Adjt. Gen.
Invitation lias been extended to the Portland Light Infantry, Portland Mechanic
Blues, Montgomery Guards and Cadets to do
escort duty on Memorial Bay.
The Light
lufantry and Cadets have excepted the invione

tations. Chandler’s Band and the Maine
Fife and Bruin Corps have been engaged for
the day.
The selectmen of Beering have voted that
the memorial committee may draw on them
for $25. The selectmen of Cape Elizabeth
have been asked to contribute to help defray
the expense of Memorial Bay.
At the evening services in City Hall, it is
expected that Hon. W. U. Clifford and Maj.
Holimiu S. Melcher will be among the speakers.

show a connection between •‘Parnelllsm and
The present series of articles la
Crime.”
entitled, '•Behind the Scenes In America.”
The matter is the result of an inquiry which
the Times says it instituted last summer, into the relations between the American Fenians and the Parnellites, and purports to contain a number of the secret records of the
Clau-na-Gael Society, obtained through a
schism of the society, and quarrels among
its leaders. Among the documents
published

A HAW AVERAGES.

The following figures give the batting and
fielding averages of the three highest clubs
in the New Knglond league.
They Include
all games played in the league up to yesterday, and the hits are all of the old fashioned
kind,'and all battery errors are reckoned.
The batting averages are of 1st base hits and
not for total bases. The figures are given to
show how the Portlands stand with their
now principal opponents.

what is ullegeil to be copies of the constitution of the society, lists of -its officers
at various epochs, letters from its
pzst ami
present leaders, secret circulars and reports
of tho society’s conventions.
The Times
says its inquiries are not yet complete, for
the reason that the society hail been reorganized so that its system of working has ireare

seemingly impenetrable mystery.
on its present revo“It is impossible
lutions, the Times says:
to doubt that the policy of the Parnelland
therefore of Mr. Gladstone, is ultiites,
mately dictated by the heads of the society
and by Patrick Ford."
Parnell’s health has become worse since
his journey
yesterday from Ireland to London. Physicians advise Parnell to proceed
at once to Bournemouth, where he will remain until Tuesday, at which date he expects to be able to attend Parliament.
London, May 13.—Edward Samuel Norris,
Progressive Conservative member for the
Lime House division of tower hamlets,asked
the government In the House of Commons
this afternoon, whether, in the event of the
passage of the coercion bill, they would consider the question of recommending to the
Queen as one of the features of her jubilee
celebration the granting of general amnesty
to all prisoners in Ireland under detention
for agrarian crimes, but not guilty of personai violence.
VV. H. Smith, answering for the government, said they were not in a position to
make any such engagement.

BATTING AVERAGES.
GAMES.

_

Portlands..

Lowells .11
Huston Blues.11

a

Editorially commenting

It may

be

convenient to sum up

original draft hsw

hAPnimt

an

unro/wovnivaK'n

that in order to make the debates intelligible, it has been necessary to Issue to the
members a reprint of the clause in the condition to which it has been transformed.
The six days' debate on that part of the
clause which has been passed has swollen it
to three times its original size.
The 19 lines
that have been passed have grown to 52 lines
in the process.
The most of the additions
take tne form of checks and restrictions.
The bill was very badly drawn in order to
secure brevity and consequent shortness of
debate. In view of these facts, the charge
of obstruction is ridiculous.
Mr. Lockwood, Liberal member for York,
moved an amendment with tile-object of limiting the operation of the clause to the most
serious offences.
Attorney General Webster said the government was unable to accept the amendment.
If any one offence was worse than another,
against which the clause was directed, it was
a conspiracy to boycott.
f. P. O’Connor said the government had
at last let the cat out of the bag in admitting
that the most striugent powers of the bill
had for their object the suppression of boy-

cotting.

Sir William Vernon Uurcourt pointed out
that there was no such provision in the act
of 1882, and said he would draw the attention of the House to the seriousness of giving power to inquire into such vague, indefinite offences.
The amendment was rejected—257 to 170.
Berlin, May 13.—The Post says the Czar
approved the proposal of the Russian ministerial Council that teachers and
pupils in
the German gymnasia and schools in the
Baltic provinces be required to use the Russian language as a medium of education.

The “Lohengrin” affair at Paris made irrevocable the German government’s decision
not to take part In the Paris Expositijn. A
few German traders, however, will be represented in the exhibition.

Cape Town, May 13.—Sir Arthur Havelock, Governor of Natal, has been instructed
to proclaim Zululand, excepting that portion
constituting the New Boer republic, a British possession.
The New Boer republic oc-

cupies the western part of Zululand, but
does not reach the coast, and the area is
about 1800 square miles.
The capital is

Vryhrd.
Roue, May 13.—It is
will communicate at

stated that the Pope
with Archbuhoe

once

Corrigan regarding the case of II*- McrHynn.
He will approve the Aie^^hop s conduct
warn McGlynn once for
and charge him
all that if he does nut present himself before

supreme ecmesiasucai autuority at uouie
within forty clays he will be formally excom-

the

municated.

Foreign

Notes.

Parnell returns to London unfit for pro-

longed

work.
On pressure from the Parnellites, Mr. Morley proposes that ho and Mr. Oladstone confer with Messrs. Purnell and Dillon in order
to arrange for concerted action on arnondmeuts to the crimes bill.
Oladstone is opposed to purely obstructive
tactics, lie wants the Parneliites to light
the clauses of the bill on the merits of the
amendments.
The breach in the personal relations of
Gladstone with Lord llartington and Chamberlain is now complete.
Until recently
their political differences did not cause a ces»
sation of their personal Intercourse. Now.
however, when they meet in the lobbies of
the House of Commons they do not speak
and do not even exchange salutatinns.Chamberlain sits close to Gladstone in the House,
but neither makes a sign of recognition.
THE STATE.
KENNEBEC

A Western scientist

writes to the
been

some

Water-

killed abovo
hunters last

John J. Allen, a dory fisherman of Rockport, was drowned Wednesday morning by
the upsetting of his dory. His ago was about

45 years. Ho leaves u widow and several
children, savs the Rockland (minion.

GAMES.
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432

123

.201
AV.

A.

f<>.

......V.12
fertfeirds
Lowell*.11

Boston Blues.11

M
282

1*0

E.
113

103

13d

187

178

168

.733
.7*5
.782

BLUES, 10; SALEMS 2.
yesterday the Boston Blues

BOSTON

At Salem

knocked the home team out 10 to 2.
Salems were

The

at every point.
The
Bostons showed up well but did not have to
work hard to win.
Innings.1 1345 M 7*0
Boston Blues.1 0 0 2 4 1 0 0 1—10
Salems.O 0001 1000—2
Pitchers—Blues, Clare; Salems, Demaris.
At Manchester—Manchesters 13, Lynns 9.
Base hits, Manchesters 15, Lynns 13; errors,

outplayed

Manchesters, 16, Lynn 19; pitchers, Person
and Sprague.
No report was received of the game be1tween the Lowells and the Haverhill*.
STANDING or TilE LEAGUE.
The following Is the standing of the New

England league clubs

to date:
Per
cent.

Won.

Lost.
3

Portlands.10

0
!Boston Blues
Losrells. 8
Manchester*.. 7
Lawrences....... 4

Lynns.

4

talents. 2
Haverhill*........ 2
The

Played.
12

12

3
3

11

6
7

12
11

8
0
9

12
11

....

11

Won.
.839
.750
.727
.MS
JM
.333
.181
.181

League.

National

AT BOSTON.

Innings.1 23458789

Bostons..0

2

2

0

0

0

4

0

0— 8

Washingtons.1 0200001 1—6
Base hits—Bostons, 10; Washingtons, 17. Errors—Bostons, 5; Washingtons, 7. Earned runs—
Boston. 2; Washingtons, 2.
Batteries—Madden and Tate, Whitney aud Mack.
AT NEW YORK.

Innings.1 23456789
Philadelphia*.0 1000400 1—0
New York*.0 00000010—1
Base hits— Phlladelphlas, 11; New Yorks, 10.
Errors—Philadelphia*, 4; New Yorks, G. Earned
runs—Philadelphia*, 0; New York*. 0. Hatterles—Ferguson and Clements; Welch and
O’Kourke.
_

AT PITTS HB9<1.

Inning*.1 2 3 4 5 G~Y~S 9
Indianapolis.0 001001 10—3
Pittsburg* .........1 OOOOOOO 1—2
Base hits— Indianapolis, 9; Plttsburgs, 8. Er>rors-Indiauapolls,
3; Plttsburgs, 3. Earned
runs—Indianapolis,
1, Plttsburgs, 0. Batteries—
j1
aud
Uackett, McCormick and CarrolL
Healey
AT

CH1CAOO.

Ino'D"S.1 23466789
1Detroit*...10 0 2 0. 0 0 3 2 X—17
*Chicago*.0 0000410 2—7
Base blts-Detrotts, 22; Chicago*, 16.
Er1; Chicago*, 7. Earned runs—
1srs—Detroit*,
7.
Batteries—Welduun
Detroit*, 12; Chicago*.
and Brady, Pyle and Sullivan. Kvan and Daly.

Other Carnes Yesterday.
At Cincinnati—Cincinnati* 12, Metropoli(tans 4.
At Louisville—Louisville, 4; Athletic, 1.
At Springfield, Mass.—Springfield*.
22;
Hartford*, 7.
At Bridgeport—Danburys, 11; Watarbury,
I
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 11; Baltimore 4.

Notes.
Gaines to-day—Boston at Portland, Lynn
,»t Salem, Haverhill at Lowell, Manchester
iat Lawrence.
Higgins signed with
Thursday afternoon
l.owell and
played Uia llratstanietts a reguIlar member ofthe lemrim In

LTVln—»—-,||(J

<

O'Connell, a now pitcher, is to he given a
trial by the Lawrence management.
Cullman and Cole, of Biddeford, will probiably be the battery of the Sanfords.
K. C. St. John <fc Co., will give the Portland Club a box containing 100 fine cigars it
!tbe
Portlands defeat the Boston Blues today
and

Monday.

Bradley and Charles Tingling, the pitchers, have l>een released by Haverhill.
Haley, of last year’s Portlands, and recentwill sign with
ly released by Haverhill,received
advance
Scranton, Pa., having
that
club.
from
money

Spill and Cook of the Lynns, were laid off
Saturday night without pay lor Indifferent
playing at Haverhill. They claim they did
their best and asked to be released, but their

request was refused.
Umpire Mahoney of the New England
staff has resigned on account of ill-health.
Substitute umpire Winston, of Lynn, will

appointed
place.

be

temporarily

in

Mahoney’s

The base ball enthusiasts of Haverhilt
held a meeting Thursday evening to see
what could be done towards raising funds to
support a winning club. President Brtckett
of the association tendered his resignation,

_

A
and A. B. Priest was chosen in his
committee was chosen to canvass for funds
and a few days work will decide whether
tho club will remain to represent Haverhill
or be transferred to come other city.
Concord has made a bid for the franchise.
We uotlce a large picture of Shoeneck, by
Larnson, in Somers’Bros, window.

Arrangements

Sanford, May 13.
Tbe Sanford Cadet Band began a series of
summer evening concerts from
the band
stand Thursday evening.
The town clerk, having failed to record
several matters relating to the new streets,

|,

special meeting ihas been called to take
An article has
place Saturday afternoon.
been inserted in the warrant, asking for the
appropriation of 11000 to be equally divided
between Sanford and Sprlngvale, the same
to be expended In providing Improved appliances for extinguishing fire.
The farmers In
the outlying districts propose to fight this
measure tooth and nail, as they Invariably
a

do all necessary village

improvements.

_r.

The citizens of Sprlngvale have purchased
Uuuuemau Land firetengine and are
11
forming a company to man It.
A large amount of building is underway .. «
here.
Single dwelling houses, tenement
blocks, business blocks unit a new hntelare
among the uuuiber to be completed by (all.
The Sanford Agricultural and Mechanical^.
Association is an assured success. Sufficient
stock has been subscribed to meet all expenditures necessary to make one of the best fair
The
grounds in this section of the State.
track will he one-half mile and will he laid
(,i
out by a civil engineer.
Commodious exhibition halls, stables, sheds and a largo din-i c
beerected
on
the ground
lug hall will shortly
which will be about uuui-dlstant from Sanford and Springvale. The towns of Lebanon, Xortu Berwick, Alfred and Waterbor»i
will be invited to compete (or the Association prizes. The directors, who are among
the most wealthy, influential and enterprising citizens of both villages, are determined
that this fair shall be second to none in the
a

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The publishers of the ltangor Commercial
announce that they are soon to begiu tlie
publication of a Sunday paper.
SOMEUSET COUNTY.

The Fuiriield Journal says that the Village
Improvement Society commenced their summer campaign l»y observing Arbor Day. The
observance was of a very practical kind.
The members met on tlie park aud set out 33
thrifty young trees In good shape. Arrangements were also made for caring for the

newly

set trees.
The assessors of Fairfield find 808 polls.
Thu valuation of the town is SI. 141,470.

uew

country.

t

Sates

College.

The prospect ef again hearing Prof. C. W
Emerson, of tire Monroe College of Oratory,
has been pleasantly looked forward to. especially by those who had the pleasure of hearing h imabout two years ago. As was expected, the Main street church was crowded
at the third In the series of lectures, Thursfday evening, delivered by Or. Emerson. Prof.,
Emerson possesses a clear, strong voice, under perfect control, and his manners upon
the stage are very easy and impressive. That
he was master of the subject he teaches was
I he
shown by Ids address on "I reaching.
speaker dwelt at some length upon the qualilieations necessary for the preacher; spore
of the studies most essential foratheologfeat

sec-

retary.
W urren.
Ur. J. M. Wakefield, William Cutting and Ben

UoolMay.
Baker, J. K. McOougall and Alden Blos-

Wellington.
Iteuben Whitehousc. William Iarwrcnce and U.
A. Herriman.
Bar Harbor Speculation.

[Kennebec Journal.]
An Augusta gentleman who has just returned from Bar Harbor brings glowing reports of land speculations and the swarm of
speculators there. Laud is souring way up,
and almost fabulous
prices are being paid lor
first class lots. Lanu all over tlie Island is
changing bunds and nothing can lie purchased short of tauo an acre.
Governor
Bodwell, Mr. J. H. Mauley,OrvilleD. Baker,

Extinguishing

chanical Association.

OXFOItl) COUNTY.

Local Boards of Health.
Presque Isle.
C. P. Allen, president, and Ur. F. Kilburu,

for

Fires-Sanford Agricultural and Me-

Tlie Western Oxford Agricultural Society
have decided to hold a celebration at their
C. U.
grounds in Fnreburg, July 4th.
Walker, A. O. l‘ike uud tlie trustees are tlie
committee iu charge. The leading features
will be an urution by some distinguished
speaker and two races. The Fryeburg horse
railroad, that ruus by tlie grounds, will before tlmt time be completed and in operation.

N. 8.

AV.
.376
.233

SANFORD AND SPRINCVALE.

payments.

som.

lie

riSLDlNG AVERAGES.

KNOX COUNTY.

The books of the Rockland Electric Light
and Gas l'owcr Company were opened for
subscriptions last Saturday, it is expected
that the plant will be put in this summer.
The town line between Rockland and
Thomaston has been adjusted by the county
commissioners.
The commissioners made a
decision fixing the point of division at the
eastern face of the western abutment and
covering of the second bridge, and Tiiomastoii the western abutment, Rockland having
all of the Pleasant street piece east of tbo
division and Thomaston the remainder aud
all the piece of roiul from U’Neal’s corner to
the Meadow brook.
The Uodwcll Granite Company paid off at
Vinalhuven last Tuesday eveulng, May 10,
in order to make ready for the fortnightly

Libby,

BH.

122

place.

COUNTY.

vllle Sentinel for particulars of the killing
of a wild and hairy man, said by the Lewis-

ton Journal to have
Lake by
Muosehcad
winter.

AH.

611
406

roughly

the progress made in the committee upon the
crimes bill. According to the parliamnitary
papers issued yesterday, the government's

“go-as-you-

two cities, to leave at
the same moment ol time, and seo which
messenger would reach Island Pond lirst.
The proposition was accepted by Boston,
and Waterhouse was selected by Portland
people to make the necessary arrangements,
and when the time came, to drive through.
It was in the winter and there was an
abundance of snow.
Waterhouse went over
the ground, and from Portland to Gorham it
was on the line of travel from Northern
Vermont, New Hampshire and Oxford
county to Portland, and arranged for P'e
teams to be ready at a certain hour of the
day or night as the case might be; and it
was understood that all
local teams should
be kept from tho road when tie was expected.
One team was at Welchville, another at
Norway Village, one at David Noyes (a short
route.) and the next at Greenwood City and
so on.
When he arrived at any place the
next team was ready and in the road, and he
from
one sleigh into another and put
■prang
,the horse instantly upon his mett’.e. it is related of him that the norse awaiting him at

sued
SEBACO LAKE.

London, May 13—The Times has resumed
publication of regular articles Intended to

come

England League.

Made In the Committee on

and Beware.

FROM MEXICO.

passengers to engage in

FOREIGN.'

important and far-reaching.

visit created, and it is one, so
far, of unquestioning approval. The French,
Protestants
and a scattering of the
many
English element were In the hall last night,
and not a dissenting voice was heard.
The
evicted tenant, Kilbride's speech, is said to
have strengthened the case made out against
Lord Lansdowne, and the way in which Mr.
O’Brien was treated here today by all classes
of citizens, is alleged as a reason why Toronto people are less bellicose.
Today, Mr. O’Brien, accompanied by a
group of the most prominent Irishmen, made
a tour of the city.
Ho was taken to the Citadell and other points of interest.
“The
Falls,” a picturesque spot ten miles distant,
was next visited, and 5 o’clock the return
journey for Montreal begun. An immense
crowd gathered on the wharf; as the vessel
steamed down the St. Lawrence, a salute of
12 guns and a volley from the Winchester
rifles w as fired from Diamond harbor by
the Irish residents of that district.
The
crowds ashore dipped the Irish flag as the
steamer passed.

tishiug from Gloucester, after which they
proceeded to Boston to take cargoes for the
Provinces.
They were under register, and
entitled to the same privileges as any other
trading vessels. Tney asked for nothing
that they were denied, and did not intend or
offer to tit for fishing.

shall show its

Enthusias-

Quebec.

of judging the impression which
opportunity
Mr. O Bneu’s

13.—The story that a
Canadian fishing vessel came to this city to
repair seines and nets two weeks aeo. and
was refused the privilege to land them without paying duties is incorrect.
The boarding officer s report shows that no provincial
vessels
have
arrived in Gloucester
lisning
this spring to tit for fishing.
Collector Presson said today that nothing
of the kind, as stated, had come under his
notice; that only three provincial fishermen
had arrived here this season, being schoon-

brought

an

which road is now completed within 45 miles
of the State lines.
The new line will be
built by Massachusetts capital, which has
been
already
piovided for, and it is expected
that it will be completed and opened for
summer travel by July 1st, Ishs.
This will
bring Boston and Quebec within eleven
hours travel of each other, and give to
Maine advantages in railroad connections
BEAR HUNTERS IN CRIEF.

A Denial from Gloucester.

which

at

Preparations Made for a Monster
Meeting in a Park.

Gloucester, May

ers

Reception

made ample provisions for the maintenance
of order.
Police arrangements were also
made for Tuesday evening next, when Mr.
O Brien proposes lecturing here.
Quebec, May 13.—Lord Lansdowne is now
iu loronto.
The News today, regarding
what will occur when O’Brien gets there to
lecture on Tuesday evening, is less warlike
than it was. Mayor Howland sent a second
dispatch stating he would greatly prefer that
Mr. O’Brien would not visit Toronto, but
that should he persist in going he would extend him all protection wliich the law empowered him to extend. The action of the
entire
population here today, after yesterday’s enthusiasm cooled down, furnished an

More Than Ten Thousand Men Idle
at Chicago.

JAKE SHARP.

Begin In New
Monday.

EDITOR O’BRIEN.

Is

JEFF DAVIS.

den,

$100,000 less

Mr. Cartwright strongly objected to the increase in taxation, particularly in view of
the fact that the farmers profits have been
reduced so much of late years. He estimated
that within the last ten or twelve years the
net income of the farmers of Canada had
been reduced by $20,000,000 or $20,000,000.
Referring to the oft-repeated utterances of
Sir John Macdonald that lie would prefer
annexation rather than independence if a
relationship to the
change in Canada s to
take place, Mr.
mother country were
the
essence of
flunkyCartwright said was to talk
in this way. The
ism for the Premier

In

has left the big lake and that the lakes will
be clear by Sunday.

Charleston, S. C., May 13.—The Episcopal Diocesan Convention of South Carolina1
the question of admitsplit this evening on
ting colored clergy to the floor as delegates.
decided
against the color line
Bishop Howe
party, when the lay delegates of 14 parishess
and two clergymen withdrew. Enough remained to constitute a quorum, and the con-I

>vas burned.

The

Ship-The

His Trial to

Tho Color Lino in the Church.

Bristol,

American
Crew Safe.

Rangelev Clear of Ice.
Farmington, May 13.—A telephone message from Raiigeley announces that the ice

table. The ball is thought to have lodged ir
the brain, and that it will prove fatal. Mahoi
is 30 years old and has a family.

at

Largest

“What rlismnsitinn

<
the water being higher than ever beday,
fore known. The breaking of Errol dam
will drain Umbagog Lake and will cause
1another freshet on the river.
IThe Situation in New Brunswick.
St. Joiix, N. B„ May 13—The first train
from the United States for 12 days reached
here yesterday. The Intercolonial railroad
at Kothesay is still flooded and night trains
are cancelled.
There is suffering and loss
throughout Sunbury and Queens counties,
intensified by a terrible gale which lasted
24 hours.
Houses and outbuildings were
overturned, mnny cattle swept away, and
barns flooded. Fredericton is’in utter dark-

They

vention will resume tomorrow.

Ulvea to private pupils by the subscriber,

W.
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Farm
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ficiently to admit of their starting again.
The village of Berlin Falls was flooded

<

aptu

6 Clear

week before the waters subside suf-

over a

thanking

Haw Food Kxtbact luiye sustained and supof
ported him with little or m»/ effort on the. part Jlotlu* digestive origins, and feel that lo your
vinine I am indebted for the prolongation of my
father'8 life.
STEPHEN W. HO AC II.

middle

S

The Berlin Mills Company were forced to
shutdown their sawmills yesterday on ac1
count
of the freshet, and they fear it will be

was

New Yoiik, Jan 10,1887.
TilK J. V. IIUSII M’F’G CO.:
Gentlemen—1 most earnestly desire to express
iny gratitude to you for the gieat herein my fattier. John Hooch, has derived from Hie Use of
your Pluid Pood, lioviKINK.
Por more than two months past, the nature of
the disease from which he has suffered has totally
precluded the use of solid food, ami it was at first
feared that from inability lo administer an adequate quantity of proper nourishment, Ids strength
would rapidly tail, 'lo my great surprise and delight, however, the IIOVININK has been aide tu
supple every need of the system, being in a palatable, highly condensed form, easily assimilated
under all conditions.
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The President’s callers this alternou included 2‘-><l members of the Sixtli Army
Corps, who took part in the Sedgwick memorial ceremonies at Spottsvlvauia Court
House yesterday. Gen. H. G. Wright, U. S.
A. made the presentation. When Gen. Latta

builder.

janli

—lo S

may cause considerable damage and loss to mill owners and others on

The President’s Callers.

HMUlOCk’S LIQUID FOOD CO., Boston.
.SM&Wlf
my22

A. P. BUSH &■ CO.,

NE
N
NE

heavy freshet,

Hospital 200 largo bottles of evThis gives a gu irantee of sweetbottle sold, and Is not given l y any
manufacturer of any other preparation hi the
world.

ounce
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but an immense volume of water
has been let loose and this, in addition to the

Proposed for Carlar.d.
Washington, May 13.
The suggestions of some prominent Dem-

our
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No further particulars have been received.
Errol dam is one of a series of dams controlled by tlie Androscoggin Water Power
I
and was situated on the river beCompany
,
low
Umbagog Lake. There are t wo other
dams
on the lake, known as the Upper and
Middle dams, and as these are of couiparij
recent build, it is hoped they wil
tively
!stand the pressure caused by the
heavy

ocrats that Attorney General Garland might
I succeed Justice Woods on the Supreme
or mote dropM
Bench of the United States (Justice Woods,
ntem-h feeding, mad its lost or needed vitmeanwhile, is not dead, hut is better.) has
caused much comment among the citizens
ality will be developed iu .‘IO dnyn.
ami politicians.
It Is evident that there
Our Ft re Home* for If oaaclc»n Hoy* eou- I
would he decided opposition to the conGrmataiuM 50 beds, Hurt ia located at II lo 21
tiou of Garland if he should be appointed.
f'nuM'Miiy ntreet. \\'ben any of the boj«.
The statement is made on good authority
1that the President
nuffer front Nerofulu, Fczcuau or other
tendered to Garland the
Mkiu diacu»eai, they recover quit kiy by the
Chairmanship of the Interstate Commerce
Commission.
iimc of oiar liquid Food.
iu

to

BEr.Lix Mills, N„

FROM WASHINGTON.

the Medical Profession as the ONLY HAW
POOD KNOWN, free from insoluble matter,
drugs, minerals, salts or acids, and carries the
blood corpuscles.

use

>

darn has gone out and there is a
*
the
Androscoggin river.
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Tho Situation in New Brunswick.

Week. Come nud See Them.
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HOST YOUR OWN PRICES.

F.

Ocean
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DESTRUCTIVE WATERS.

HAS REMGVtD TO 702 CONGRESS STREET.

Liquid Food Is adapted lor all ages, tu health or
disease, as it will make, by the use of one tablespoonful four times dally for an adult, eight per
cent, new blood weekly.
It is recommended by
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This powder never varies.
A marvel of purity
strength and wliolesomeness.
More economical
tuan die ordinary kinds, and can not be sold In
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1weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold
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training; personal discipline and the personpreparation for the pulpit. The lecture
abounded in facts especially useful to the.
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theological auu other students luteudiog to
make the ministry their profession.
The Seniors have selected Hearn of Portland as their class photographer.
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SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 14.
Massachusetts

newspapers

complain be-

their legislators spend much
watching base ball games.
cause

time

suffrage bill has failed lathe
Pennsylvania legislature. The Senate passed
The

woman

It, but the House defeated it.
By the high society of England America is
much admired for its beautiful women aud
Buffalo Bill.

been

devoid of reason and impulse as a wooden
doll; and the hysterical enchantress is drawn
with timid and heavy touch. Meanwhile
there moves beside these puppets, one of the
most exquisite figures of
modern fiction,
Marty South, the wood-girl; and her old
father also is a sylvan creature whose life is
at one with the life of the leaves; and whose
death comes with the bending and fall of a
great elm. Marty South is a veritable dryad, not outlined with any false classicism,
but with a force of imagination nearly akin
to the ancient minds of the makers of myths.
Nothing could exceed the beauty and pathos
of the wood-girls’ lament at the grave of
Giles Winterbourne, the man of her love,
who had died to shield Grace, whose light
facile soul was incapable of understanding
his wasted affection. A more thorough example of the best and worst of Mr. Hardy's
fine genius could scarcely be imagined than
The Woodianders.

CONCERNING BOOKS.
nr E.

Pennsylvania is going to try high license.
Both houses of the Legislature have passed
the hill, and It now only needs the signature
of the Governor to make it a law. That it Is
pretty certain to get.
The business of tbe internal revenue officer of this district, according to .Collector
Redman, is falling off very fast. Pretty soon
Deputy Collector Cromwell will be able to
go to dinner.

The proposed attempt to cut short Mr.
Heifer's oration at the unveiling of the Garfield statue by drownlDg bis voice with artillery was not made. It would have been i
an outrageous insult not only to tbe orator
jj
but to the memory of tbe dead President.
The Belfast Age is highly pleased with
the free trade, free rum and anti-civil service reform of the Kentucky Democrats, and
thinks it the kind of a platform the National
Democracy should adopt. Doubtless the
Age.voices the sentiment of the majority of
the Democracy of Maine.
A fellow has been swindling people in
New Brunswick by selling them Confederate notes at prices ranging from twelve to
thirty dollars a thousand. Even this Confederate money was counterfeit. A Canadian officer arrested the man, but let him go
on the novel ground that the people swindled “were just as great frauds and much
bigger fools,” and that the fellow “had
really been giving some value for the1
money." If a counterfeit Confederate bill
lias “some value” in Canada an original
Dixielliin-plaster must command an enviable premium over the line.
Dr. Howard Crosby favors allowing the
sale of draught-beer, not to be drunk on the
premises, between 12 and 2 o’clock on Sun-

“Thousands of families in our city,” he says, “are accustomed to
drink beer at their midday meal, and there is
no more reason why they should be deprived
of it on Sunday any more than the rest of us
should be deprived of our milk.” It is cerday in the metropolis.

tainly sad to contemplate the suffering that
would ensue If the supply of draugiit-beer
cut off end the Sunday meal had to be
partaken of with nothing better than water
or tea or coffee to wash it down.

CAVAZZA.

The anonymous author of The Kernel and
the Husk, a series of letters upon Spiritual
Christianity, commends himself at once by
the liberal thought and uuflinching ardor for
truth which are everywhere apparent in his
volume.
Wliiie lie iinds it needful for the
satisfaction of his own mind to reject or give
new significance to certain ideas which have
formed part of the belief of the greater number of Christians, his attitude and spirit are

In Mr. William Black’s

charity:

necessity

l.rith H.a!. l,«;ii;n..t

brilliant

to that extreme.
The cruiser Triumph, the latest addition
to the fleet of Canadian cruisers, has been described at length in the down-east papers.
She was modelled in accordance with the1

suggestions of an officer in the fisheries service, and is expected to be a very swift sailer. The only point of essential difference,
from the peaceful schooners
that throng
those waters, is thus described by the correspondent of a Halifax paper: “Descending5
the after hatch, We entered the armory,
which we found to be an apartment 24x222
feet in dimensions, well lighted and ventilated from the deck, and grisly with rifles,i.
cutlasses, navy revolvers and cases of amn
munition." This sounds like passages from
A
^
the descriptions of the old pirate ships.
i
black flag and a few skulls only are needed
to complete the picture.
Not long ago the Newfoundland Assemblyf
a bill refuting
to French fishermen
the right to buy bait in the ports Of tneis*m
''**** m
England forr
land. Whfin
.ral the home government vetoed it on*
the ground tbat such a prohibition if immediately enforced would break up the fishingI
season for the French.
But a delegation off

passed

Newfoundland statesmen have prevailed on
the home government to revoke its veto. The*
necessity of such a bill arose from the fact
that the French government pays a subsidy
to its fishermen to encourage them in the1
long expedition which they make across the!
Atlantic. Aided by this subsidy they have1
been driving the fish caught by the Newfoundland fishermen out of the market. The1
latter think that by depriving the Frenchmen of the right to bay fresh bait in Newfoundland they lessen this competition.
■

full notes
but he will pardon the suggestion that his
most sympathetic portraits are those of persons worthy of his art, the noble and charm;
ing figures that have moved through the
pages of his former novels, and to their number may well be added Janie and Philip, and
Walter Lindsay and Sabina Zembra, whose
pity and love at last reward her faithful
knight. (New York: Harper & Brothers;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

The determined way in which the respectable people of Baltimore have set to work to>
purify elections in that city has evidentlyr
frightened Senator Gorman. At a meeting
of the Democratic Central Committee the3
other day he made his appearance for the,
first time in the role of a reformer, and appealed to the committee to avoid even the,
shadow of suspicion of fraud. He admitted
that elections in Maryland cities in the past
had sometimes been attended with corrupt
practices and pleaded for a discontinuance of
them. This spectacle of Satan lebuking sin
made some of his audience smile, as well it
might. It is to be hoped that the Senator’s
reformation is genuine and permanent, but
it will be a wise precaution to keep him
scared, lest his conversion be of the death
bed variety which is very liable to disappear
if the patient gets well.
Another famous trial is soon to come on,
in which the temperance cause is Involved.
At Jackson, the capital of Mississippi, a
young man named Roderick Gambrell conducted a prohibition paper.
Colonel Jones
Hamilton took two other

our
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prices which before

seemed
absurdly, and
tragically cheap; or the cloaks, advertised as bargains, of which the 'price has
been paid in the slow poison that every

k

now,

Idle me
U1
M16
SeWlllg
law of the universe that
for nothing; and there is a

iuiu

nothing is given
deeper reason than the mere vulgarity of
running after bargains, to make one despise
which are sold too

much

below their

rightful value. While the skilfull shopper
is congratulating herself that she has purchased a garment so cheaply let her rememtwenty cents which she has
saved means a reduction in the payment of
every piece of the dozens that are made by
some poor woman. Many
petty sins are committed in the name of economy; and it is
difficult to say whether the inveterate
slioppers who will wear their strength and lose
their time in order to save a few pennies on
some

or

unimportant purchase,

most to be
pitied for a lack of the sense of the relative
worth of things, or as possessors of an instinct of the chase, petty as that of the weasel or the hawk.
For the state of things, induced by feverish competition, no one class
is wholly to blame, certainly not the retail

dealers,

are

the manufacturers. But if
modern civilization has any hope to be the
first to avoid the ancient order that has prevailed through all history, of rise, decline
and fall, something must be done to remedy
the untold sufferings of the Prisoners of
nor even

Poverty. And such works as
Campbell, reasonable, practical

this of Mrs.
and based on

careful reports of individual cases, are the
best preparation for the powerful measures
th..t may avail at least to lessen the ominous
burden that crushes uncounted lives of wom-

(Boston: Roberts Brothers;
Portland: Lorlng, Short & Ilarmon.)
en

and meu.

f

J
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Career (Boston: lioberts Brothers) is a picof the political and social high life of
England; and although it would be unfair
to call Mr. Meredith a cynic, it must be con.
fessed that the atmosphere of his work is
ture

Both branches of the Massachusetts Legislature have passed the bill for the division not exhilarating. The
compactness and vaof Beverly, against the protest of a good
riety of thought, wit and fancy are amazing;
many prominent Republicans of the State
the characters—men and women, seem to
and of the most influential Republican pa- ; have an existence of their own, beyond the
pers, which took the ground that It was i mere pages of the novel; and yet, strange as
necessary for the Legislature to reject the
it may seem, one Instinctively feels that with
bill to rebuke the'.corrupt influences that had all this wealth of literary skill, this powerbeen at work to secure its passage, and to
ful play of a superbly trained mind, the auremove all suspicion that the Legislature
thor falls short of the highest art from lack
had been affected by them. As for rebuking
of imagination. He sees the world and its
the would-be corruptionists the investigating inhabitants, but not the aureole of
possibilicommittee did that, and as tor removing any
ties that hangs over the head of each one of
suspicion that the legislature had been im- them. Mr. Meredith’s literary style is diffiproperly influenced, it may be questioned cult to follow, and not wholly to be comwhether the rejection of the bill would have
mended, still less imitated; yet one would
done that as well as its passage. It must be
look long through the pages of contemporary
that
the
bill had passed its
remembered
fiction and not find tho match of the brilearly stages before the exposure of attempt- liant impressionism of his phrases.
ed corruption was made. So that to defeat
it some of those who originally voted for it
A new novel by Mr. Thomas Hardy is an
must vote against it. A change under such
event in literature, and one would wish to
circumstances might suggest a guilty conhave nothing but praise for his Woodlandscience.
ers (New York:
&
Portbeen a
last year there has
marked decrease in malarial and contagious
diseases in the city of Providence. The leading physfclaus say that malaria is undoubt-

During the

edly on the decline, and that in a comparatively brief period it will, it is altogether
probable, have taken its departure from
Providence and vicinity; and of contagious
diseases, such as scarlet fever, diphtheria,
measles, etc., the decrease in the number of
cases has been very rapid, so much so that

ers, Messrs.

[

men in a buggy and
runnning down Gambrell In the highway
For many reasons, the novels of Mr. George
shot him in cold blood.
The assassination
Meredith were slow to take hold of popular
at the time was credited to “the State house
and their fame has delayed to
ring aDd the lawless element that rally appreciation ;
cross the Atlantic even after
the fellow
round it.” Whatever “ring” or “element”
countrymen of the novelist had recognized
may be responsible it is certain that the sahis unique and powerful gift.
Ilis art is
loon is behind it all.
And like Kev. Mr.
Haddock, who was killed In Iowa, and Dr. ! primarily, that of the philosopher, and the
Northrop, whom the saloon keepers of an form of fiction in which he embodies his
studies of English society, although brilliant,
Ohio village shot, Editor Gambrell, whethfull of color and suggestion, does not render
er his murderers shall be punished or
not,
them light or easy reading. Beauchamp’s
will be another martyr, whose killing will be

-■’■’yito the long list of iniquities which the

The Buchholtz Family, translated from the
German by Herr Julius Stinde—of which the
second volume is received from the publish,

The class of persons of whom Mrs. Campbell
writes are not the degraded or criminal creatures who present so terrible a problem to,
social science; it is that better class ofpersons, who would gladly improve their condition, and who try to make an honest living’
often oppressed and defrauded in the desperate race for wealth.
No woman who reads
Mrs. Campbell’s volume can ever again look
with
ew-^iaggjjcy on tjj e pjies 0f white garmeats, rutiled and oudiryidered, to be sold at

ber the ten

land
an

by

With the
of a trained artist, he takes
in the line of a proposed work,

Helen Campbell has written a powerful book
upon the conditions of working women, a series of sketches entitled the Prisoners of
Poverty. It is based upon the writer's own
observations as, going from house to house
the poorer districts of the city of
New
York, she has heard from one and another
toiler the story of her work, its payment,
aud the means by which employers contrive
to make their profits. It must be said in justice to Mrs. Compbell that she has no desire
to create a sensation, no tendency to communism or sentimentality.
She recognizes
the fact that in many instances the relations
of employer aud employed are honorable
and equitable; that sometimes, indeed, the
incapacity or folly of operatives prevents an
employer from making arrangements for
their comfort aud profit, but there remains
the discouraging truth that our cities number thousands of overworked, ill-paid women, who, for various reasons, cannot rise
from the ranks of the Prisoners of Poverty,

wares

appropriated

thoroughness

.,1

Brothers;
Harper
Boring, Short A Harmon.) But when
Anglo-Saxon romancist deliberately ig:

nores ethics, he is sure to
make an awkward
piece of work. The bad hero of the Woodlanders, Edgar ,F itzpiers, begins rather interestingly as a young physician whose Immature science has confused his ideas, and
who naively divides the universe into the
Me and the Not Me. Then he meets the
heroine Grace Melbury, whose naturally
pleasing, but not over-strong intellect has

Is°possessed

w nenever me commissioners smut inspect aim
condemn an animal as diseased, tliey will cause
tlie appraisal of tlie animal or auimals affected
wiili. or that have been exposed to said diseases,
and tlie same shall be destroyed and paid for as
provided in Sec. 10, out of moneys
by tills act, upon requisition made by the commisthe Secretary, upon
sioners, and disbursed
vouchers furnished by tne commissioners or a
majority of their board. Whenever the commissioners shall decide animals to be diseased, or to
have been exposed to contagion, and tbe owner
refuses to accept tlie sum authorized to be paid
under tbe appraisement provided for in this act,

circle of readers and admirers.

wrongs which exist and which it is the affair of each one of us to have righted.
Mrs.

It is a

his matchless notes

nor

length of companionship with the jockey in
process of deterioration. His career might
well have been closed earlier, even at the
loss of several chapters of the novel. But it
must be said in justice to Fred Foster that
he was not an all-round villain, and that in
certain scenes he figures in finely dramatic
fashion. Mrs. Fairservice is a person w horn
Mr. Black had no right to introduce to his

nineteenth century
has learned and is acting upon, that to live
in the world, look on at its misery, and refrain from stretching a hand to lighten the
load. Is to be practically allied with evil. Now
and then a book is written which makes the
way more plain for improvement in one direction or another,
calling attention to

woman.

natural,

landscape painter—of which, by the
way, he gives in this volume enough and not
too much—nor even his skill in development
of character, can reconcile the reader to such

was

The Tory ministry is in a sad predicament.
The refusal of the Speaker of the House of
Commons to apply wholesale cloture means
that It will not be possible to pass the coercion bill for a year at least, Lord Salisbury
says, (Mr. W. H. Smith says four,) unless,
the government can contrive sopie way of[
cutting short the debate. Of course the billj
must be disposed of in somehow long before2
the time elapses which Lord Salisbury says2
will be necessary to pass it at the present|.
rate of progress. But how is the momentouss
question for the ministry to solve? Mr.
QiH thinks that the Irish members will bej
arrested and shut up in prison, but it is veryr
doubtful If the government will dare to go,

as

..

5—That any person who is the owner of
of any interest in any anlmals affected with any of tnd diseases named in
section two of this act, or auy person who is
agent, commou carrier, consignee or otherwise is
regard to any animal so
charged with auy duty in
diseased, or exposed to the contagion of such disease, or any officer or agent charged with any duties under the provisions of this act, who shall
knowingly conceal the existence of such contagious disease, or the fact of such exposure to
said contagion, and who shall knowingly and wilfully fail, within a reasonable time, to report to the
said commissioners, their knowledge or their Information in regard to the existence and location
of said disease, or of such exposure thereto, shall
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be
puuishable as provided iu section four of this act.
Section 7—That no person or persons owning or
operating any railroad, nor the owner or owners,
or masters of any steam, sailing, or other vessels
within the State, shall receive for transportation
or transport from one part of the State to another
part of the State, or to bring from any other
State or foreign country affected with any of the
diseases named in section two of this act, or that
have oeen exposed to such diseases, especially
the disease known as tuberculosis, knowing such
cattle to he affected; or to have been so exposed:
nor shall
any person or persons, company or corporation, deliver for such transportation to auy
railroad company, or to the master or owner of
any vessel, any cattle, knowing them to be affected with or to have been exposed to any of the
said diseases; nor shall any person or persons,
company or corporation, drive on foot or transport in private conveyance, from one State to
of
the
another
State, any cattle,
part
knowing the same to be affected with or to have
been exposed to any of said diseases. Any person
or persons violating the provisions of tills section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by fine
not exceeding the sum of two hundred dollars, or
by imprisonment not exceeding six montlis, or
by both fine and imprisonment.

;

Charles Scribner’s Sons, New
York, (Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon)
—is an amusing and unique group of
sketches. They are remarkable for their
quiet good humor, and the shrewd observation of everyday German life; their realism
has nothing supercilious or cynical in it; and
the reader marvels at the unostentatious
dramatic power of the author, who sees the
affairs and society of a busy German city,
not as a man of letters, but through the
round blue eyes of a simple-hearted haxtsfrau, good wife, mother and neighbor. It is

the commissioners will declare anil maintain a
rigid quarantine of such animals at the expense
of the owner, and also of the premises or places
where such cattle may be found.
All notices of
disease among animals provided for In this act
the
shall be made directly to
Veterinary Inspector of this board, who will by himself or some
other member of the board, give the same their
immediate attention.
Tbe Cattle Quarantine against tbe States ol
Massachusetts and New York, ordered by the
old board, is hereby continued until further notice.
Massachusetts has now nine localities (and perhaps more) infected with contagious Pleuro-Pneumonia, by cattle brought there from New York:
and tlie stock interests of that State are in great
Jeopardy. Tlie great difficulty which attends the
stamping ont of tne infection of contagious Pleuropneumonia. makes it the duty of all to use every
endeavor to prevent its gaining a foothold in this
State; but a permit to bring cattle into this State
may be obtained by furnishing to this board full
and satisfactory evidence of non-infection. All
other cattle brought into this State without such
a permit will be quarantined, as above directed,
until this order is cancelled, and any violation of
this order coming to our kno wledge will be prosecuted to the lull extent of tho law.
F. O. BKALb, Bailor, President
W. W. HARRIS, Deering, Secretary and Treas-

THE

TO

We respectfully tender the biggest offer ever made by any one
in our Business and we want to tell everybody, and everybody
ought to tell everybody else, that during this week we shall

prodigious bargains

the most

give

ever

COMMEUVCIIVG

DINING ROOM FURNITURE.

Grand Clearance Sale Is wnat inis suouia ue
No dealer in furniture nor manufacturer of fur- j
as we are determined to lower the stock
niture in the New England 8tate8 or New: York j called,
and
close out what we cannot duplicate at the
can show a
finer selection of Sideboards from I
mills.
Now, don’t Infer from tills that the goods
no
and
all the way down to $20 than ours,
are old or shop worn, because we keep no sueli
epartment In our business is more carefully
but the manufacturers are all the time
goods:
best
the
looked after.
Our Sideboards are from
get again
dropping out patterns which we could
manufacturers in Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
until they were woven. This wo canby
waiting
othvarious
Williamsport and Grand ltapids, and
not
the
we
mark
goods barely to
do, consequently
er points, and well worth an hour’s time of auy
cover the cost and our customers get the benefit.
lauy to come and examine them.
We shall close out
1 1*01 Tapestry iSriisneU at 60c. per yard.
1 Lot
75c.
DINING ROOM CHAIRS

we nave a small lot

1 Lot

all the best manufacturers, including two

styles upholstered in Leather, made in Vienna,
Austria. Prices on these goods from 60 cents each
to $25 per chair ; endless variety to select from.

1
1
y

<»

t*

•*

•*

**

«i

$8.75 to $125 per set. A beautiful Hue as
shown in this country.
Tea Seu, 55 pieces, from $8.25 to $15.
Hall Mtnud., from $7, $9, $12 to $50.
Pier and Mantle Mirror., from $3.50 to $50
and $75.
Roll Top and I.adiea’ Deaka, all prices.
Book Ua.e., all kinds, at prices that never
will be duplicated.
Upright Parlor Bed., prices, $45, $55 and
from

a column of solid reading matter expatiating
the good qualities of this set would not convey
all that the set deserves. The facts are, we wish
to show to oar friends what we can do on a handsome Black Walnut Chamber Set, with best Marble Top. We struck a bargain and are willing to
give our customers the benefit. Besides this set
we shall offer this week other bargains in fine Ash,
Cherry, Walnut, Mahogany, anil Imitation Mahogany Chamber Sets, from the largest line ever
exhibited In New England. We mean every word
we write.
If you want any Chamber Sets we will
give you a benefit sucb as is seldom or never offered In any store In the country.

1.17

lion,

CURTAIN DEPARTMENT.

patterns to select from. Prices from 50c to
Hemp Carpets. Corn Mattings, Napier
Mattings and Straw Mattings, all prices. Rugs,
Mats, Remnants, &c., at Anniversary Week Prices
100

*1.10.

Mantle

Nottingham l.ace Curtain*.

the lowest prices ever offered In this country.
We will deliver on our own teams and by express
to places named, for casl) or one-fourth down, balCome to
ance by the week or month.

Further discount this week on our low
Styles without number, but don’t wait until next
week, thinking to buy for the same price, as the

goods will all be marked regular theu.

Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,
Portland.

Corner Pearl and middle Streets,
Portland.

Corner Pearl ami middle Streets,
Portland.

at

a

Baby Carriage for

a

Vlndra. l.ace

little money?

prices.

contrast to the volume lastt
the translation of Sigrid, an1

reviewed is
idyllic story by Jon Thordsson Thoroddsen,
one of the foremost poets of Iceland. The>
perfect poise and simplicity of its art is a
triumph of realism informed by the spirit of
poetry; and it has .the quality of imagination, the grave beauty of detail, that charm1

O. K.

at once. All druggists sell them at 60
cents a box (trial size 25 cents). Sent
to any part of the U. S., by mall, on
receipt of price, by DOOLITTLE &
SMITH, Wholesale Druggists, 24 and
26 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

the reader of the Norse legends included in
Mr. William Morris’s Earthly Paradise. It;
is the prose of a poet, and also of a patriot,

who

the

sees

hope

of

his country in

__3

—

< vu

scribes.

w*

*uvu

such
t-

HUU

U UIUVU

HO

1

following the story of Sigrid’s life, alone with her sheep on the hill, or
among the cares and festivals of the village,
or the society of an Icelandic
city, the reader
has gained acquaintance and sympathy with
a people that before seemed far off and
strange, and is greatly enriched thereby.
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.)
■

If ye desire to witness prodigies and to behold
marvels
Be not concerned as to whether mountains are
distant or the rivers far away,

is the motto which Mr. Lafcadlo Hearn has
chosen from the writings of a poet of the
Flowery Kingdom as an introdution to his
volume of stories about Some Chinese Ghosts.
These stories are told in a singularly poetic
fashion, the rhythmic flexible prose flashes
like the links of a jewelled chain. A singularly impressive story is that of the potter
who fuses his body in the furnace to
give
life to his porcelain; and the same
mystic
idea is repeated with even more
power in
the Soul of the Bell. The
legend of the
fairy wife is more akin to the spirit of Western folk-lore.
The tradition of the TeaPlant becomes meretricius in departing
from the simplicity of the original legend.
The beauty of form and subtle sense of light
and color that pervade the book culminate
in the strange catalogue of porcelains, a true
rhapsody of ceramics. (Boston: Roberts
Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

1

&

CO.,

ISAAC 0, ATMffll,

•

i

& CO.,

Voices of Praise ^\ct3iiJt4cwn?8rMuz8ic(Raendt

ilanayr.

ISAAC C. ATmOU,

ISAAC C.

HjUBgtr.

•

SAT .B

Gentlemen’s

AWARDEDTOl

REDUCTION SALES NECKWEAR and
—

AT-

TURNER
_MW&Snrm

PHYSICIANS’
Prescriptions are prepared
in

retail

with
skill and care, from the
purest and best medicines
obtainable, and at moderate prices.
our

store

H. II. HAY &
,

SON,

Itetail Department,

258 MIDDLE STREET,

AND

l.omlon, Eng.
S&Tu&wly

CENTS.

HURON”

If you buy your Boys’ Hats of

ever

COE,

Unequalled for Dryness, Whiteness, Purity & Streneth,

HOWES, HILTON & HARRIS,
for Main*.

eod3m

Requiring

he

wlil present a base ball or harmonica with each
flat or Cap.

197 Middle St.

AXI> AX

—

of Supert and Wondrous

entire ear for Us transportation.

an

Klll\, LOUR A CO.,
BANKilKS,
30 NASSAU ST.. NEW YORK,
ON HAND
A MEI.ECITON OF ( HOICK INVENT.11 ENT SECT HIT I EM.
HAVE CONMTANTLY

CORRESPONDENCE OF BANKERS, BBOKERS
AND INVESTORS SOLICITED,
tebgaTT&S3m

WOODBURY & MLTIW.

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
Choice Securities, suitable tor Savings Banks, and Trust Funds,

constantly

maylO

on

hand.
eodtf

NEW LOANS.
<•

ALSO

Portland City Municipal

Bangor City municipal
Bath City, guaranteed by

UNDER
20N

Street, Portland* Me*
eodtf

Poor &

Greeiiougk,

HANKER* AND

BROKERS,

Proprietors of
POOR’S JIANI7AL OF RAILROAD*,
Execute orders at the Stock Exchange In New
York and London. Railway BuAds a specialty.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondence Invited.
31 WALL STREET, NKW YORK.

fablOdBm

yearly.

t'nder the laws of Kansas, the stock
carries double personal liability similar
to National Bank Stocks.
Savings banks and Insurance Investors hare alrendy subscribed fora considerable portion of tbls loan.

Price:

Par and Accrued In*
terest.

Exchange Street.
au

HOME BONDS.
Hockland,

6* and 4*
On and 4s

Balli,

fflinm.V!

Srr

Anson,

We also offer in this sale 8 pieces Figured Lace
40 inch width, in colors, at 25 cents per yard.

MILLETT,^VANS

Aretas Shurtleff,
RIMER AM BROKER,
194

HOTEL.
t

Portland Oai Light Company*
annual meeting of the Portland Ga~ MgX
Company will beholden at the office of the
VwMSPJki?0* 86 Exchange street, Portia*!?*, ad
WEDNESDAY, the 18th mst, at 3 o’clock p. m.,
to act
upon the following articles:
lit-To receive and act upon the reports ol the
President and Treasvrer.
2d—To choose Directors for the ensuing year,
and to act upon any other business that may properly come before the meeting.
*

&XYMU>

Prices

Bsduced
—

LAWr rEP.Til.lZERS

far
ALSO

£Hn

I

0

s!
Seaser

cf

BANKERS,
No. 21$ MIDDLE STREET.
•■uarpiai

k

icnanjfr

eodtt

mm

eodtf

Color” Russet Oxford Ties at $1.50. Best in the
Come and see them. They are nice goods, and
25 cents less than usually sold for.

OUR

REPAIRING

Economical and

DEPARTMENT

WE

LEAD

eremlne our stock of
reliable standard heads, Colore ami
Prepared Paiute, and nee temples of
new and desirable shades for outside
anil inside work; alto Stains of all
kinds. W w have alarge line of Brushes
and Painters' Materials.
..

city.

1S8».

"S SEED.

Mlddle^Strcet,

.

IBayl°

^B
^B
^B

^B

^

apll

d3m

Serviceable.

ALL

COMPETITORS. PRESSED

DAVIS & CARTLAND,
No. 210 middle

■

..

HAY
—

—

LAWK

dlm

-’

$1.50, $2.00, $2.50,

^kdauswh;::;!^

*52®

“New

no,

Lawn R

THE

Street,

Portland, Maine.

beugbt anil sold ai mo. far arable rale..
Travelllag a ad CsOf trtlal I.filer, af
Credit laaard, available la all the Prlaci.
pal Cities ef Karepe.
laveatBieMI Hcearitiee Roughi aad Held.

& GO., HIT TOP, KID BU1T0 J, MLIOP
VAMPS,

°

ifliddle

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

B_

Bunting,

Congress Streei, Mr ics’ Bt’l. ag.

y,

y,

....

Furnlslier,

unn'ri

y,
6s

...

Portland & Odyeusburg 1st,
vValdoboro,

COLLARS and CUFFS

FALMOUTH

CO.,

Kangaroo Bicycle Shoes

tion.

May 31,1887.

A»
Ti
An
5s

dcc21_

apao

R.1ARRINGT0N,

ap»

ANOTHER HARO A IN.

517

A*
ti

•

1*. 4'. It. It.
naiue Central It. H.
Andro*. Ac Kennebec R. R.
Calais H aler Co., 1st .Wort.,

Mo. 32

Underwear.

TtLe Clotliler and.

51 r7.
DRESS GOODS!

mayl3

PLAY.

PICTURESQUE

VIlfAJICIAL.

Bw

JAKES EFFS A CO.

-AT WHOLESALE BY-

FRED

dtf

eodF^&Xhem

LADIES

SIMM’*

and

Eslablished U54,

36 pieces French Foule Dress Goods, 40 inch width, price
SO cents per yard. These goods have not been sold for less
than $1.00 per yard. All new colors, this season’s importa-

only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:

Tabic and Dairy Salt

BROS.’

Nearly 2000 yards 36-iuch strictly All Wool Hair Line Dress Goods
25 cents; usual price 50 cents.
1000 yards Arlington Dress Goods, Checks and Stripes, reduced from
25 cents to 12 1-2 cents.
24 inch Black Satin Rhadame $1.50, regular value $2.00.
19 inch Satin Duchesse 73 cents; regular value $1.00.
Black Satin Rhadaine 95 cents; regular value $1.25.
Special Sale of Black Dress Goods, including remarkable bargains
in Silk
Warp Henriettas.
Bargains in Silk, Taffeta and Lisle Gloves,Hosiery and Underwear.

Junction Free Mi.

jaul

Original

now estimated
to be 30,000.
Assessed valuation •
$12,344,274
.....
City debt
so,000
These works hare the EXCLUSIVE
water to the City
privilege of
of Wichita, supplying
and they are now earning
over $31,000 yearly.
It Is estimated
that1 the additional mains now being laid
«o provide ior me
extraordinary growth
of the city, will increase the earnings to

At LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES.

maylO

•

the

SCENERY,

,nya

TBHBESIIKTHEWOKLD

it.

Overshadowing Display

of Inal tallow s.tw

HOV2B

—

Triumph,

SWAN & BARRETT,

ALL THE LATEST STYLES OF

Backache, Weaknaaa, Cold* In

—

All

Portland,

OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.
may7.B.T&Tli&w

H^m^theChaatandaU Acbaa aadBtralnfc^^^^^^

OF TH«

Unprecedented €’a»t, Mpirited Mituatinan, I'ouwuwmiii* i'linaxn, Keali»tie
Tableaux, .Vlarveluu*
«chuai«u>»,

186 Middle

LARGE AND ELEGANT LINE OF

MAILED FOB RETAIL PRICE.

MEDALS

—

%V«rl«T» Dramatic

FOR SALE BY

no

tendency

A»k your grocer for It.

MAY

For Men, Youths, Boys and Children.

lovely little book

for the young children o
further than FRESH
FLOWERS (26 cts., *2.40 per doz.) Emma Pitt.
Sweet Hymns, Sweet Music, Pretty Pictures.
a

1ft and 17.

MATCHLESS ANO MAGNIFICENT PRESENTATIONS

—

Dtuu*

a coustitutiou may ho
up until strong enough to resist
to disease. Hundreds of subtle
every
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there Is a weak place. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame.”—Civil Service Uazette
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

feb8

1887.

SPRING SUITS!

catalogues.
For

Monday and Tuesday, May

H. M. PAYSON &

L.O.EmW. F. Sherwin, both
compilers, composers and leaders, and
the latter well known as having had charge of the
music at many Chatauqua meetings.
For other good books, please send for lists and

Sunday School, look

WltSHTH ONI. V.

TWO

eodtf

ll/irvllilV33 cts.. $3.60per doz.)

a

FOLLOW I

Ohio mid liidiuna County

Hlanagtr.

•

SPRING OVERCOATS

MIDDLE ST., CORNER PLUM.
my5

AS

PORTLAND THEATRE

y $50,000

nurSllip erson and
OUllg
celebrated

articles of diet that

Agentu

GREAT
—OF

the first highly gitted, musically, and the secnnd the author of many hymns ot refined and beautiful quality. One ot the newest books.

gradually built

Ponlund,

ISAAC C. AHUM,

man.

iRBEABFAST.
‘‘By a thorough knowledge ol the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the line
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
heavy doctors’ bills. It is by the Judicious use of

Mole

Corner Pearl nud middle Streets,
Portland.

Songs of Promise eyffiE0!’ uok

EPPS’S COCOA.

Table and Dairy Malt
offered to the public.

And we have a hundred and one styles to select
from, that are beautiful to look at; elegant designs
and are made to wear a lifetime. Here Is one of
the grandest opportunities to replenish a parlor
ever offered, and we will sell for cash, or part
cash and the balance by the weex or month.
Come and see us this week|

NOW OPENINC.

compositions

meetings.

BXUU ISM

Grand Concert by Legault's Band !rom 7.30 to 8;
Address o|[welcome by Rev. Frank T. Hayley; R.J
marks by Revs. N. T. Whittaker, Asa Dalton; Henry Blanchard, A. T. Dunn, Marlon Croslay. J. R.
Grosser; Instrumental aim Vocai Music under direction ot F. A. Bent. ASwlnlaa J3 real.,
my 14
dat

Population (1880*4911)

manufacturers, Retailers and Jobbers,

*

Gospel Mission, Monday Evening, May Iff

$100,000

the Wu8j^Jg$2tSfftl
Singing
sisted by X)r. Holbrook, whose noble

known and loved in all the churches. This, like
the book above mentioned, does excellently well
for a Vestry Singing Book for prayer and praise

PEARSON,

his return from Khrope, at the

Wichita, Kansas, Water Works Co. Six
Per Cent Sinking Fnnd Bonds, Guaranteed Principal and Interest.

on

are

—

SEE IN OUR WINDOW.

& CO.,

milSO*._Manager.

ALLEN & COMPANY

poetry dignified and classical, but not dull; in tact,
collection for

GBATErDL-EOKFOKTINO

The Bmi

A few beautiful Plush Suits for $67.50, regular
1 lot n-plece Combination Crushed
Plush, with Spring Edges, price this week from
$U6, to $05, former prices $85 to $126.
We are Just receiving a beautiful novelty in Parlor Suits, upholstered In Long Nap Silk Plush.

We have secured a large lot of these goods at much lower prices
than we can buy them now, and we propose to give our customers
bargains never before offered. We shall make two lots. 25 and 50c.
25c lot—Ladles’ trimmed Robes, tucked and trimmed Chemises,
Hamburg flounced Drawers, tucked Skirts, Hamburg trimmed Corset Covers, tucked Nurse Aprons; above named goods worth 50c.
50c lot-Includes Hamburg trimmed and tucked Robes, Hamburg
edge, Insertion and tucked Chemises, Insertion and Hamburg flounced Drawers, tucked and Hamburg flounced Skirts, Hamburg trimmed Children’s Dresses with tucked yokes; the above named goods
worth 75c and $1.00. TIany other styles will be included in this lot.
Sale to commence at 8 o’clock, sharp, Tuesday morning.
Some of
the best styles will be limited iu quantity, therefore eome early and
secure a great bargain.

The attention of Gentlemen desiring to purchase a
line strictly all Wool Suit, well made, and of excellent
fashion, at an extremely low price, is called to an assortment of first-class Suits we have marked at the low
price of $9.50 per suit.
These are not Suits of questionable style and quality
that we now offer, but straightforward honest goods at
much less than actual value.
We still continue the sale of first quality Middlesex
Blue Suits at $10,00 per Suit, strictly all Wool and Indigo fully guaranteed. An examination of these bargains will prove of interest to all intending purchasers

omcx TO

The nale of Heat* will open on Friday, May 13.
Price* 76, 50 and 35 cent*.mylldiw

LADIES’ COTTON UNDERWEAR.

SPECIAL MICE.

the money.

(New York: Harper* Brothers; Portland:
Loring, Short & Hannon.)

THE

siyies

price $75.

TUESDAY, MAY 10,

bright and enthusiastic. Very large

ies of out-door life that quicken the reader’s
interest in common things, and give him the
clue to numerous fresh enjoyments. There
is a cheerful philosophy which, underlying
Dr. Abbott’s studies of weeds and watersnakes and meadow-mice, is attractive and
contagious. His observation and notes are
keen and careful, and be has nothing of the
sell-conscious recluse in his communings
with Nature. They are the expression of
the frank love of a man for his mother Earth,
and his interest and liking for his human
kind and for the humbler folk that
go in
feathers and fur, or that spin cocoons in the
sun, or dait under the ripples of the rivers.

Ilomcropnlhic Cbvmie'e
jcD*

new

833.00.

& co.,

Ditson & Co.’s Sunday School Music
ranks with the very best, and no Sunday School
management should adopt a new Singing Book
without carefully examining one of their
“tried and true“Muuday Nchool Moor Book*

New Jersey, and delay there awhile to share
the pleasant discoveries which Dr. Charles
C. Abbot has made in his Wasteland Wan-

such

genuine

eodlst2dor4tlipnrm

Janao

And now from Iceland and from China
tlie reader shall wend homeward by way of

uio ucauiuui

more

UVJ Uf

After

who ui

snow

B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson B. A. Atkinson

means

and all who suffer
dyspepsia,
INDIGESTION,
HEARTBURN,
ACID STOMACH,
or SICK HEADACHE,
are assured that a box of D. K.’s will
make them

we

This Is a very handsome suit and Is, without exception, the biggest bargain In Parlor Furniture
that we ever had to offer.
Then we have Plush Parlor Suits for $38, $42,
$45, and up to $360. And llalr C oth Suits, all
prices—but a special bargain In Hair Cloth Suits
will be a full 7-plece set. thoroughly well upholstered, and of best Hair Cloth, for

$1.60

aud up to $15 per pair.
Curtain., $3.50 la $‘20.00.
Irish Point Curtains, all prices. Swiss Lace Curto
tains, $B
$50; and Brussels Lace up to $105
per pair. Imported Vienna Curtains and Turkoman Curtains, all prices, from $3.5o per pair upwards. This week only at

Do you want

in tms line

anil handsome designs than ever before, and we
believe we have the best Boor and best light to
One big offer for
show goods by in the country.
week will be a handsome Combination Plush Suit,
consisting of Sofa, Cent's Chair, Lady’s Patent
Mocker and four Parlor Chairs, aud a Marble Top
Table, 20x28 marble, aU for

2.50

BABY CARRIAGES.

OUR

DYSPEPSIA KILLER,
from

THERE WILL BE A RECEPTION

NOe

*•

our

Anniversary Week!

D. K.

refreshing

Vt/xvwtr.4-

solid walnut ten

on

All Wool Carpets for the Mil-

$76.

It Is a little lozenge of wonderful
curative power; prepared from the
private formula of that distinguished
physician, Dr. Mark E. Woodbury,
under his own personal supervision.
It is called for short

stiung by fictitous horrors.
In

mi. 11

and

97c per yard.
*1.06 "
11

Among these goods are some patterns made by
the Lowell Co., the Bigelow Co. and the Delaware
Co. You all know what the goods are, and If you
make enquiry will be told they cannot be bought
We are bound to close
for that money today.
them out, and out they go If price will do it.

DINNER SETS

Bed., $10 and upwards.
Mewing Machine., at cost.
Chiffonier., $10 to $40.
And all kinds of House Furnishings for this,

90c.

All prime goods and nice.
Lot Body Brussels Carpet,

gzu)

850.00.

eod2w

which

13_*_aat

%n

$34.75,

’•

one

somewhat sensational story of a muder and
the consequent detective
business. It is
perhaps of average literary merit, and Swill[
not fail to find readers among those who
like to have their nerves strung and un-

my

PRICELESS, PERFECT

PARLOR SUITS.

of Bedstead. Bu
and Glass, Combination Commode, Table,
four Walnut Chairs and Rocker, and Towel Back,
with best White Italian Marble Tops, the whole
set beautifully finished, which we shall sell, deliver and set up anywhere in Portland, Deering,
Cape Elizabeth. Yarmouth, Falmouth, Cumberland Mills and Saccarappa, Gorham, Biddeford,
Saco and the Islands, for just

,

a

Robert F. Homers A Co. will give a Silk Hat to
any player oI the Portland club that will make a
home run on the home grounds In a league game.

oko.

piece Chamber Sets, consisting

This is what It looks like:

The Tragedy of Brinkwater, by Martha
Livingstone Moodey (NewYork: Cassell &
Co.: Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon) is

(lame called at 3 o'clock. Admission 25 cents.

LIGHTS 0’ LONDON

WITH

reau

S200

from

known,

CHAMBER SETS.

CARPET DEPARTMENT.

|

GKO. H.BAILEY, Portland,Veterinary Inspector.

of those books where the efficiency of art
conceals its art; and whoever enjoys a genial
volume to tempt him to occasional laughter,
will not choose amiss if he read the Buchholtz Family.

vs. PORTLANDS,

on

Citizens of Portland and Adjacent Towns

urer.

mayl2

BOSTON BLUES

REV. S. F.

or

lie court.
Section
who

or

BALL.

—

I

!niprlsonmeiitCnot

of a

and eager acquiescence in the essential spirit
of Christianity will not fail to be of great
comfort aud benefit. (Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)

One truth, at least,

In1

Sabi-

liosplta

or
com-

shall be punished
acts' this section prohibited,
»,v tiuo mil exceeding one hundred dollars, or by
exceeding ninety days or by
both lino and imprisonment, at the discretion of

essarily, feels responsible. But not even
Mr. Black’s joyous art of writing dialogue as

of faith in

U 11

in a

d

be deemed gulltyofa misdemeanor,
S
of either of the
conviction thereof,

exlst.

I,nnn

that modern fiction has to show. One admires Mr. Black’s courage of truthfulness
in letting his heroine marry the young jockey for whose broken knee she, quite unnec-

something unseen as a factor in problems
apparently the most practical, is a theory
finely developed in this series of letters.
While there is undoubtedly much in the volume that will not be found acceptable to
those in whom the conservative instinct is
strong; to a large class of sincere minds not
able to reconcile the condition of the world
as thay see it with the techicalities of creeds,
and who yet are unsatisfied to remain in the
dark and doubtful camp of the unbelievers,
HlAL'n latfn

nursing

she studies

sa

mission?!
^Lhi commissioners
S? hf
tiiem

gives of her goods and '’er smiles right and
left; follows her philanthropic theories, ignores her own instincts and her own heart,
and comes near making shipwreck of her
life and of that of one of the noblest lovers

be the noblest endowment of the mind. Imagination indeed fulfils perfectly the defininition of faitli which gives substance to unseen things; and lias the power, not only to
lift men's minds to hope for the things of the
future, but to lead to quick sympathy with
the minds of others, and hence to increase
the quantity and quality of the trust and
good-will upon which society is founded. The
continual dependence of science, even in its
mathematical formulas, upon the suggestions
the

novel,

or

who knowingly and wilfully obstructs all necesIn making
s or either of them,
as to animals supposed
sary examinations of, and
to he diseased as aforesaid,
or who knowingly atdestroy tng the same,
or either
tempts to prevent said commissioners,
and othof
from entering upon the premises
where auy of
specified
before
er places herein
said diseases are by said commissioners supposed
to

ANNIVERSARY WEEK

person or persons who

anv

BASE

SATURDAY and MONDAY, May 14 and 16.

refuse Permtastai to
knowingly and w’lUuUy
cither of them, to make,

sakl commissioners,

Zernbra, appears a type of young woman
which is a product ol our tentative century.
Sweet Sabina is full of all kindliness and

reverent and possessed by a fervor
that has nothing in common with the chilly
inertness of agnosticism. lie gives emphatic
warning against the habit of regarding tlie
world as a dispassionate and slightly bored
critic might look on at a comedy, or with the
mere intellectual interest of a student of history. For pure reason, he would substitute
the power of fajtli, which is compounded of
philosophy and experien' e and glorified by
imagination, which he rightly considers to

imagination;

new

Section 4—That

slnb

na

entirely

of

An act to extipate eontowms ^ diseases
last legislature
among cattle, passed by the
of Maine is now in force, and the following
rules and regulations have been adopted:
as
Chapter K18, section 4, 5 and seven are
follows:

as

the necessity of cleanliness and caution.
The case of Providence is merely a practical
illustration, a case where the application of
correct sanitary principles has borne fruit.

Editor O’Brien receives a very polite invitation not to visit Toronto, which he will
probably decline without thanks.

State of Maine Cattle Commission.

clever romance. Instead, Mr. Hardy allows
his hero to develop, unrebuked into the most
unnaturally heartless villain; and the readThe heroine Is
er is disgusted and wearied.

ple

AiVITMEMENTE.

■nciLLinov*.

MlgCEIXAffEOtfi-_

sophisticated by fashionable boardingschools ; and the materials are ready for a

there are almost no cases in the city at the
present time. This diminution is largely accounted for by the fact that the citizens have
shown a gratifying disposition to improve
the sanitary conditions in their homes and
surroundiugs by the removal of nuisances;
and have also awakened more to the necessity of isolation, disinfection and other precautions in case of contagion. There is nothing new in these precautions. Our State
Be" rd of Health, and our physicians have
assiduously endeavored to impress upon peo-

THE PRESS.

Street, Portland, lie.

midU
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POULTRY SUPPLIES.

Woodford»efree of chargel!lr

p“* °‘ F°rtland

or

€. B. DALTON & CO.,
...

W7?’

THIS PAPER ntSgBffiafcsas
Gsgsjzstiwsi gmsaritSE

«r

NTEAMBRN.

WANTED.

THE

firm. The stock market closed quiet and firm
at fractional advances ovor opening prices.
Toe transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregated 819.364 shares.
me following are to-day s quotations of Govern
ment securities:
United States tonds, Ss.100
New 4s. reg..
New 4s, coup.129
109%
New4‘is, tea
New 4 vs, coup.. ..llOVa
Central PacificSlstf.117

PRESS.

SATURDAY MORXIMi, MAY 14.
WIT AND WISDOM.
An old ladv in South Penobscot, heal ing the
expedition to the North Pole, discussed ill the
family, broke out with:
“Well I hope to goodness they'll find them
poles and cut 'em up for firewood, and then there

will be

no more

Seemingly Eradicated
With repeated and powerful doses of quinine,
chills and fever, In some oue of its various forms,
springs Into active existence again, often without
To extinthe slightest apparent provocation.
guish Hie smoldering embers of this obstinate and
recondite malady, fiercely in the system, Ilostetter’s Stem: ell Hitlers Is all sufficient. When every
resource of the pliarmacourcia has been estimated against it to vain, the Hitters conquer it—will
remove every lingering vestige of it.
Nay. more,
the Bltter»wlll protect those brought within the
iiiHiieiicc of tile atmospheric poison that begets
Disorders of
malarial disease, from its attacks.
the stomach, liver and bowels, are
among the
complaints to be apprehended from the use of miasma-tainted water. These are both cured and
prevented bv the Bitters. Rheumatism, const!
patlon and renal complaints, yield to its action.

Opening

May

Northwest.123%

Pupil- Trigonometry.

113%
97%
34%
62%
124%
93 Vs
63%
61%
40%
77%
34%
138%
104%
82%
46%
33%
31%
62%
66
108%

..

Carter's Little Liver Pills are free from all
crude and irritating matter.
Concentrated medicine only; very small; very easy to take; no pain

..

purging.

no

sales,
12.

“No sir," lie said, emphatically, "1 have traveled for forty years on the road, and f never yet
went through an accident.”
"flow do you account tor tt?"
“Well, sometimes I think it’s Providence, sometimes t think It's because 1 never happened to get
on a train tli.it was wrecked.”

..
tan El.207
.'looileSi Ohio. Id
Morris A Essex. .139Vi
Oregon Nav. 103

Metropol

Wells. Fargo Express.129
Adams Express.
142%
American Express.11U
Chesapeake & Ohio. 7%
Mum

“Isn’t It heavenly?" ejaculated Miss Gush. In
reference to Miss Pedal's performance on the

■x

19

ft*. Boms.

.44%
pret
New York.iChlcago & St. Louis
19%
...

do Orel.. 34%
Ohio Cent ral.
Olm. & Miss. 80%

It

“Yes." replied Fogg, “it Is Indeed heavenly.
sounds like thunder.”

a

uo

Ship Ocean King. Sawyer, has burned at sea on
flic passage from Nanaimo lo ban I edro, Cal. No
particulars. The Ocean King was a four masted
ship of 251G tons, built by N L Thompson m 1874
at Kennebnnk. and hailed from Boston.
Ship Gov Eoble, of Bath, Oapt Blanchard, from
New York ,Ian 81 for Shanghae, is slramled at
cargo.
Pqrlanibat. and Is lightering
Sch Daniel Wdbster, for Western Banks, returned to Bucksport 12th mst with head of new foremast carried away.
Vineyard-Haven. May 11—Divers have discover
ed three holes in the bottom of schr Andrew Adams, ashore on Noman’s Land. The coal I etween
decks has been thrown overboard and when the
coal In the hold has been discharged, casks will
be placed lu her aud efforts made to float her.
Domestic Ports.
8AN FRANCISCO—Sld 6th, ship Daul Barnes,
Stover, Iquplue.
PENSACOLA—Ar 12tli, sch Cephas Starrctt,
Starrett, Wiseasset,
KERNAND1NA—Cld 12th, sch June Bright,
Barter, Boston; Mary A Drury, Nickerson, from
New York.
A.H—Ar 11th, sch Gcucvleve, Haley,

....

.......

3%
4%
UTS

....

Jacket.15

Yellow

Ophlr.;9%
BesuS belcher.

7%
7%

1'otosl.
Mow York

Mining

Springs. (^Better than
Whalebone or Eorn^

coin,

u.mjuc

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.]
YOKE, Mav 13, 1887.—The following are
closing onoiatious lor nulling stocks to-day:
Coloiado coal.162
lliioestake.:. |J6%
NEW

Amboy

for

MAYER, STROUSE ACO.
412

^

Broadway,

ap2G

nrn>eod2m

Congress St.,

au

Our

name

and address is

on

each

regular price #12.00.

115 Men’s all Wool FROCK SUITS, in sizes 3^0 44,
These are #10.00 S*ts’ aml
at only #0.00 PER SUIT.
nnt in ns n, “Sneeial Bargain.”

]

sole.

Sal

Agents for

M. G. PALMER.

manufacturers and Retail Dealers of New

Leading

STRICTLY

ONE

England.

PRICE.

fjEOTcfliiSL

d&wnrijvTh

_

This Plaster

BosMP ortland Clothing Co..
NOS. 258 and 255 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

W.

Manager.

WJVEE,

_
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INDEX SOAP

balsas!
CHEERY,!

...
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INDEX
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BROWN

197 Middle St.
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ALL

HASH 18 CAST-OFF VICTUALS”

LEADING

HAVING

Serrial
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aSSSf;;;Lowest

20V.
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Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
1
stocks are received
The following quotations of

PORT OF PORTLAND

start;
Headache,

FE1DAY, May 13.
Arrived.
Steamship Eleauora, Bragg, New York

Sick

t jo,
subside.
When Tarrant'* C.
has beta tried.

mdse
e

may 10

>r

/a

Wisconsin CentralIpref.... ...
aa%
•%
Wii • on-dii central. 2d series ....
33.
Marquette Railroad com
pin &

j'ere

.....

re
Railroad. L4%
A
rZ
MexieariCeutral.;.
AS22
4s....

CalUorliia Houthei

oom

Mext* an Central
Bell re'eplione

Boston*
Boston &

....

.

5

Albany.108
Maine Railroad,

2a4

Market.
3t.
Now York Stock and Money

[By Telegraph.]

tail
nkw
YORK. May 18 18H7.-Money on cad
irom 4to«: last loan at
ad
&%U
mercantile
paper feaoffered 2. Prime
eacent
Sterling Rxclrange dull, steady and
but
steady
dull
been
Coveruments have
tureless
and
generally
are
active
bonds
to firm. Railroad

nil boL. eiav. ias^ri
Closing
f,»r

And

eod&wlm

Pembroke—
Portland
bricks to Portland Stoneware Co.
C
sch Arrival. Stewart, Kockport-lime to LC
Cummings & Co.
E
Sch liegulator, Wescott, Castlne-gravel to E
Hersev.
Sell Julia Ann, Parker, Deer Isle.
Sch M J Sewall, Beal, Jonesport.
Sch Walrus. Cushing. Warren.
or
Towboat Henry Chapel, Cliurclnll, Boston for
Camden, with steamer City Point in tow.

Hunt & Co.
Bell M J Sewall, Beal, Jonesport—N Blake,
soli .1 C Jameson, Hatch, Deer Isle—N Blake.

SAILED—Sell Jas Ford.

To Vessel Owners,
popular remedy for lumsei.rstable.I
k
taneous and infallible A C AB«K BOTTCK,
sell It tor
AMltlACC PR!CB. All druggists
,r
25 cts
NELSON' & CO., Proprietors, Boston,
The

toss!*

list,:,!!.

febl5rT&SUist,2dor^tbpnnD[n»

Port Clyde Marine Hallway has been tho
ouglily rebuilt, and is now in readiness t
take out all vessels iu need of repairs. AH wor
dispatched quickly autl satisfaction Ruaranteei
C. W. STIMP80N Jb
Address,
Port Clyde, Me.
decltkltf

THE

—

..

lots

Decrtng;

girl forgeneralhou.se1
two, til a pleasant village 30 miles from Port:and. Enquire of MRS.
GRA V, 91 Franklin St., from oue till three. 10-1

ing. 74SPRING

MAKE—The two story framehouse, No
w ith lot 40 feet fron
f
ou the westerly side of
and 80 feet deep;
the
the street, being
property formerly owned byf
John Forter. LOCKE A LOCKE, Attorneys at1
Law, 180 Middle street.10-1
MAKE.—Eggs for hatching trout WyanI dotte, Plymouth Rock (.Hawkins’) Rose Comb
Brown Leghorns, Rose Comb White Leghorns,
(Fobes’) Dark Brahma, l’eklu Ducks, at *1 per
setting of 13, except duck eggs 9; packed for express si.25 per setting, For sale by C. K.
HMVES, No. 431 Congress street. Portland, or
70Watervllle street,
FOB
located

or ox_irr it» vk
constantly on hand, for sale
Vermont
Horses of all description;
driving Horses
SANDS,
175 Main Street, Saco, Me^_

W change®

1

nnl-"-

desirable up stairs rent of seven
room and modern conveniences,
L. WILLIAMS, No. 191 Middle
CHAS.
Apply
St., Casco Bank Building.11-1

dress F.

ST.^

Vry

pleasant;

stairs tenement of six rooms w
Sebago aud gas. Inquire at
m.
8T„ before 10 a. m. or after ti

I.KT—Up
TO 213
High 8t.;

g.

rilO I.KT—Furnished Boom at 124 FEDEKAL
~-tf
JL
STREET, opposite Lincoln Park.

I.KT—One more rent in the Thompson
Block, No. 117 and 119 Middle 8t.; ground

TO
Boor aud

kivor.

EXCELLENT
food

P'

New

Sp30dtf

Apply

to

For Sale or To Let,
DESIRABLE two story frame dwelling,
house on Pine street, near Brackett street,
recently modernized and improved, contains two
parlors, dining room, kitchen, bath room, vw itil
hot and cold water,) seven chambers, plenty of
closets and front and back stairs, lire places In
DICK parlor anu tuning room, new swam m-mmR
apperatus with eight radiator*; newly paiiited
square
and papered throughout; area of lot
feet. Terms reasonable. Inquire of KOLLINH &
dee24dtf
ADAMS. No. 22 Exchange St.
_

COASTING VESSELS FOR SALE.
Two vessels, ol about 70 tons each, well adapted for the coasting business, and iu good order,
Will be sold low. Inquire of

E. S. HAMLEN & CO.,
POKTI.AND,

VI K.

apr20-tf

FOR SALE,
A good double Carriage, Tung and
Market Wagou, will be sold at bargalu.
Apply to E. S. HAMLEN A CO..
27tf Commercial St., City.
apr25

myQdlw*

consumption.

»
I iiave a poalties rurally for th®
<Useat®t by lU M*
thousands of chmj* of tho worst kind mid of 1‘»uk standing
have beeneurml. Indeed, sostr»nc iHmyfKttb In Itsotncaoy
that I will send TWO BOTTLE? KRKE, toRoth.r with® VALUABLE '•RKATlSlon this disease, to jnv suffsrer. OWs®*pro-tl.t>«daj«S», KB. T. A. .LOCUM, 1«1 i" B-N-lfc. 1

_dtf

Steamer tor Sale!
AT A GREAT BARGAIN.
The Steamer APPI.KDOKK, 100 feet long.
20 feet beam, iu perfect order. Is offered for sale
at half her value, not being large enough for preshe will carry 250 people, and has
scut owners;
flue saloon on deck, and complete outfit for pasgaugers; new life boat, quarter boat and preservers; *3uOO expended on the boat last year; speed
12 miles. Write to undersigned at Portsmouth,
N. H^wticre steamer may be seen.

mays

LAICHTON BROS.

“10t

—
—

CHANGE OF TIME.

St.__lj

FOK

WM. P.

PltEHLE.___*u~'1

Grand Trunk RaMway

CoIMKr to lad.
FINK cottage on the Cap© Elizabeth 9hor©
will be rented,
iV road, near Cape Cottage;
furnished or unfurnished, for the season; also
stable. Address COTTAGE, Care Carrier No. 5.
4

Iliyl3

TO

Change of time service will take effect on arsl
alter Monday next, lBth Inst. The (lay express
will then be put on, leaving Portland at 9.30 A m.
and arriving at Moutreal at 8 p. m. same day.

J-ET.

nine rooms; two

by

acres exa term
or part, furnished or unare situated on the
season or

of years, either a whole
furnished. These premises
old Saco road, 3 miles from
X., Stroudw ater, Me.

Portland.

Address,

CITY OF PORTLAND.

renewed

throughout,

can

boarders, also
C.l. KIMBALL.

a

era.

tew more

Vlaanger.

city auvuk rise to vrs.

uiy2d2w

lease ot

a

HEARING.

NOTICE

the

my
WANTKH—Having
McCobh House, No. 112 Free 8t., and newaccornmoI
it

date

tlcs l

maylltd

HOARD.

ly furnished

now

the petition of Chas. P. Babcock for per
mission to erect and maintain a Stationary
Steam Engine, ol lour horse power, at No. 20
Temple street.
Notice is hereby given that the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen will give a hearing to all parties Interested on MON OAY. Juue B, 18S7, at their
Boom. City Building, at 7.30 p. m.
By order of the Board.
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J. HICKSON,

good stables;

house,
ANEW
Icehouse (nlledl; hen house; 15
for
the
cellent land; will let

r.v,'.

V

WV

j;s

..

MUBOUl

%

•»/

n

n.

myl3d3t

City Bnuma, Portland, Me., I
I
May W, 1887.
PROPOSALS, addressed to the Committee on Public Buildings, will be received
at the Mayor’s Offlee, City Building, until 1*
o'clock m. of May 3U, 1887, for furnishing the materials and Mulshing the Interior of the new school
building on the corner of Neal and Carrol streets.
Plans. speclMeatlons, and all necessary Informatlon can tw obtained at the office of raaaett A
lomnson, Architects. U3 Exchange street.
Separate bisis will also bo received tor steam
heating. Plans and speclMeatlons for the same
on
can be examined at the otllce of the Architects
ami after Monday uext.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
CMAS. J. CHAPMAN.
Chairman Commute* on Public Buildings
aid
myll

u I

_

—

SEALED

CHASE, LEAVITT & CO.

A

4

^General Agent

Portland. May 13, 1387.

ROBERT BYRON, 90 tons register; has recently had large repairs; new sails

Wednesday* and

BRUT-Offices and chambers suitable
n
for salesrooms, studios aud work "hops »u
one
Mussey’s Kow, Middle street; also
sgwe
or
SWfcA
M.
D.
L.
to
Temple street. Apply

<1

SCHOONER

on

XAI1.MAM.

FOR SALE.
and standing rigging.

York,

”■

MTKA.YIKKM DIKKCT PKON
la LlicrpMl every THl’ KSOiY
mill from NEW YOKK every SATl'HDAY
culling al Qurroilrwa, (lark Marker.
CATALONIA.May 19. June 23, July 28
PAVONIA.May 26. June 30, Aug. 4
CABIN PASSAGE, $B0, $80 and $100 according
MOTHNIA.June 2, July 7, August II
CEPH ALONIA.June 9, July 14, Aug 18
SCYTHIA.June IB, July 21, Aug 25
11.accommodations, intermediate passage, $35.
SttNrage passage at low rates, Oralts on Great
Britan and Ireland. For passage or freight apply
at the cunpany*, office, 99 State street, Boston.
febllldtvi, ALEXAilUEK MAKTIN. Agent

a good, dry, and well lighted basement
three sides, making It one ol the most deslraolo
rents In the city for Jobbing or wholesale business
of auv kind. Enquire of u. E. THOMPSON, No.
-{
164 Brackett

Bargain.

hay, stock and milk farm, called
the Fabyan Farm, Vi mile from Gorham \ 11lage, 125 acres; well arranged for tillage and pasture ; good soil, running water, 75 grafted fruit
trees, some wood and timber. Large buildings In
repair; healthy location; near churches,
'ost Office, State Normal and public High and
Graded Schools, handy to good markets, 20 minutes walk from Portland and Rochester station,
ten miles from Portland. Sold to close au estate.
For particulars enquire of Joseph Kldton, Gor
ham, Me.; or JOHN H. CARD. 180 Middle street,
Portland, Me.»
maylOeod&wtf

COMPANY

CUNARD LINE.

on

FOR

a. m.

Ito.ion

on Vaughan strew near Con9 rooms and bath room;
sunny
In thorough repair; prlCi sail per
street, or of
mouth,
inquire at 321 Brackett
JOHN F. PltOCTUK. Centennial Block.

I.KT-House

TO
gress;
and

k*2«t

to£p«iy-2tf

__10-1

HOUSE

5

r

^

^

•«*

UPfr— is ■ip—."ullage ol four rooms on the
side of PeakTTSiVafnrnlshed w u"~
furnished. Finest views of any enttage <>n the
Island, Including the White Mountains, me open
sea, Whitehead. Portland, and lour light houses
Address W. J. LAWKANCE, Maqaoan, Mass.

FOR

at 10

For NEW YORK.

rilO
X east

SPRING

’liTHt

m.

Philadelphia,

10-1

JOKDAN, Press Office.

TO

139

p.

UUB STEAMSHIP

S

URT—A sunny rent ol eight MW, MMI
Ingbath room, Iu good repair aud perfect
drainage. Enquire at 108 BRACKKTT

A

-u

Insurance one-hall the rateol
sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded Dee of commission.
Hauad Trip IIS.
Psaagr *10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
II. B. sianon, A«eu«,
70 l.ni Wharf, Baalaa.
SlUtf

A small tenement ol live rooms, in
fTIO LET
A good condition, within live minutes walk of

I

furnished a comfortable borne and
u.
proper maintaluance for my wife,
Brown, and she having left my bed and boaru
without Just cause. I hereby forbid any one HarIs
boring or trusting her on mv account from tins
date.
W. SCOTT BROWN.

I

>

—

large assortment of Surrys,
Carryallis, Top Buggies, Phaetons, &c. THE
M ART, Plum street._10-1
NOB BALE-The two story house No. 80
Cor. Brackett and Danforth Sts., nearly new,
contains 8 rooms, besides bath room, good, sunny,
pleasant house at a reasonable price; If not sold
soon will be leased.
N. S. GARDNER, No. 40
Exchange St.0-1
BALK—A three story brick house centrally located, with 2280 so. ft. of land. For
particulars, Inquire of W. W. KEMP, 82 Exchange
street.9-1
FOB BALE—With good stable
and poultry house, one acre in garden with
choice fruit, buildings new, near church, school,
stores and postofflee, very pleasant; price *800;
will exchange for city property. Apply to W. It.
WALDRON, 180 Middle St., or D. 8. LIBBY, on
tile premises, at Oak Hill, Scarboro._8-2
OB SALE-One side box top buggy, 1 two
wheel chaise, 2 phaetons, 2 open light wag20 pasons, 1 pleasure wagon, Comet; capacity,
1 village cart;
sengers; 1 Clarence hack, 1 coupe,
all the above are In good order for business call
be seen at stables 097 CONGRESS STREET,
Feruald Si Sawyer.
_o-a
BALK—A *3,000 Farm for *2,000.
Nice farm of 90 acres, pleasantly situated In
Gorham; nice young orchard of 100 bearing trees
good buildings, well watered: wood and timber
enough for home use; cuts about 20 tons hay.
For particulars call on or address HOWARD
COTTON, Gorham. Me._4-2

f.

Yarmouth, Me., May 10, l*87,

»

to

XJ den dressing. Will be sold for one dollar a
10-1
load at 339 DAN FORTH STREET.

f

U1"

N. 8. GARDINER,
12-1

LET—A

DOUGLAS._

1

notice.

unfurnished.

TO rooms, bath

FOB

BOSTON.

Yarmouthville, Me., May 7,1887.

or

IB

Long Wharl, Boston, 8
From Flue Street Wuarf,

From

slilk

TtARRIAOK TO LET EOR THE MEAMON—A light, new Cabriolet, will be let lorr
season to a responsible party.
Apply to Z.
THOMPSON, JR- Union street.
_11-1

___

nl n

■

LET.

the

fob HAI.E-Desirable building lots
on Sanlorth Spring,
Fletcher and
Prices low and
streets, at West v.ud.
to
E.
made
c. HEKSEY,
payments
easy. Apply
339 Dauforth street.
_10-1
MAKE OK TO KET—At Woodlords,
a very desirable house In the block above
the church on Pleasant street, two minutes from
station; horse cars pass the block; now occupied
by Mr. Daniels; Sebago water, furnace, etc.;
house will be sold on easy terms. ELDER A
10-2

Bnle

■-

..

LISE.,

STEAMSHIP

From BOSTON awry WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA #wn TUESDAY and FRIDAY

■>

for sale
LAND
Orchard

lor

DIRECT

LET-French root cottage. No. 12 Charles*

Knigliwlbe, Me.10-1

Farm in Rorhuiu

Boston! Philadelphia

re-

TO 8t„ contains 8 rooms, bath room, steam heat,
40
■>

roll

FOlt

lions.

COAT

Exchange St.

Bretaa.

Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. If-Frelght received up to 4.00 r. M.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Offlce, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Offlce, Railroad Wharf, foct
J. B. COYLE, JR.,
of State street.
Gen’l Manager.
nov20dtf

makers, steady work and good pay. Ap-:
ply at once to GEO. H. YORK, Merchant
Tailor, Wuodfords, Me.apr25dtf

furnished

Cape

The new Steamers of this Line will leave RailWharf, foot of State street, every UUNDAXw
Tor
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 6.00 P.
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above connec-

WH_

FOB

—

ward. I .laud, sad

WANTED.

TO

—

housework at

for

general
girl
WANTED—A
113 Winter Street: must have good
commendations. MRS. STEPHEN BEltltY.

FOB

BALK

the

to work In

willing girl
WANTED-A
kitchen. Call between 7 and 9 In the evenSTREET.10-1

1

AMD ALL FARTS OF

road

a

on

—

SPKIKU AKKANOESIEMT.

8-1

capable
WANTED—A
work for family of

Istreets, and on Eastern Promenade In
Portland. These lots are to be sold to close up
the estate of the late Dr. ElipUalet Clark. Inquire
of LOCKE A LOCKE, Attorneys at Law, 1801
Middle street, Portland,10-4
make—Choice cottage lots ou Big DiaFor
mond Island, near shore and avenues.
particulars and prices call on N. S. GARDINER,
No. 40 Exchange street.10-1
MAKE.—On line of horse cars and Sebago
I
water; two story house, 11 rooms; wood and
carriage house, barn and open sheds; with aboutt
8 acres of land. Address BOX 143, Woodford's,
Me.
_10-4

dCm

HORSES[HORSES!

—

EE.V1AI.E HELP.

on

FOB

Uruasvrich, Nova Srslis, Priuce ltd-

New

--

1 ■“

1

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. 10HNN. B.. HALIFAX. N. S

Call at 203 MIDDLE

this advertisement.
STREET.
for

STEAMSHIP CO.,

|

by proving property

owner

_„

passage

International

LOST AND POCND.

bourne

CO.,

HAVING

or

CAKPENTERM

building
FOB
Pleasant, .South, Main and Prospect streets
North and MelIn
also several lots
MAKE—Several flue

..

apply on board to captain.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.

or

sep20dtf

IVANTE D.—Apply to A
10-1
D. MORSE, Great Diamond Island.

_10-1

street.

Notice.

Kl.p»"w

,,

papers,

water, bathroom. Ac.; the land is varied, and conatns a side hill facing the south, being unexcelled
[or early gardening: a charming rnnulng brook
passes through a portion of the land. also a fine
irehard of about 160 trees. For particulars en]Uire of N. S. GARDINER, No 40 Exchange

Stores and

v2f»

at 9.10 am.
For freight

a young man fully competant;
experience,
good reference. Address
P. T. A„ This Office.10-1

see

a

|NOB MAKE.—A fine residence at Cape Eliza17 beth, about 1 mile trom the city, commanding
flue view ol Portland.with about 10 acres of land,
he buildings are nearly new, house has 9 rooms,
date roof, modern conveniences, hot and cold

Galvanized Iron and Copper Cornices and
Gutters. Metal Shingles. Sheet Metal Vtork
for Buildings. Send for Illustrated Circular.

».
When tiny *•...«
-.m Wn.iy-toTtop them f
time and tnealuiY m hen* retui n ugaln, I moan anidleal euro.
I have inndo tl>«» dtsuuso <>t 1 it.*. KnI.fcrsY *
FALLING
FICKNEHS ft ilfodotiij study. Iv. in-.imt invrcmpily tnniru
the worst cr«p“. bocuirm others luivo
i.<» mason foi
not now recoiving ii cure, hon.l ai ouc« ,r a treatise and *
Free Uottlo of my infnlliUlo romody. Give Express and
aiiico. It costs you nothing f«»r a trial, ami I will rnro you
Icldr... Dr. 11. <1. KOUT, 1»J IW1

Sch

Cleared.
K
sell Fred Jackson, Littlefield, Mayaguez-Geo S

for

'83 Harrison Avenue

o

rolls of

hem at 8. H. COLE'S WORTHY, JR’S, Book
Itore, 92 Exchange St.11-1

metal skylights
Dwellings.
VENTILATORS,
Mills,

v

F. VAN NOORDEN &

Ellsworth.
UBn'tAilaiidale. Kemiclc,
Packet, Gardner,

_

Island,
Wharf dally, Sundays Excepted,
Little Chebeague, Jenks,Great Chebeague, Harpswell and Orrs Island at 2.46 p. m.
Return, leave Orrs Island for Portland and Intermtnato landings at 0.40 a m. Arrive Portland

good

uov27__

b€S

8el» Hope, (iii) Moore, Pamboro,

N. S. G AUDI NEK,
11.1

codeodly

j-

>/

to

House

er

on a

as

WANTED—A
assistant, by

a

Hnnsi

EVER KNOWN.

once

MAKE—At a

IV
L™
■-■■their

_

Boon

Toneka anil Hants Fc Railroad.117'/,
of Maine, Hilliard, Boston for
'(* “steamer'1 State
Railroad—*58%
New York*and New IKugland
Kastport and St John, Nil.
Brig Mary Bartlett. Tliompson, Arroyo—inolas/?
,.d''nr*.0. .1163%
to Geo S Hunt & Co.
Central..... 2«V,
NS-coal to

VVIvoisni

26, 1887. steam-

alter MONDAY, April
will leave Custom
ON and GORDON
for Long

Press.13-1

printer would like a situaAddress PRINTER,” Press Office.
11-1

bargain-40,000
roll. Gilt
room papers at C, 8 and 10 cents
FOB
20 and 25 rents
roll. Call and

FAMILY REMEDY

Iu Tarrant’s £2'
behold
A certain euro t : y
and old;
For ConsUptman
1
denai t.
And Indigestion qul'.'r.

NEWS.

at

Exchange St.

MOST WONDERFUL

Vours^l^i&F.

I'/iOin

27V*

2at/*
4

TURER, Daily

seen

easonabfe. Apply

10

EXTERMLUSE.

ibbbii

j MA-Iil-N'E
$3 33
28%

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

machinist who can do a
Address, MANUFAC-

WANTED—Smart
good job of work.

a

..

July.

junfl.

MIlUU
H# I

SSJd# LphleJ Vi

...

ten

FOB MAKE—Pleasant

Diphtheria.

wa

—

man

more

on

isiimnvMri^

j

witn

as a commercial
traveller, position with a manufacturing company or wholesale bouse, to represent them in
Maine or in the New England States. Address A.
B. C„ P. O. Box 130, Newcastle. Me.13-L
a

cottage
Friday evening private watebman
COTTAGE
Big Diamond Island, near shore, contains
William A. Staples found
FOl’ND
box, which the
r rooms, partly furnished, *A acre lot; will be sold
and paying
can have

FOR UTEfflUL

lVk..flyerpoSl,..May

...

Address, PRESS

party
Wanted—By
(10) years’ experience

Also Coupe Harness little
at carriage warerooms ol
:. THOMPSON, JR Unioii street.11-1
Can be

ised.

_

_

jj
l

a

erence

Light
light
ellent condition.

GROCERS.

gga

IllSies*

man

ence

m

iron steamship* “GATE CITY" and "CITY OF
MACON” leaving Savannah Pier, Congress St.,
Boston, every Thursday at a o'clock. For freight
W. SAMPSON. 201
or passage, apply to A. 1)*
Washington Street. Boston, or to RICHARDSON
& BARNARD, Agents, Boston.
ThSaUkTuBmo
dec29

with2 to 6 years experiWANTED—A
for
retail grocery team. Best of refwanted.
OFFICE. 13-1

coupe fob make-a very flue,
Coupe ol my own manufacture, In ex-

582 Congress Street,

N.&S.

'i

13-1

BUKKOWES._

own

CO.,

&

MILLIKEN

WM.

11 l

evening. WILLIAM

noon or

England

Connecting there with all Kail and Water Line*.
FAVORITE ROUTE TO FLORIDA.--

ar

once.

STREET, morning,

fflmt Line from New
to Sanwuali.

Only

good carpenters, youug
WANTED—Twelve
men, and two brick layers, to go to the
64 DANFOKTl!
Gleu House at
Call

make; one Side Bar Box Buggy, own make:
11 In flue order. Z. THOMPSON, JK„ Union
treet.11-1

FRANK D. LUNT & CO.,

_

m~

Company.

HELP-

VI CI.E

a

_11-1

Boston & Savannah Steamshio

maylOfWWW_

wn

INDEX

THE

The Hatter,

53

lot of T: * list

man

...

JKf

Brick

story

e)0_dt£_

care
rear

COE.

..

Efiiii::::::::::

InrirA

near

P**,‘•*.jt}u,7

*l3

two

ufith

C hild’. Bible.” lutro4 GENTS for tho
1 V ductlon by Ber. J. II. Viucrnl, D. D.
400 engravings. One new agent without experience has sold 283 copies since January 1st. one
has sold $74 worth In one day. Another $63
worth. Circulars free.
CASSELL Hi CO., (Limited],
822 Broadway, N. Y.

on

...

fc

atahlna

»■>.!

MAKE-4 new 14 foot row boats, will be
sold cheap for cash, lust the thing needed by
iimmer cottagers. Enquire of CCS KING & Mi12-1
[KNNKY, No. 18 Commercial Wharf.

GOLDEN

•••

MAI.E—A block of

CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO sails Tuesday, May
34, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or geneial Information
the
General Eastern Agents.
or
to
address
apply
K. A. ADA.VIN 4k «4».,
Ill Miate wired, Car. liraad wt., Baataa.

WANTED.

bout

, 'nlM street.

DIRECTIONS<3^VlI^

a'o'*

Pnanaaa,
Great reduction In rates to Bar, Francisco.
From Ban Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
For Japaa mad 4’biaa.

AliENTN WANTED.

MOB MAKE—New light express wagon, my
17 own manufacture. Z. THOMPSON, JR.,

Flannel Waists Blouses, &c., at manufacturer’s prices.

‘fgfa
g*
OAlJday.

HARKEI.M WANTED-20 cents

] FOIt

ages 4 to 14.

^CONTAINS

«*g

and South America and Mo
COLON.satis Saturday, May 14, Noon
Prom New York, pier loot ol Canal St., North
River, (or Man KraarUca »la The lilhaai af

prices.
WANTED-Job
tion.
oarders; must sell
account of sickness of profurnished throughout, located
Suits for Boys, in j rlctor; fully
PRICED
in
LOW
and
location.
N.
S.
very central
[ongress Street
to work
Special Bargains
young
1ARDNEK, 40 Exchange St.11-1
WANTED—Now—A
farm. One that knows bis business and the
both Knee and Long Pa*&;
and
at stable
of
horses.
driving
Enquire
2
MAKE—Second-hand carriages— Jump
of 38 Plum street.10-1
FOB
Seats; 1 Phaeton, made by W.P. Sargent
and 81*00;
cents
75
50,
Co.; 1 Phaeton,
make; 1 Concord Wagon,
STAR SHIRT
situation
bookkeeper

5UBST1TUTE0J?

-.

California, Japan, China,

4 4

KENT,

low

Arroyo.

—LIN* von—

will be paid until further notice. GOUDY Hi
FI.OCH
Pearl 8t.lt>-tt

the

ono

coal must be

B. J. WILLARD, Manager

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPAQ’S

AdTXTANTED-To hear from Mark ltyiler.
T T dress to hts sister, care of Doctor H. If. Martin, Box 633, 8t. Augustine, Fla._8 4

7x80; price |3,250. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vk
St.12-1

5

postal

sample
POOLE, Yarnioutli, Me.

a.

ap33dtl

for Poole's But-

customers

MALE—The best fruit and confectionary

lioncAj

Wuaday Time Table.
10.CO

D-House
WANTE
ter and Eggs; to be delivered every two
weeks. For
send
card to CIIAS.

“KNICKERBOft ^SUITS’’ j Ixchangc

We call attention to our
for YOUNG MEN, in Corduory Blue
111
1,10 «r«t
spun Cloths. Special low prices madeJ,,,s
son they have been introduced.
at unusually
Norfolk Jackets for Men and Ye411" Ben

TOOTH POWDER

ffiSSL:::

■

\

PROVIDENCE—Ar 12th, schs Lucy Hammond,
Flynn. Machias; Westerloo, Whitaker, Ellsworth;
P 8 Lindsay, Baker,
Elizabetliport.
SKI 12th, sells Clias W Church, Lent, Baltimore.
Security.:.6%
DUTCH ISLAND HAKBOR-Ar lltli, seh Ala“ a"es*
4 lio
Santiago.
ligator, Aslilord, Fall ltlver for New York.
LIQUID
Con.Cal. & Va. 15%
Oil Block Island 12th, brig Energy, from Ponce
North Belle Isle.
7%
lor Portland.
Plymouth. ia%
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 12tli, sell Lucy, Wooster,
Calais.
For
worn-out.” “run-down,” debilitated
Keeps the teeth whitethe breath sweet
VlNEYAltD-HAVEN-Ar 11th. schs Frank
Cattle
Market.
r
teachers, milliners, seamstresses, houseChicago
A
tl -ANOTHE GUMS HEALTHY
Baltimore for Portland: Geo B Ferguson
Herbert,
l-'v;.
j-s, and over-worked women generally
By Telegraph.]
and Kennebec, Portland for do; Geo Neveuger,
NO GRIT,NO ACID ■,[/
Ur. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is tho best
1 HICAiiO,
market—:reMay
13,1887—Cattle
Lanesvitle
for
It
F
for
Vlnalhaven
Wildo;
Hart,
of
nil
tonics. It is not a Cure-all,*
restorative
NOR ANYTHING INJURIOUS. flEl
ceipts POOO; [shipments 3000; lower: heavy 4 30 mington ; Carrie Belle, Newbhrypojt for Washingbut admirably fulfills a singleness of purpose;
34 00: liglit 4 oo#4 70; Stockers ana feeders at
ton; S W Hall, Roekport for Washington.
a
most
being
potent Specific for all those
2 8034 16; cows, hulls and mixed at 2 0033 85:
Passed by, brig Jennie Hurlbert, from PhiladelChronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar to
RHP THE BRUSH IN WATER, SPRINKLE ON A TEW
bulk 3 00®3 30; Texas cattle —.
for Kennebec.
phia
ft
is
a
women,
powerful, gen ral as well as
DROPS 01^RuBI FOAM*aND APPLY IN THE USUAL MANNER.
Hogs—receipts 19,700; shipments 4000 jmarket
Ar 12tli, brig Addle Hale, from New York for
uterine, tonic ana nervine, nnd imparts.vigor
dull and lower; rough and mixed at|4C0d490;
sebs
M
J
do
for
Julia
Calais;
Portland;
the
viiolc system. Tt promptly
Moiales,
and
to
strength
PRICE ZSt A BOTTLE
packing Shipping 4 90®6 10; light at 4 GO®4 95;
Port Johnson for Hingham; Addle M Bird, AmPUT UR MT.
cures weakness of stomach, indigestion, bloatskips 3 00 a 4 .0.
for
Boston:
do
for
do.
Gamecock,
E W. HOYT B. CO.
weak
nervous
back,
ing,
prostration, debility
boy
r beep—receipts 3,000; (shipments 6000: market
PWOPRICTOftS Of
Sid 12tu, schsl Clara E Rogers, from Nova Scoand sleeplessness, i either sex. Favorite Preslow; natives at 3 00®4 15; Western at 3 60® tia for New York; Ulrica K Smith, do for do; C L
HOYTS GERMAN COLOGNE.
is 6old by druggists under our posiscription
4 00; Texans 2 50®3 75. Lambs 4 5U®0 00.
■I
IOVUELL.MA18.
tive guarantee. See wrapper around bottle.
Utx, Rockland for do; Win H Archer, Ellsworth
fordo; Rattler, Eastport for do; Geo A Lawry,
Price $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
Vlnalhaven tor do; F E Tower. Deer Isle tor do;
A large treatise on Diseases of Women, proDomestic Markets.
fill
Thomaston
Elizabeth
S
Leo,
Diadem,
illustrated with colored plates and nufordo;
fusely
f w&wTT&Sfc wtithptopofcl y
niy5
[By Telegraph.]
Kennebec for Washington.
merous wood-cuts, sent for 10 cents in stamps.
nkw YOKE. May 13, 1887.—Flour marketEDGAKTOWN—Ar 12th, sell James Warren,
Across, World’s Dispensary Medical
receipts 91,94ii pkgs; exports 3444 hbis and 19,Falkingham, Port Johnson for Danversport.
Association, (KJ3 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.
BOSTON—Ar 12th, barqueChas U Ktae, Bailey,
999 sacks; quiet jsales 12,700 bbls.
WTSAflACSlK, Bilious Headache,
Manila: schs Melville, Hatch, Port Johnson; TerFii ur quotations—No 2 at 2 35®3 16; superfiue
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Western aud State 2 75®3 60: common to good rapin, Hannah, Weehawkeu; Madagascar.Tinker
Pierce’s Pellets. 25c. o viol
l)r,
and Hampton, Dawes, Calais; Hiram. Hibbard,
extra Western and State at 3 20 a3 76; good to
by druggists
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
do; United States, Archibald, Eastport; Sarah P,
Choice do at a 80®6 10; common to clioice White
1887.
Foss, and Lincoln, Wilson, Machias; Josie,Smith,
PORTLAND. Mayl3
wheat Western extra at 4 00®4 80; fancy do at
at 4 85® 5 10; common to good extra Ohio at 8 20
do; H H llavey, Bickford, and AG Brooks, Bnial
lu Breadstuff* and Provisions tho market was
®5 10 ; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 20® iage, Sullivan; Black Warrior, Bahbidge, and
without important feature to-day. Grain continues
5 10; patera Minnesota extra good to prime at 1 Radiant, Hardy, Deer Isle; Vandalla, Betts, and
M F Cusuman, Patten, Ellsworth; Senator, Bun4 6u« 4 7 5; cbo'ee to double extra do at 4 rto®
Brm and unchanged. The Apple market is dull,
acts directly up011 tj1®
6 05. luelud'-g 14'10 bbls city mill extra at 4 76
sey, do; Ariosto, Elwell, Rockland; John Girard,
weak and about 81 lower by the barrel. Bermuda
muscles and ncv®8
t}1®
Joy, Rockland; Henrietta. Hutchins, fm Orland;
80; 700 obis line do at 23533 16; 70U bbls
®4
a
Beans
back, the sea'<>£*}l patn.
Onions sliow a reduction in Quotations.
superfine at 2 7611,3 90; 060 bbls extra No 2 at Mary Hawes, Hodgkins, Roekport; Boxer, Barter,
ALI,
,OP
B
Wjseasset; Minstrel, Brown, do; Mary
Rogers,
3 26a375; 4100 bbls .winter wheat extra 3 25®
little higher. Potatoes dull.
Lung Trebles, whether
5 10: 4,100 ubis Minnesota [extra at 3 2536 10.
Knight, ltalli; Cock of the Walk, Lewis, and AlUf
The following are to-day’* closing Qimiall
local o* deeply seated,
bert, Decrow, ltootbbay; Belle, Hodgdon. and
Southern flour steady; good to choice do at 4 003
this piaster will De found
Grain, Provisions, ito.:
Diana, Ornc, Booth bay; Emma A Cutting, Reed,
6[eO. Jti e Hour is steady. Wheat—receipts 190,lustaut relief hy
togiie
Me.
lal'tt)#!
Georgetown,
Colour
Ooo hush exports 160,733 bush; lower; sales 4S,I
<3.
Old 1 -tb, ship Patrician, Kenney, New York.
applying between Hie
:HiKliMiui Com....64 *55 OOO bush N'p 2 Mil al SJW'sSlii No « Bed at
dtf
Supe.fliue Wid
blades.
shoulder
Ar
13tn.
from
lot*....
c
New
schs
oft® 67
brig Angella,
myl2
York;
04%e; No 2 lied at 93% store, Mil<<i90%c elev,
low erode*. 2 fcGfca 60 Con,
NMAKP.
Mo*I b»|! l»4i...63«54
Lockport. NS; J C Nash,Crow96%a97c fob; No 1 Jfcd 99%C! No 1 white at Julia Ellen, Burns.
Yftnrine hiui
ir-T'.i Kidney Trouble
Anna
A
ley,
Holten,
ottennst,
firm.
Huboken;
Hnrley
xi 8;»lm-..4 'MM 261Oats, car lots....41*42 95%c: extra Bed 93®98%c. Itye
eumatism, Neuralgia,
bridge; Hampton, Hawes. Nova Scotia; J WarCoin steady; 1 eeeipis 52,800 bush; exports
Pain in the Side aud Back
Patent rtpilng
jDuta. hag lolc....42*43 dull.
ren, Stinson, and David Brown, Barbour. Deer
30,647 bush: sales 180,000 bu; steamer at 47%c
Wheats..!> 2lk*6 60 Cotton Seed.
a certain
jAclie, they are
Isle; Diadem, Sellers, Castiue; Chas A Sprout,
elev. 49c delivered .No 2 at 48®48%c elev;steainI car lots..26 23&3B 80
MiciMtralglil
iand specify cure.
Oats are steady; receipts 60,Humphreys, Damariscotta; W 11 DeWitt. Alley,
do bag...211 00*27 00
er Yellow at 60c.
PAIN".
roUer-.4 60*2 76
000 bust:; exports 818 busli; sales 128,000 bu; j Damariscotta; Native American, Sprague.Calais;
clear do*... 4VS*4A'n Stick dBr’n
Sold hy druggists for 25
Amirald, Lunt, Calais: W O Hall, Hanson, and
No 3 at 33V4C; do White 37%®37%c; No 2 at
cent*, or five for |1.
(IH
ISTftfl
33% a83%c; do White 3S%c; No 1 While 38% ; j Harry C Chester, Clark, Machias; F A Magee,
1t<
§
fi
s 2 r II i.
Trade mark natented.
Mixed Western-at 34®30c; do White at 37®41c; Kondout; Harvester, Roberts. Vlnalhaven; Etta
* Mailed on receipt of price
r
T
K Tanner, Mallock, Eastport: Emily, Gasper,
white State at’SOc. tlofiee—fair Bio firm 19%c.
liy Geo. Cl. Goodwin A Co., General Agents,
Surry; J C Gregory. Gregory, Hoboken.
Pia>i«A«t».
Nugnr is quiet ; refined easier with fair demand;
Winter Wheat
ftfb22ood3mnrn.
Boston.
BEVERLY—Sid 11th, sell Isaac T Campbell,
1*.. ,...,1 u
A *26(806 60 Pork—
C at 4%®4% ;Extra V 4%.®4%c; White Extra (J
1
Baltimore.
0
<
Matthews,
c
A
...jtj
4
;uli
l-10c;
Backs
60*18
5®5
4%®4%e; Yellow at % ®4%
BosSALEM—Ar 12th, schs Messenger. Falker,
1 Clear ....18 00*18 60
Mould A 6% ; standard A 6Vi®5 6-lOc; granulatBntl—
ton. to load lor Port Royal; Charity, do for Bucks10 60
ed 611-160; Confectioners A 6 9-16®6%c; cut
jjinreBboreO 73*4 001 Mess.10 00*
port.
loaf crushed at 0 1-10®0%; oowdered 6vsi®0c;
Metroieiim—united at 68%c.
850a
Cubes at 6ysc.
The niutii:il Spring house cleaning with its attendant miseries is
Foreisn Ports.
6"«!l0 CO
Tallaw dul. Fork Is quiet and about steady;
Plate.,..
.2 76 a 3 60
Pollock'’
HAVE COME AND GONE BINCEB
I1A1V fit i.s.n.i- :m.i with its aiinroacli
the careful housekeeper begins
lor new; 15 25®16 611 for
at
10Oil
mess quoted
Ar at Saigon 6lh Inst, barque Western Bella,
I 60*2 001 Ex Plate 10 50*1100
Haddock.’....
THE SD
old. Bocf dull. Litrd lower;Western steam 0 76;
to look around for the best way to make tills lask me easiest possiutc.
76 LaidButman, New York.
uobp
.1
Hinter
is
A
20
7
70.
S
7
■
Sid fm London lltli lust, ship David Biowd,
FROM
refilled for Continent
Herrin*
I Tub.s V
Willi ibis object in view the
Mndilvopv Now Vnrlr
TiereeP.... 7v»*7%c
N bl
quiet. L'hei se (lull,
rii-aied? bx. 1*«8<*
h'rriabM dull.
Ac at Progressu A pi 29, sell J A Ilatry, Green,
.13 a 16e 1 Palis,.TJfc*8'Ae
Wjl
trou.B
Sliieldsburo.
CHICAtiO. May 13, 1*87.—Flour—dcniaud imMackerel Mbbi-ls«6. Hams f>
VIBlI
a!4
Ar at St Thomas Apl 20, brig Raven, Slrout
patents at 4 25®
shun- is.21 oOg’.3 Obi do covered. ,13V*
proved aud prices fi in: Winter
O.t*
1
Demarara. (;\ud sld 23d for Vlequez.)
and
it4
CUBED B
winter
3
76
00;
Michigan
2a.12
50;
60*16 Oo]
ntutlieui
4
Shore
Bert
ice
Ar at
| Rn'nfnl-.
April 8, sell St Croix, Ilandy, fill
<1, .,*
opB
VViSfOU-'in winter •> 00u 4 on; choice to fancy Mill- i
Port. Let. Pet..
I
3
at
Baltimore.
Wheat
patents
nesota
paiclii a; + 2flS* 50:50ft
BW
I Watt f Willie. 7 V-a
»r«iur».
4 1 iua4 25; Mi 101. bakers ill sacks at if OWlg3 26. i
Sooken.
I Pratt .Ast’i.Wl'hl. It Li
Wheat—No2Spring at 84%c; No2Ued85%c. I
8 oO£ipoollievotj’s Brilliant, ll/x
Corn—N" 2 al 38®38“AC. cats—No 2 al 20%c. j
Maine
April 21, lat 26 30, loll 08 14, brig Mary Gibbs,
TIBEB SOxB
67c.
Frovis2
at
2
at
York
for
l.'cmarara.
No
from
New
GG%c.
Barley—No
Byeis avoided.
“I. BCTTS”B
90 4 2 to,Sliver Whit*.
Folk at 20 76®2I 00. Lard at 0 05; I
32. no lat, &c, bng Satali E Kennedy,
is Introduced to llie public, for by its use much hard work
loiis-Miss
April
Pea *»ean3
6
di'V sailed shoulders.6 00®5 70; shun clear sides j steering SW.
MmRin.,.,1 70*1 80 Centennial.
ti.iisiu..
7 ar.,,. 7 f,n
Whiskey 110.
Mmi. ui mdl 116*1 761
May —, lat 12 12 S. Ion 13 04, barque 1* J CarlYellow Eves. 1 603 I 061 Muscatel
19j7p,8^
Necaipw—Flour, ja.ooo udisjj weeac ou.uuu
ton, Amesbuiy, from Singapore for New Yolk.
<n
i*7# 1 Loudon Lay’r *2*>a,2
bush,Sum 47 0 «J busU,:<iat8 f 39,000 bu;ryet{>000
potatoes. bush,
d&wlynnn
feb28
bush; barley, 12,OOO'busb.
St Potatoes
.tea™ «11ich rc800*325:Vdenoift. l}‘A)^<Vs
Shipments-FtoUr, 16,000 hbls; wheat, 73,000
Onions
is a pure Soap made from tlie best stock, refined b>
LITTLE
GRANDCHILD.
OUR
busb:
•>'
rye
oats,|4G,000
Lush;
bush:! com, 787,000
calc tinted to be used
Bermuda do 18',&1
therefore
and
,""«*&
substances,
all
deleterious
moves
lfc.”•»
.lated p
Turkeys. (aluieiu
It is
1,'K p'oiiab, barley 6.000 busb.
Cleansed. Purified, aud Beautified by
without any danger to the bunds or liie articles washed.
Chickens.10 *181 Extra
ST. Li ill IS, May 13 1887.-Flour |s steady:
surfaces
for
Remedies.
the
Cuticura
recommended
cleaning
painted
3
16
at
2
tally
family
PO;
80&2
demand light; XXXat
AAoolen goods,
14al6lB«d Top,.. V&
°
(«:i 2ft; cnoiee at 3 6S®3 05; fancy at 3 76 *3 86;
bright and fresh without injury to the paint itself.
1 Timothy Seed 2 06$* 10
A»wiw.
It affords me pleasure to give you this report of
extra fancy gt 3 00*4 001 patent at 4 25*4 60.
either white or colored, may be washed with
43
Clover,.
8Mi
Cuticuof
our
little grandchild by your
tile cure
Common Baldwins ?2
Wheat lower; No 2 lfeil af86®85V4o. Corn is
4
When six mouths old Ids left hand
lower.al 37u. Oats lower at 38*Si28Vic. Lard ra Remedies.and
had every appearance of a
to swell
wneat, 31,000 uu:
began
1,000
bblSi
O
Ueceipte—Fluur.
4 00 N.Y.
We
boil.
It, but all to no purpose.
large
rye,0,000
fancy Baldwins
poulticed
cora, 12,0X1 bush; oats, 87,oOOibush;
Sage-.after
it became a running sore.
About five mouths
gvaporaleu #*lirl*®16c
busb, bar toy 4,000 bush.
He then had two of
sores formed.
other
Soon
bosh:
6000
bbls;wheal|l,000
Shipments—Hour
Creamery 9
t.cmamm.
for laces mid
them on each band, and as his blood became more
and Mouse are the very latest colors, and
oats, 12,000 bu; rye 00,000 bu;
Ter... 88®?* corn, 1,000A)bush;
without fear of shrinking or fading the colors, while
more Impure it took less time for them to
and
bush.
Palermo.3 76"n Cilt Edge
n trial and you
barley 0,0
INDEX
THE
Give
it
Is
fabrics
the
on
the
beneath
delicate
unequaled.
came
break out. A sore
cliin,
Messma.4 00^4
DETKGIT.May 13.1R87—Wneat—No 1 White under
will be convinced that it cunuot be too highly recommended.
lip, which was very offensive. His head was
Jlalagers....
ull6 £7Vic; Mich Ked 88c; No 2 Bed 87Vic.
one solid scab, discharging a great deal. This was
bush.
Fitg**
Beoeiyujo WJ‘eat-9,308
months old, when 1
3 50^4 00;
at
Ids
Florida,...
condition
twenty-two
Ca 13
MANUFACTURED BV
7 00 a 7 601 Eastern extras
NKWOULEANS, May 13 1887.-Cotton firm;
undertook the care of him, his mother having died
Valencia
a 13
Can S Western.,
and Pamiddling logic.
when he was a little more than a year old, of cona
Idmed.
could
walk
OOi
He
A
of
cours#.
sumption (scrofula
Pa'ermo *>bx.3 60®4
SAVANNAH, May 13, 1887. Cotton isjdull;
little, but could not get up It he fell down, and
middling 10 6-lOc.
could not move when in bed, having no use of his
Imports.
mldArm
Is
;
Mtill'1118, May 13,1887.—Cotton
hands. I Immediately commenced with theCUTilihds
ARROYO, TR. Brig Mary Bartlett—530
ul lg 10* •.
cura Remedies, using the Cuticura and Cuti48 tcs molasses to Ueo S Hunt Si Sio.
is firm;
cura Soap freely, and when he had taken one
13.1887-Cotton
CHARLESTON,
Mgy
coal
tons
Schr
NB.
Hope-179
bottle of the Cuticura Resolvent, his bead was
PARBBBOUO,
middling 10 tic.
midto Grand Trunk Railroad.
completely cured, and he was Improved in every
-FOR SALE BA'MOBILE, May 13,1887,-Cotton nominali
way. We were very much encouraged, and conhas them, with Brown iB'nes and rafts of new
4 lp»r lu:*/a‘\
the use of the Remedies for a year ami a
tinued
styles.
Foreign Export*.
half. One sore after another healed, a bony matHavana Market.
MAYAGTJEZ.PR. Schr Pred Jackson—2(70
ter forming iii each one of these five deep ones
do.
1200
heads
which
would
[By
Telegraph,]
and
loose
before
finally grow
sliooks
healing,
just
and were taken out; then they would heal rapidly.
HAVANA. May 13,-Sugar quiet: salps 1000
at
One of these ugly bouo formations l preserved.
Railroad Receipts.
hags Mola-scs Sugar 89, degrees polarization,
After taking a dozen and a half bottles he was
PORTLAND.May 13, lit*.
J al gold [) quintal,_
tori
completely cured, and Is now, at the age of six
Received by Maine Centra! Railroad—roi
Markets.
(oi|oon
iiiercuamuse;
years, a strong aud healthy child, Tho scars on
European
AND
*ud36c;'rs mlsccllanooiis
dtf
“
Uis hands must always remain; Ids hands are
to cars miscellaneous tierohan&p25
By Telegraph.]
strong, though we ouee feared he would never he
do
use.
for
did
him
All
LONDON. May 13, 1887,—U. 8. 4», 132* i
that
__
them.
able £i use
physicians
•*
Wliat filiail we call "Scrap” Cigars?
«
4*s. 111*.
did him *o good. All who saw the child before
Crain Quotations.
13,1887,-Cotton market using file Cuticura Remedies aud see tlie child
I.1VHCP-0L,
May
CO/S
«:
S.
SLEEPER
S.
11. N 1’hikOrleans at 6l4,di
now consider it a wonderful cure. If the above
Received dally, by private v.ire, by
firmer;
p aint, at 6 11 lBd:
1000
facts are of any use to you, you arc at liberty to
Portland. Me:
sales 7, >00 tales; speculation and export
bam, broker. 9 Exchange street.
Mite. E. 8. DRIGGS,
use them.
bales.
CHICAGO.BOARD OP TRADE.
612 E. Clay St., Bloomington, 111.
LI V EBPOOL. May 13.1887-QuoUtions-Win9,1885.
at,7s
Thursday's quotations.
wheat
May
2dS
ter Wheat 7s 4dfi7» Od;' Spr iig
WesThe child was really In a worse condition than
WHEAT.
7s 4d ;Club wheat 8s2dS83 3d. Corn—mixed
are made from clear straight
he appeared to Ills grandmother, who. being w 1th
Pork 07s,
June.
May.
tern 4s 2Vid ;peas|6sla Provisions.#:.;.
Havana leaf, carefully pickhim every day, became ac c u s to m e <M tlm se as©.
Cheese 02s od.
basmiCat 39s Sd for short clear
ed and selected, ana is In
-ANDTallow 22s; lard 34s Od.
88 •
every way the best ten cent
:
Cuticura Remedies arc sold everywhere,
in
the
market
bb'“
88
60
cigar
CuticU'
v*
Skin
Cure,
cts,;
8“Wi
Cuticura, the great
Closing...
COllN.
ra Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautlfier, 26 cts.
...
SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.
July,
fob
May. June.
Fnosi
CUticura Resolvent, the new Blood Purifier
._
1
$1.00.
Prepared by the Potter Drug ant
Rbeumatl.m. Bl.edln* at the
Santiago .New Vork,.Cieufuegos .May 17
Op*“lB«.
41%
Croup. Aethma. Bronchltla. Neuralgia. Pneumonia.
Cure.
1
Co., Boston,
Chemical
New
"...■
Catarrh, Cholera Morbue, Dyaeni Wyoming
»
Hoarseness, lnfluenia, Hacking Cough. Wboop'ng Cough.
Lunge
It
New
York..London.May
Helvetia.
41 *1
8UV*
38,»
It
Mend for “How to Care Skin DUem.r«.”
Closing.
Trave .New York..Bremen.May
York..llavSVCruzMay 11
IfcSO per hundred.
At retail, 10c. each.
Alexandria..New
City
July.
June.
lNG, Scaly, Pimply and Oily Skin
Wielaud .New York..Hamburg...May 11
nWtj.
*>niu
‘2H 2
II
Soap.
ilv
Cuticuha
beautified
11
by
Parisiau.Quebec.Liverpool... May
CARD.
Sarnia .Quebec.Liverpool. ..May 21
Wc will send free.
m «S
OH ! mi BACK, mV BACK !
HbB HgHl
W
I’CW lUIRMllriu uauvuv-iuuj
permanently associated myself with
llg ■ aha Lhuao who
AQVUUCC.
“
of
Pain. Inflammation and Weakness
II. A. Atkinson & CO., house furnishers, cor.27,/»
Clenfuegos.New York..Cieuluegos May 21
1 shall he
Middle
Portland,
21
streets,
and
l'earl
ner
New
..May
York..Liverpool.
..
Friday’s quotations,
21
happy to meet my friends iu the State of Maine at
■ ■
lucky stars
■ ™
City of Montreal.New York. .Liverpool ...May 21
WUKAT.
My twenty-five years expemy new quarters.
York..GlMgow....May
llevouia.New
a certificate that the money shall
receive
abi.ll
&
and
Co.,
It.
from
Walter
Corey
us.
request
June.
July
Mav.
All who buy or order direct
rience in the business witli
York..Bremen.May 21
.New
I'uRla
6 bottles. $2.00. Express prepaid to
4
six of which was spent as manager (In connection
May 21
be refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail price. 35 cts.;
Beleeulaitu.New York Antweru
Mass.
with Walter L. Corey) of the 1‘ortlana Furni?
the United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. I>. O. Box 2118. Boston.
of
Kilain...New fork.. Amsterdam May 21
part
any
till
ture Co., warrants me in believing that 1 oun
satentire
care
to
to
bS‘I
the
your
■
can
80/11
85*'»
any order entrusted
my
Closing....
MlNlATUKh ALMANAC. MAY 14.
isfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
COBN
L
July.
June.
Mav.
largest slocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
L
41%
385/s
suits iu the country to select from, l remain
88%
Onrnlna
41%
88%
88%
14
Length of day
1?
DYER.
Deight....
um3
g
n
Muon rices.12 411
41
3,1 '*
oel
3h1-4
Closing.
20_

Medina

m., 3.15 p. m., IIpleasant.
No lumber received over 100 (eet;
iu buriels and headed up.

a

pieterre.il.32,25
Standard.1 12%

Cheating

w ANTED—Old gold and silver for nianufacVY
luring purposes, for which we will nay
|
cash prices, or exchange for watches.
highest
Jewelry, silverware, etc, at National Loan Omce,
:4‘.H1 Congress St., Portland, Me. 8. SC’HKYV UK,
'■ii*
Proprietor.

2Vi miles from city; the above houses are
good repair and pleasantly situated; would sell
lie or both. BENJAMIN SHAW, 48V4 Exnauge St.12-1
i [lOR SAKE—Cbalce pansies, 40 cts. per doz[7 en. Bedding plants of all kinds at low
rices. Fresh flowers furnished for all occasions, at STUBDIVANT’S Ureen House. 097
ongress St.12-1

n)un^ ][1(

do

g

WANTED—Loft

Address M US. S.,
ed upon at their residence.
N. It.—
No. 168 Federal street, Portland. Me.
aa-3
Also carpets^_

_13-1

•30 R

Leave Portland lor Peaks' and Diamond Islands
4.30, H.lop. in.
Long Island.
7.00 a. in. lor Little lHamoud and Peaks.

15.45. H.OO, 10.30 a. III.; 3.15,
H.oo a. in. and 3.16 p. in. goes to

] store in the State of& Maine.17 For particulars
Exchange St„
SON.,
111 at R. V. BARBER
121
j ortland, Me.
.

TIME TABLE.

Saccarappa, Me._1>-1
O
clothing; very hlgl
cash price paid; ladies and gentlemen wait-

'1
S
The popular “Suit” for Gentlemen and
Hha,Us
this season will be our “HOMESPUN” in va*<>«*
[30 B HAKE—In the western part of city, adtwo story frame
to Congress street,
of light colors.
j 17ouse,Jaceut
ten rooms, sunny and pleasant, corner lot,

J. & T. COUSINS, New York.

Portland.

seen.

<

oj
stock and low
GEO. H. LORD. 272

rices. Roses of ail kinds.
mgress St.
7VOK

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

lowest
BOX r>84,

stab'

pony phaeton;
WANTED—A
price and where it may be

13*1

.3015 MAI.E —Plants, plants,
best tlortsts in the State; line

l

points beyond.

Tlirough tickets lor Providence, Lowell, Worces
ter, New York, &c.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o'clock.
J. B. COY LB. J». Manager.
apUf

Portland, Me.10—a

1/0

from

450 Men’s all Wool, handsome Dark Mixed Sack SuP’
in all the regular sizes, at only #8.00 PER SUIT. TP®®
goods we know are reliable, and good for hard serlU’

and

more

one or

alternately leave PKANK I,1N WHA;iF,Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving Id
season lor connection with earliest trains (or

!

-11,E—Steam yacht 35 tt. long, 8 ft.
R fitted up in good shape, with steel
'hgine, condensor, pumps, etc. Enquire
boilejES &• HITCH1NGS, 470 Eore, Cor. Cross
13-4
!?1 dfiland, Me.
St.,-—-———
rtIt MAI.E—A liouso containing 13 rooms,
T Sebago, water cleset, turhace and gas, one
the best locations In Portland for a physician;
rms cash.
Apply toll. 8. PRIDE, No. 3, Ca-

Block,

shall
who

Artificial teeth
guarantee painless operations.
fInserted on rubber plates (or $6. gd and $8 per
set. All operations In dentistry performed at reduced rates and warranted to be equal to those
,
performed
by the best dentists of this Slate. (iffleo
open day and evening. |)lt. 1\ J. BONNKY. Dentist, 4'J‘JVa Congress street, corner Brown street,

Exchang*

xm

Q neksilver. ifly8

VgjTHEALTHFUL

Po1-

know that 1

WANTED—The
give gas free ol charge to all persons
teeth extracted,
wish to iiave
,

FOREST CITY ?M TREMONT

_!i__

people to

a

IFIliKMENTM.

ARK

THE PIKST-l’LASfl

L. EMERY, 34

or

Tyng St., Portland, Me.
a

--Farm in South Gorliain of 100
OK MAl.ft land, house and barn, 8 to 10
acres old miles trom Portland on the Buxacres wood Mies from Gorham Cor., at a barton road S^ange. N. S. GARDINER, No. 40
13gain, will f

""S

First—After devoting mucli time
and attention to tkeir manufacture
tkeir shoes have become perfection
in shape, ease, workmanship and
durability. Second—Unlike ready
made shoes generally they will not
l'in or lose their skane. and reouire
no
breaking in. Third—They are
made of the finest materials and are
sold at moderate prices.
One trial
will convince you of their superiority.

by the day.

FOR

The demand upon us for these Suits at #10 during
the past month lias been so great, that we propose to
make it GREATER THIS MONTH by offering the same
goods at only #0.00 PER SUIT. They are actually the
best suits in the market, being all Wool, pure Indigo,
tinner, better weight than most makes, look better and
All sizes, 33 to 44.
wear longer

N. Y„ Mantifactnrcra.

dressmaker
WANTED—Those
address C.
to call

_

FOR

nel Suits $9.00.

NEW LONDON'—Ar 12th, brig Muraney, Wass,

Ontario .24 Du

FARE ONLY $1.00,
MPKHH

who would like a flrstclass
to take work home or go out

1

MAI.E

FOR

Genuine“IVIiddlesex”BlueFlan-

and guaranteed never to
break. Price, $i.2j.
For tale by leading wholesale and retail ettab-

do.

c/cianoii- mva&naiu

STEAMERS.

„tv

FOR

With sliding Detachable

Philadelphia.

c«*ii

®BOSTON

—

MAI.E—At a bargain the dests. Enland corner of Spruce and Cl;' 13-2
quire of J. O. CURRIER, 137 Clark *-——?k of two
MAEE—Southerly half "Ingress Ht„
bouses, near Cily Hall aiuWltli stable,
contains 10 rooms and bath roo a desirable
thoroughly built and in good ogrwllldo well
property, central location; pure 40 Exchange
to examine it.
13-1
N. S. HARDIN
Street.
—-;-half story house,
MAI.E—A one audit on Florence St.,
new live years ago,
sigenty of closets and
Woodlards, nine rooms agnged and In good orcupboards, conveniently .mire on the premises
der; will be sold cheap. Portland. J. C. PETor at No. 41 Exchange
.13-2
—-TENGILL.
—7W pricks—Plants of
MAI.E ATJ and beds; daises, pansies,
all kinds for virus, tea and hardy roses a
mammoth strain v« storm king and other
specialty; gcraniy-. c. A. DENNETT, 558
13-1
fuchsias, lobeliand, Me.

CLOTHING I

—.

6

I'OR

-I3NT-

Sable, A ml lews, Maeeio.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 12tb, baiq’ie G M
Stanwood. for New York.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar lltli, scb Jas B Jordan,
Martin, New York, to load for Galveston; H Curtis. Haskell, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 12th, sells Annie P Chase,
Poole, Pernandina; B R Woodside, Providence;
Henry Lindsay, Sands River. NS: E G Willard
and Commerce.Rockland; J K Baker, Deer Isle;
Joe Carlton, Will Rice, and Helen, from Rockland
Laura Robinson, Newburyport.
Sid 12tb, barque Annie Reed, for Adelaide; brig
T Kemlck, Carth&geua.
Pssed the Gato 12th, sells Andrew J Yolk, fm
New York for Portland; L T Whitmore, Hobokeu for Boston; Paragon, Weehawkeu for do;
Mary Langdon.'do lor Yolk; Elizabeth DeHart,

6%

City._^_12-1

Memoranda.

oi

ing
to-day:
Mexican.
Hale & Norcross.
Union Con.
Gould ;& Curry.
are

CO!

THEY

»

l„
I.ET—With board, one largo room suitable
|VO for
'.
A
a lady or gentleman, or two young men;
1J;
1CD
DAN
at
fflSKSSS** required. Enquire
FORTH ST.,

SPECIAL NEW BARGAINS

..

Bagley,

(.By Telegraph.)

—rNTED—Highest cash prices paid lor east
off clothing, ladles' or gents'; or exchange
/mklsh vugs. Please send letter or postal to
0KGKOOT, Perry House. Psrtland. Mo. 12 1
A7ANTED— A competent 'cook anil laundress
at 482 CUMBERLAND ST., (near State.)
rilO I.ET
Front room with alcove; alst
lH
rltefereuces required.
room- Inquire at No. 153 HIGH
STREET, trom 9 to 12 a m., or 2 to 0 p. m. 1.
tfc
In
lty a like family
Kn*'*' F—Desirable rooms In western pa’
a capable girl (or general housework.
r|,w
A
city. Apply at 242 MIDDLE
ol MUS. J. K. PALM EK, 60 W Inter St., beq
STREET_ (|Uire
tween It and 2 o’clock._
—

f

WANTED-

MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
11th lust, steamer Sarnia, from

Liverpool

Newcastle—Passed down 13th, brig Ned White,
from Philadelphia for Baltimore; sclis R D Spear,
for Portland; Nellie J Dinsmore,

FRANCISCO, May 13. 1887.—The followclosiug official quotations of nulling stocks

SAN

1500 VIM.

—

Portland.
Sld fill Malaga Gtli lust, sch Mary K Morse,
Hutchins, Cadis.
Ar at Plymouth 12th iust, ship ltufus E « ood,
Boyd, Portland.
Ar at St Thomas Apl 20. sch St Croix, Handy,
Berbice, (and sld 30tli for Campeachy.)
Sld Apl 25. brig Harry Stewart, Whitman, foi
Turks island.
Ar at Kingston. J, Apl 23, sch Edith, McIntyre,
Hodgdou, Charleston, (and sld 2!)th foi Navassa.)

California Mining Stocks.

l

DOWN

8AT1LLA RIVER—Sld 10th, sch Roger Drury,
Delay, Boston.
CHARLESTON—Cld 12th, sch Warner Moore,
Crockett, Elizabethport.
NORFOLK—Cld 12th. sch Edw Waite, Henley,
Portland.
GEORGETOWN, DC-Cld 11th, sch Marion E
Rockliill, Anderson, Richmond.
BALTIMORE—Cld lltli, sch Florence Randall,
Randall, Boston.
Cld 12th, brig Tarlfa, Sawyer. Zaza; sells Edw
Stewart, Harlow, Key West; Samuel Dilloway,
Brendidge, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar lltli, sch Electra Bailey, Phitbrook, St Simons.
Cld 11th, sch Marlon Hill, Armstrong. Falatka.
Ar 13th, sells E H Herrhnau, Wood, Apalachicola: R & S Corson. Corson, Bath.
Cld 18th, sells Ned P walker, Dobbin, Salem;
John H Converse, Leighton, do; Nettle Laugdon,

...

All eases of weak or lauio back, rheumatism
&c„ will find relief by wearing one of Carter's
Smartwccd and Belladonna Backache Plaster.-..
Price 24 cents.

piano.

Open- ClosIng
tag
sales, sales.
May 13.
13% 113%
97%
97%
34%
34Vs
63%
62%
124% 126%
93%
93%
63%
63%
62%
61%
40%
40%
78
77%
34
34%
138% 138%
104% 104%
81%
81%
46%
46%
34%
83%
31%
31%
62%
62%
50 %
66Vs
108%
108%
32%
32%
68%
68%
68
67%
40%
41%
86%
86%
64
63%
64%
63%

Paul. 92%
Omaha. 63
Union Pacific. 61%
Ceutrall Pacific. 40
Western Uulon. 77%
Oregon Trans. 34
Delaware, L. & W 138%
Delaware & H.104%
Jersey Central.| 81%
Heading. 46%
32%
Hocklng;ValIey
Northern Pacific... 80%
North. Pacillc.pif.. 62%
Pacific Mall.... 66%
Missouri Pacific.... 108%
32
Kansas 14 Texas
32%
Bousisvule A N_ 68%
68%
67%
New England..
67%
89%
Klchinond & W. P.. 39%
Con. Gas Co. 86% 86%
04
Oil. 641
63%
Norf. & W.pref... 63
Stocks hy Associated Press:
K. 'Penn, new. 14%
Eist Tenn. lstluref. 77%
37%
Alton A Terre Haute.
dopr. f. 76
99
Boston Air Blue, pref.
Buiingt ju A Cedar Kapids. 60
St.

wives at the same time.
Professor—Correct. Now, what Is the name of
crime when a man has three wives.

griping;

ing

N. Y. Central.113%
Bake Shore. 96%
Erie. 34%
emails Southern.. 62%

Pupil—Having two

no

Clos-

sales.

(to promising pupil)—What is biga-

Professor
my?

FROM
Ar at

KausaU Pacific Consols.104
Oregon Nav. lsts.lit)
Union Pacific 1st
116%
do Band Gi ants
dll Sinking Funds.
The following quotations of stocks are received
aallv hy H. N. rlnkham, 9 Exchange street, Portland, Me.:

sarcliin' for 'em."

_WIHCELLAWEOPg.

EAST MACHIAS, May 10—Sld, sell H C Chester, Clark, Boston.
May 11—Sld, sch Hortensla, Sanborn, for New
York.
POET CLYDE, May 12-Ar, sells J M Banks,
and Blanche Creamer, shore fishing: Little Fannie,'do.
Sailed, sch Chapparel, for Bay Fundy.

AlH.^Jr. lsts..118%

Denver

HIMCELLANEOim,

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

—

FOB

—

INDIGESTION k DYSPEPSIA.

POTK.YT KK.nKOV FOB
Indigestion, Acute and Atonic Dyspepsia, Chronic
and (lastro-Intestinal Catarrh, Vomiting In Pregnanev. Cholera Infantum, and In convalescence
trorn Acute Diseases.
Over 5000 physicians have sent to us the most
flattering opinions upon Dlgestytin as a remedy
for all diseases arising from Improper digestion.
For 20 years we have manufactured the Digestive Ferments expressly for l'llVSICIANS' use,
and for the past year DIUESTYLIN has been by
tliem extensively prescribed, and today it stands
It Is not a
without a rival as a digestive agent.
secret remedy but a seientlfle prepur tlton, the
on
each
bottle.
formula of which is plainly printed
Its great DIGESTIVE POWER Is created by a
ferments
In
the
careful and proper treatment of
It Is very agreeable to the taste,
manufacture.
bor
stomach,
and acceptable to the most delicate
the reliability of our statements we would respectfully refer to all Wholesale and Retail Druggsts.
and PHYSICIANS generally. Price *1.00. Sold
A

by Druggists,

or

KinOKK * to.
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS,
N3 John »!., W.
IcblOdlawSly
W9I. F.

Portland

Company,

Annual

j

City Bpildiko, Portland. Me., I
I
May », 1887.
CSEAI.ED PROPOSALS, addressed to the como mlttee on Public Buildings, will be received
at the Mayor’s Offlee. City Building, until 13
o'clock m. of May 341,1887. tor furnishing the material aud erection of a brick stable on a lot of
land on Myrtle street, near the City Building.
Plans. speclMeatlons and all necessary information
can be obtained at the offlee of Eassett A Tompson, Architects, «3 Exchange street.
The right Is reserved to reject any or all bids.
CHAS. J. CHAPMAN.
Chairman Committee on Public Buildings,
utd
myll

AUUCIII I TEuaswsisSK

AnrULi srs&rs-#?

Meeting.

Stockholders of the Portland Company are
hereby notified that the Auuual Meeting ilf
this corporation will he held at the office of the»
company at their Works, on TU ESDAY, the twenty-fourth (24th) day of May, at 3 o’clock lu theg
attemoon, for the following purposes:
1st—To act on the report of the Directors and
j
Treasurer.
2d—To choose Directors tor the ensuing year.
RUFUS D. BEAN, Clerk.
Portland, May 0,18»7.
inaylOeod d

risk; neither knife or ligature; harmless operation
and complete relief. Give me your address. U you
aa»*nd
suffer, and 1 will tell you how I obtained
Address, E. A. C., Box
speedy relief.
eodflmTuTh*S

THE

INSTALMENT DEALERS
A FULL Ll

Will find Just what they need

TRENT TILES
; (nil

0

IMSXAUULNT L)t,HaC' SibM.Y Co., tll«, U
eodJm*

ap20

Hearths of all Patterns.
Very Low.

Price*

Portland Cement Pipe and Stone Co.,

NE
to

INSTALMENT GOODS
only
aF INSTALMENT
TRADE, bv addraaita*
sold

Umy30“’

I

•i t PlM Ml., Psrllasd,
feblB

•**

%.

—w.

THE
SATUBBAY

I >1} i :ss
BOBSIKa.

PERSONAL.

BAT 1«.

^

A D

V'SCKTIWKiTI KIV'S'BI

|'().|I \ \

Elizabeth,

Gettys

Tlie company to porto be composed of
They bring their
of tlie'xy, all of which is from the brush
ston—obrated metropolitan painter Martlsts.
the most eminent of scenic ar-

trajesday evenings.

Wednesday evening.

here is said
nitst
own aellent materia).

play

meh30

w&Stf

__

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell this
morning at 10
o’clock, at Mart on Plum street, a large lot of
second liaud carriages,
consisting of top and open
buggies, phaeton, Concord wagon, beach wagou,
&c. Also, a lot of uew and second hand
harnesses,

robes, die.

If you are tired taking the
large old fashioned
griping pills, try Carter’s Little Liver PIUs and
take some comfort.
A man can’t stand everything. One pill a dose.
maylOd&wlw.
D. K. and be O. K.

See advertisement
deodCm
_______________

Sunday Services.

Bradley Church.—Preaching at 10.30 a.
by Rev. J. R. Crosser. Sunday School at 11.40

m.
a.

p,Smy’

John R. Board man, of Augusta, of the
junior class of the Maine State College, has
been appointed by the faculty as one of the
candidates to compete for the “Prentiss
Prize” for host original essay at the
coming

Blaine’s departure for
Europe has been fixed, lie will sail on June
8tb. on the North German
Lloyd steamship
Ems.
Two double staterooms have been
reserved for the accommodation of
himself,
his wife, and his two
daughters.
Rev. J. T. Crosby has been engaged to deliver the Memorial Bay address in Dresden.
Other Memorial Day orators are Nelson S.
Burbank, Colby ’«), at South Litchfield;
Rev. Henry F. Snow, of Cornish, at Sandwich, N. H.; and Rev. W. G. Wade, of Newfield, at Springvale.
Mr. John D. Wilson of Norway, who arrived from Florida on the Boston boat
yesterday morning, had in charge the remains
of Mr. H. E. Anderson, a former resident
of
Portland. Mr. Anderson died a year
ago
last January at Plant City, Fla.
He was
about 60 years old, and was a carpenter
by
trade. His widow lives in this city.
Mr. Preston Powers, the sculptor, has a
pleasant studio in the Davis Block, on ConHe is always ready to talk
gress street.
with visitors, many of whom call to see him
in the course of the day.
Mr. Powers is at
present at work on intaglio medallions, a
new thing in the lino of his
art, which lie
has lately originated.
Mr. Coyle, general manager of the International Steamship Company, has just done
a very graceful
thing. Hearng yesterday
that the washout on the Maine Central Rail-*

th?
this spring, and ifar

CONgBMSa Street M. E. Church—Prayer
mmw0*. IHIililliig at 0.30 a. in. Preaching at 10.30 a. m.
by die pastor. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. last
ai

Lewisto\rranged

hind

op.
liieme, "The
fatal disclosure.
Children's meeting at 7 p, m.
General l’ralse Service at 7.30 p. m.
First Baptist Church-Rov. A. K. P.
Small,
D. D., pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m.
Sunday
School at 12 M. Prayer meetiug 7.30 p. m.
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth.
Uougress St. Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor. Preaching at 10 30 a. in. by Rev. A. H. Wright. Sunday
School at 12 M. Young Men’s meeting at 0.45 p.
m. Prayer and Social service at 7.30
p. in.
I^hst Parish
Church—(Unitarian)—Congress
Thomas Hill, U. D., pastor. Services
at 10.30 a. hi. and 7.30 p. in.
FrnsT Presbyterian
CHURCH.-Williams’
Hall, Congress Street. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
Services at 3 p. m. aud 7.30 p. ra.
by pastor,
Rev. J. R. Grosser.
Free St. Baptist Church-H«v. A. T.
Dunn,
pastor, will preach at 10.80 a. m. Anniversary
exercises of the Bible
of Maine with an
Society
address by president G.D. B. Pepper, D.
D., of
Colby University, at 7.30 p. m. Sunday School at
chwo of morning service.
High Street Church—Services at 10.30 and
7.30 p. m. Evening subject,
"The revival of
letters and learning Its iuliuence
upon the training of Europe.” Suuday School at 12.
New Jerusalem Church, New High St—
Rev. Howard C. Dunham, pastor. Divine worPreaching Sunday Morning at 10.30
ship and The
0 clock.
Sunday School Col. E. C. Farrington,
bupylntcndent, meets at 12 M. All are welcome!
Pine Street M. E Church—Rev. C. J. Clarki
preach « 10.30 a. m. Sunday School
p?*u‘r2.30
'-J1
pin. Young People’s meeting U.4G V
p. m.
General Prayer meeting at 7.30 p. in.
PORTLAND Liberal Fraternity meets in
Good leinplars’ Hall on Congress street, at 10 30
a. in.
Subject for discussion': Resolved: "That
mau needs a reasonable
religious education for
his moral develonement iu the future aud
not a
mysterious one as he has had hi the past.
Prebi a Chapei—Sunday School at 2 p. mPreaching by the pastor at 3. Religious services
and address at 7.30. The public are
cordially in-

setts avenue.
Mr. Charles

the

August.

Oakland
same

has

large
Ogdensburg

/ ,gU

1-30 p’

ni.

They

were

,,

Tho entire farm buildings of Mr.
Loring
a
and
Mrs. York were reduced to ashes
with
“
most
of the contents,
except the live stock
which was nearly all saved, Mr.
Loring losk
ing only a calf and pig, and Mrs. York severa]
al sheep and hens. Several
large orchards
^
belonging to these families it is thought are
ei
entirely ruined. Tho fire only stopped when
it reached tho water of Broad
Cove, and
even then some sparks flew across
to Prince’s
*
Point and started fires in the dried
grass, but
these were quickly extinguished.
-----

Valuable Specimens.
Mr. James H. llamlin, who has
lately re^
turned from a trip to the West
Indies, has in
h
his possession six fangs taken from
a
snake
tl
that
is peculiar to
Martinique and St. Lucia
Islands. This reptile is known as the
Fer de
L
It is the most poisonous
Lance,
snake
I11
known. Its bite is fatal in fifteen
minutes
ai
and
no antidote has been found for
it. These
fa
were cleansed from
fangs
poison by means

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFOBE JUDGE GOULD.

Khidav.—Frank Fish, Courtnev Varnav 0.1H
Patriek Welch. Intoxication. Each fined
*3 and
Intoxlcfltlou- ™«y d<*ys In

ol
U1

«-

only

jjiucubs ana are

probably the

to bo found in this
country.
will be given to the Natural History

°!

Tlllrty d“y» m the

ones

They
Society.

Runaway.
Yesterday afternoon the driver of A.
tj
liall’s
delivery wagon No. 2 attempted

...

T.
to
at

turn around in
too
small a space
the corner of JBeckett street and the
Eastern
p.
Promenade,the result of which

wasjthe spilling of the load of goods and the horse running
away and badly damaging the wagon.
This
,s the third runaway that lias
is
happened to

^

u, Hall’s teams
Mr.
within the past year.
—————————

Kersey and Light Stiff Hats.
the Hatter, 253 Middle street, announces in this issue a
large and varied as*<,1
sortment of colors, both in kerseys and
Itstiff hats in all the latest styles. Thoselight
in
,
seed
of a light, cool Jsummer hat will find
t for their interest to call and examine
the
urge display made by tiie above firm.

Somers,

n0‘

Use the Index,

a

All the New Colors and Latest Styles.
Be are showing the largest line of Light
Stiff Hats erer shown in Portland.

$3.00 and $3.50.

Leading Manufacturing

All the New Colors and all
the New popular Shapes.

royl*

—

Second Parish
Sunday School.
^
The
seventieth anniversary of the
Second
Pa;
’arish Sunday school will
be observed to,no
norrow at_3 p. in.
Ilev. C. A. Dickinson of
Do1
>o\vell, Mass., will address the school. MrDie
)ickinson will preach in the Second Parish
liurcii in the forenoon.
chu

Dunlap

FOB

S"lil“ aud

&

Co,’s Celebrated Hals.

1

—

AUCTIONEERS.

Beal Estate !fos. 12 and 11 South Street,
hjr Auction.
FRIDAY, May 20th, at 3 o’clock p. in., we

ON

shall sell the two ami a half story wooden
house No. 14 South street; rents for $350 a year;
also at same time the lot of land No. 12 In same
street. For further particulars call on F. o. Bai
ley & Co., Auctioneers.
itiyMdlw

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

and

train*

gotVr&Tu^^Real

NEK.roEx^gesr^10N~
F°^

£

Northwest,

Appetite

of

integritv,

Wc

_141

W ATER1UJR1

v- Bayard, Atlantic City, N. J.
Sarsaparilla gave me new life, and re-

si

Prepared only
Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass

Doses

One

Dollar

d|irl_

ri&wjynrm

«a
V

©

a
byS

'"'’oly Ccr-'d
theso Little
H
They nlsowdlcvcDfal

I.Ki:3 from

Dyspepsia®

>l”a^K!l“ *a

IlIWi

S7
s, Hivnrea, Draw, S|
■< J'neto in til- -3
5f"-E:
PilLS
Coated ToiigneM
Monlh,
^JsS***
u

ac

“

ijide.^cM
TV.? IV:iu!a the Bow Rj
i.i and prevent Consti-H
;s:r. :ll sstanfl easiest to take.M
P

si’: in (lie

nud Files. 1 ii
pfitrju
Uiiiy One t>I!I a flows.

40 In ft vini. pni«Iv
price 2.» cento. 6 vhishy inailforal

Pog?B^:COl>

(in

wwvoSri

mark Down Sale

530 mm., 48 TIERCES,
Fancy, Prime, and Choice Molasses, now
ex. Brig “Mary Bartlett.”
direct from Arroyo, Porto Rico.

landing,

—

FOlt BALE liY

—

GEO. S. HUNT & CO.,
myll
I0U ( owiuminl

Street.

d]W

collect all bills of the late Ann.
B. E. MCDONOUGH,
NELSON BACON.
Portland, May 13,1887.
myl4dlw*

McLaughlin Resided
late Hon. Chas.

McLaughlin,
offered tor sale, being No. 04 Spring near tn.ii
Street; thoroughly built and centrally located
hall through centre of house; nne parlors’
sitting room; all the appointments of the
pleasant
houso are well adapted for coinfort and conven
lenees and offers a good opportunity to anv one
seeking a pleasant home; stable on premises «iV«
of lot 60x1X0. BENJAMIN SUAW, 48 d’ R»
change St.
myl4d2wIs

■

POB NA I,E—The homestead of the late si.ei
r M. Baker, situated at Morrllls Corn,®
Deer
mg Me.; cottage, house and stable, with
acres
and; for terms etc. address A. B. BltOWwono
Cumberland St., Portland Me.
add A 1 Une, small samnle^
SAI.EN.flAN
agent earned $3,400; others P ‘towS Si;
can

one

u

'60.

P. O. BOX 1371, New York

ud

Jf j00

auctions, sweeping success, ten to Afteen dollars
day, one hundred dollars a week, Avo thousand
no canvassing,
simple and easy, but
wonderful to every beholder; only a small amount
[noney required to start the business at once.
CAR ana see it for yourself at ABRAHAM B.
MORRISON, Sole Proprietor, Preble House.

Hatter,

_

PURSE SEINES, k

I

I

WANTED-AArst

Restaurant
building, In addition

Cushing’s Island. The
large kitchen and dining
room, will contain about 20 bedrooms. Twenty
or more regular
boarders are assured from the
cottages during the summer. Address FRANCIS

CUSHING, Portland,

> ETT
J

_14-1

Fessenden SI.,
Deerlug Just beyond llie base ball grouuds;
will be sold cheap It applied for at once. For further particulars apply at ADVERTISER OFFICE,
Federal Street.
14-1

Ii’OKSALK-Anew

house

on

197 Middle St.

Hadley Sarcliue Seiues ami
Traps.

GLOUCESTER NET & TWINE CO,

U

CLOUCESTER.

®Son Office,
v

our Kid
to otter ladks of

pairs at only
'.loves In Black and Colors,
OVt>«l. in lllanlr nn.l

4^.
75«

...

)

rf/'lSmi

RIMES BROTHERS.

They

tiat

90 Commercial si.
eod&wSw

Revere House,
BOSTON.

SPRINGFIELD ROADSTER.

7

“>■“ eomblnes the
advantl»l.,27t£(*& B|p*ele
mdiithVJrJ), r1*1, “,,u •“tl,eof«“«•* ordinary

dr.rt.wilde,

The Natural Magnetic
Physician,
"
'nform the citizens of Port°S?^J?Pfcy£UI,y
land and the
uetghboriuK towns that he
has returned

and Is

located at

- o- II Myrtle
Si., Opp. City Hall,
where he will treat in a safe and natural
in&uuer,

II Chronic Diseases, Weak*
nesses and Infirmities.

c *11

ill

hi. Olllrc nud

*ce« hi. Circular*
him at Ids office will be

persons

P

(J

Itepartnicht

o-Buttou Embroidered Tan Wove*, «»e
Of these last we have sold thousand*
of pairs and believe
they are considered
*" purchasers.
**..??r.pa,r
All our 0loves
Bited wheu desired.

for Cumberland,
Androacog
*in and Sagadahoo Counties.

inber,

H
uto

J1000
Bicycles 1

leiiLUw™kn,fi!',^!i^Lret,‘“•Columbia.

Wpe'*‘ Barifalni la

{.love

Agency

COE,

CENTS.

rortlauu:

FOR IMS?.

a

unable to visit
ited noon at their residence,

a

Me.

1 >'(ilCfor**Pu rse*1 feineV UsYhlrd

C

_*
U
class Caterer to rent the

on

to

\
11

4»

___dti_

Columbia

CLOVES

_

197 Middle St.
:i
Thu"
I

dollars a
year sure; no peddling,
no competition, business

KID

TUNING TO OROER

THURSTON,

the shape erf
head taken by
. ,y°i!*»*ve
amfyour
set
f“Wo“ab*

!

__coiiam

i

SILK HATS,
ilk l/aPmde^rjihoo.’

opp. rum Huisp.

.
,,
*pra3

So. S Free Street Block, rortliind.
4

NOTICE

a

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

SAMUEL

"FREE.

1
has
his own delivery
wagon, ami all goods bought
a
at
his store can be delivered
is hereby given that the partnership
free at a moment’s
*“"*««•
between Ellhu H. Bice and James L. Rice
wm 8e,,a to
Kllzabeth, Cumberland
under the Arm name of Rice Bros., was dissolved ! 1
Mills, Saccarappa and Ueerlng free.
on the twelfth
day of May, A. D. 1887. All debts
due to the said partnership, aud those due by j
them, will be settled with and by James L. Rice, ;
who will continue the business at the old staud,
unction Congress aud Portland streets.

few gentlemen and ladies
WANTED—A
agents for rare Invention, marvellous pro-

[ORINfi, JHORT & j|ARMOR.

thesa

or

STOOLS AND COVERS,

Congress

toau

tunes

TEOHNICON.

I. M. DYER & CO.,
511
St.

one.

uie matcmess

beautiful instrumeuts.

and

Our

are in

Employ.

BUROETT ORGANS.
Mill near

Emerson

Ross

PIANOS !

Always

Notice of Dissolution of Partnership.

as

The residence of the

The

_

JAMES L. RICE.
Dated at Portlaud, May 13,1887. mylldlw*

Messrs.

cordial invitation
in and sec them.

a

to every one to come

sell

COE,

d(solved by mutual consent May a. B. E.
McDonough will continue the business at the old
stand, 199 Congress street, aud will settle and

BLIHUH. BICE,

The

Workmen
Furnished.

tent

“

are

<y3

ltemeniber the

It lUYItTt.E .STREET.

IV IISS J. MARION

ready

to receive

MAKER,

customers at her rooms,

No. 5671-2 Congress St.
Dr nses
a Wo

cut aud made

BicvdS*

to
io

iu the latest fashion
AXHlliW*

buv
a
uuy a

s5PKara,,ce “

7™°°
wheel of any kind
call at

L..aeia.ml

are

Mai,U!' Extern, Fllehbuni

>?aiBu*em«nt.P°tS'tnUnot **•">'" •**< A

an

you

going

Remodeled, Refamlshed, Newly Decoraaud uow

ted,
kept
C.N. LAMSON'S, 177 Middle St.
EUROPEAN
,,-h28_
I- IKH1G COMPANY’S EXTKACT iiK

L

1

m7,7

{‘X5°r‘ ^“‘•e“™,t.i.°SyMB^
riuest

T IEBIG

JL

HU

COMPANY'S

EXTRACT OK

TIEBIGCOMPXNY-B EXTRACT
^

'

UK

MEAT

ifi'st-

I

—-___

meat'
nd

'r0O",a'1‘*e>'.

k to., Proprietors.
nit!* ^IIOW____etui

it

pgaxa

PLAN.

UUO.WM Hum Sl.oo A DAT
lr.

T OE Meat!
1 Th^FIlVent1,Me»f’2
L'
KXT,RA< stock
Meat-fluvour
i'sk “
for Soupy, Sauces and
M.Vde^ |R
iim.

on the

dtf

_

EXTRACT OK MEAT
LIKBKl-COMl'AWS
Kor Improved and Economic
Omkery.

WRICHT,

Fl 1SHI0NABLE DRESS
low

dim

a

Specialty.
Estimates and Compe-

SpringCoods!

Pr,ces

Styles.
Decorations

Ceiling

INT-O^W

ower.

eodtf

COPARTNERSHIP heretofore existing
THEunder
the Arm name of McDonough & Bacon
was

_

New Goods and Latest

a

hHl--®1* We
wS an1
ou.r
extend

50‘J Congress Street.

MDSE

Properly Fitted.

a

1. M. WENTWORTH

DISSOLUTION.

Difficult Feet

14-1

or

Fancy Velvets and Satin* to
match. Also Black and Colored
Bead
Ornaments lugreat
variety. Our goods
kre entirely different from
those seen in

Waterbury Watches

afford to bare

sec-

Stripes, Checks,
Mixtures,
Sc Fwith*VFlains,
with
etc.,

$2.25.

cud

GOODS, MEDIUM GOODS,

MISSES’and CHILDREN’S

portion
THOMAS & CO.,

___

Hosiery TO-DAY.

MOLASSES.

M5?®!"
s

■

our

NEW ARROYO

ra!

Jjy
nyc. l. itOODAiCO.,

forget

■A.T
Krery boy

RINES BROTHERS.

Strong

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
"I* fl>r

can

P. S.—Do not

SS2

S()
VV
wSSJJS
H.cLm"rte,Na,li.S,,'t'I‘fc',,,-<

WIUCUIl

oue

<~7

LOW FUICED GOODS.

three without children, at No. 62 State street
14-1

Hai^i’i

CLOSING OUT SALE.
have a large quantity of

FINE

ISAAC C. ATMASOA, iMagftr.

mayy

rooms,
small
FOR
rent, suuuy and pleasant, for faintly of two

or

ANNIVERSARY WEEK
COR. OF PEARL AND MIDDLE STS., POnTLARD.

Clapp’s Bloek. B. A. ATKINSON & CO.,

and Colored New
Spring Goods in the
city, including all f he Novelties of the

-WATCHES-

recommend both of the above
named Corsets as
being well made reliable
goods in every way.
of

to,"ourself a[

•

School Shoes, all grades and kinds, very cheau.

a

Commercial St.

rJ*tor,P|jble House.

•

ln the western
rr°,o‘,fiT7iTWoK'K><!rents
of the city; iso
in central

bdiitaesi

Cali amt aeo

B. MOKKISON, bole Pro;

olUnt!_NLW liUUUo!

Your Tender,

f;le

A.

HtVf

lien

lor everybody, at Slgu of Gold Boot.

j

RENT—Two front

partner
and
belug Introduced Into
Malue; a wonderful
meetiug
with wonderful success; partner U
tale entire
charge of the state of Maine while I ana in other
Mates; ten thousand dollars an be mads in a slnyear; convincing proofs si Mta: all materials
ready; not a
omtol re°Vh« business
This Isa rare chance tor a* .-man or
quired.
woman

ATAlXr

■

advantage

of this big offer. This will apply whera
««sii is pdiu or were
mej are ocugm
on installments at $5 down and $5
per
month. Og not fail to embrace this
liberal offer of our

upper rentiCor- ui“and
» 7 room*,
modern conveniences:
r*“ t
also one near Hill 8t., 0
rooms, all
!
rent**16- Enquired P.
walukon, 40 Exchange street.
14-1
.•7-,. J‘on

goodhon-

Wo Proitoso so Cut Hie Prices This
Week lo Per Ceur,

1 BOOTS AlD SHOES

of ELIAS
?*.-Enquire
114 to 120

a
a new

business, Just uow
rplendhl
the State of

$ 1.00 Per Pair.

niaV

hare been thoroughly tested with both
wood and coal in thousands of homes
throughout New England, and wo hare
stuck faithfully to these patterns, agreeing in erery instance to new top or bottom any Range that would crack Inside
of 12 months. That we hare kept our
word cur enormous sales are full ertdence the Ranges hare prored the best
in the country and hare teen sought
for more than any other Range manufactured in New England.

and see how many will take

II Till

sastjai.aii*j 461 Congress Street,

WALDROviSftS®?1

d-“TKPHEN^f. eg,.

May 10.1887.

Ogic Cot moulded Summer Corsets at

“I must say Hood’s
Sarsaparilla is the best medicine I iver used. Last spring I had no
appetite,
and the least work I did
fatigued me ever so
m\
much. I began to take Hood’s
Sarsaparilla,
and
80
fc *
c°uhl do as much in a day as l
‘,ls !?1
had formerly
done In a week. My appetite is vo-

OUK NEW TARIFF RANGE,
OUR QUAKER RANGE,
OUR FIRST NATIONAL RANGE,
OUR GROVELAN1) RANGE,

myia_eudtf

T°vu;«hT*,7.N15e

Manager.

H^CKBO^Ke'jera.

WANTED—I want
pABTNER
J.
est nian or woman as
In

62 Cents Per Pair.

4, John Sherman, aged

Makes the Weak

Mo. 463Conffre$s St.

WANTER-Ladles of this city to know thatt
prepared to do dressmaking at very
„I.a,m rates.
reasonable
Cutting and Pitting by the Tavlor System. Will go
out by the day or week
aoply at No. 12 BBtfWX STKeKT. y
j4Ap~

TO

West and Southwest.

dOBKPH

now offer

O. R.

|j

We hare sold more of these goods since
we opened here than any other Store
Store in New England, and we giie you
the reason why: We hare handled nothing but the best goods.

SHADES,

*

°^V1':

streeCKKILL’

Exchange

One Cot Extra good quality Canvas Clotli Corsets at the low price of

“I have taken Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, and am glad
to say it lias cured me of a
1,1
very severe pain in the
«““«* my back. I also gave it to
my little girl.
’Be :lPPct!te; lint Hood’s
Sarsapari
rilla lias y*‘ry
increased it wonderfully, and from
oiir
experience I highly recommend (his excellent
135 * Va“
Bamub“’
St

W inter Street,

We^Wi? s

Wc

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Two years ago the 11th day of Kay, we
opened the doors of our store at the
Corner of Pearl and Middls Streets, at
6.15 a. m. Among other goods that we
offered for tale were

! BROWN,

£2;,oE■tf3*'}:

years.

A Good

FURNITURE.

leading1

£°lHa,.1<llto

76 years.

May

KITCHEN

! Kid Glove Store,

to

Oder MONDAY, Mar 10, 18ST,
will run a* fellewsi
DEPABTl'RKS.
For Auburn and
I.rwi.iou, 7.10a. ra.. 1.16
and 5.37 p. m.
ESTATE FOB sale
In DeerFor liorlmn, 0.30 a
lng;about six acres of land with barn thereim., 1.30 and 5.37 p. m.
For t.orhan, flout rent and
on, on northeasterly side of road
from
0.30
Chicago,
*
Allen’s Corner,
a. ra. and 1.30 p. m.
by Enoch
lately owned
a
Jcslrable
lot
of
hgF Quebec, 1.30 p. m.
and
land
win
vfr>
“««• canton, 7.10 a. m. and
1
Ewp. “«*••«!
I. 9U
ID.
AKKIYAI.M.
"Dd ‘“barn, 8.28 a. n.
12.06, 3.15 and 6.38 p. m.
Portland, extra land anil buildings, cuts 20 tonsS
From liorhnn, 8.26 a.m., 12.06 and 6.46
a
p. m.
c®.Pasture joining river, good orchard;
From Chicago unit
12.06
and
Montreal,
5.46 p. m.
From Quebec, 12.05 p. in.
Pullman Palace Bleeping cars on night train
|
"i‘,'K-Mousy and lot No. 23 Beckett
Parlor cars on day train between Pdhtand
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE ■
of BYBON
b vmm
li'?ilw- Iu,l,lire
N*. 181 Middle
35
Admlul3trator.
St., and Depot Foot of India Street
«■

_

ot

man
fair ability, to take
a
In the British Provthe right man 1 will offer him a chance
to make ten thousand dollars in less
than a year
business sure, honorable and legitimate; a small
capital only wdl be required. 1 also want a man
ii
199 Canadas In the same
business; convineing
CaU ou A- “■

inces;

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

1, Mrs. Affa, widow of Oliver

May 1, Emma J., wife

of
W*NTEO—A
T V
charge ot business

'atj

marl4

DARRAH’S
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

2 EXTRA GOOD BARGAINS.

11
It essential to good healtli; but at this season it is
ol
often lost, owing to the poverty or
impurity of the
1)1
blood, derangement of the digestive organs, and
the weakening effect of the
season.
changing
H
8 Barsaparilla is a wonderful
medicine for
creatingau
the digestion, and
appetite,
tonjng
c|
Viwhole system. Now is the
farip'awuv'>1
H
1
Bike U. Be sure to get Hood’s.
We all like Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, it is so
*
strengthening. Lizzie Balkouk, Auburn, It. I.

^

A.N1>

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO.,

I

/*

237 MIDDLE STREET.

9a™ten, May 5, Kosllla, wife of John Cliflc
ford
of Rock port, aged 70 years 11 mouths.

i

—

ON

»

Mi88

Fish, aged

Co.’s,

ALL NEW

SUMMER CORSETS!

May 0, Hiram Stuart, aged 70

# o

—

OF

BY AUCTION.

—

Merry, the Hatter,

IIow'e aud

years.

©WWe.

'net

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, May 20 and
21, at 10 and 2.30 each day, at our salesroom. Exchange street, we shall sell a large slock
moved to our rooms for convenience of sale by
parties going out of business, amt consisting of
Men’s Youths' and Boys’ Suits, Coots, Pams and
Vests, Overcoats, large stock of Furnishing Goods,
&<'■, Ac. Sale positive and without reserve, and
I u lots to suit.
rnyltdtd

-AT-

mcf“ aad

In Freeport, May 7, Benjamin F.

House for Sale.

m.. 3 30

FURNISHING GOODS

uotltf

AGENTS

Canndn, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Mt. I,out*. Omaha, Sagi-

May 5, Itobert Stover, aged 78
Harpswel), May (5, Corydan Thompson, aged

10°

—

50r„ north $104)
“
50 Doz. Silk Mitts 20c.,
.33
“
50 Doz. Silk Moves 25c.,
.33

Directly Opposite Head Cross Street.

—

HjHupnwU.
in

Sn
HI

a.

AUCTIONEERS.
—

50 Doz. Ernb’d kids

253 MIDDLE STREET,

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED RATE

DEATHS.

„t

and

Retail Hatter,

naw, Mi. Paul, Malt Cake City,
Denver, Man Francisco.
and all points In the

Uerbert M

Jemile°K {fwacUanU.3’ 1,re3tou A

„„

10

CLOTHING

KID GLOVES!

SOMERS^THE HATTER,

$2.00, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75,

1

VassaTboro,
-JJyears.

at

13__

my3__dOw

Design,

Pure Soap.

Musffiw’o^r. 3°'

'jThe house of the late Hon. Chas.
McLa
Laughlin, No. 1)4 Spring street, is offered for
sal
sale. The house is a desirable
one, in a good
loe
oeation. There is a stable on the
premises.
•a
Fo
paiticulars see the advertisement in anott
)ther column.

1

Fine Special

Nor well &
Boston.

ELIZABETH.

4"»ert«'&F'

Ill Forter, May
8
Stacy, aped about
In Farmingdale,
8
Sampson,
aped 41

19.

LARGE STOCK

CEO. M. BOSWORTH,
Manager of the extensive Upholstery Department at sliepard,

LIGHT STIFF RATS.

MERRY’S

NEWsT

1

ft

7.30 o'clock. The annual address will he delivered by the ltev. Dr. Pepperof Colby University. A collection will be taken up in aid
of the Society.

LIGHT STIFF HATS.

MARRIAGES.

2fi years.
2
In Brunswick,
y* ears.

my

#1 .OO per share.
#130 per Sharr.

and would like to advise with his
old friends und patrons when
they may require his services.

Side Nutria, Bell/ Nutria, Pearl Blue,
Pearl Bearer, aud Nutria Mixed, the largest assortment of colors shown.

Bead advertisements in want column in
1
today’s
You may find something
paper.
*that will suit you.

oi
8

Mining Co.’s Stock.

Bees to notify the public Unit lie
is in a position to execute all
orders for

TALL KERWHATS.

^__

EUe“ L' IIaskc11 t0 Joha L- Prince,

CAPE

i

Corps, will Attend divine service at
Congress street M. E. church Memorial Sunday. May 29th, at 10.30 a. m., and listen to a
sermon by the pastor.
The annual public meeting of U10 Bible
Society of Maine will be held at the Free
street Baptist church tomorrow evening at

id
»ad

Surveyors and other minor officers

...

were defaulted on
11 two search illi(l
seizure comtU8 se,llcnces of the
Municipal Court

Women’s

Mary Uarklns'IaDd'

..

ttcmy Flaker and hl9 sureties

entertainment one night this week, drove
over the side of a
bridge and landed in the
brook beneath. No great
damage was done.
ltev. S. F, Pearson has made
anangemcnts
to be in this city on
Monday next, and it has
been decided to hold the
public reception
that evening at the
Gospel Mission.
ltev. Chas. A. Dickinson oi
Lowell, former
pastor of the Second Parish Church, will leeture for the benefit of the Y. 1*.
s. C E at
that church on Monday
evening, at 8 o’clock,
Thatcher Post. G. A. R„ and the

10

SUBURBAN

,

tfav

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO.,

Dfifinratnr.

I

Island.
the only inhabitants of tho
island.

AUCTIONEERS.

Flue Engravings. Framed
Intramed, Photographs. Pasteles, Photograv
ures Oleographs
ml Paintings. Plash Frames
and Ornaments, Brlc-allrac; everything usuallv
kept In a rtrst-class Art Store; every artist, win v.
be sold without reserve, as ttie store must I* vZ
cated within ten days. Messrs. Kendall A WhiT
ney having purchased the property, will com
mence the erection of a block at once,
necessitating immediate vacation by present occupant

Fine Ipkolxtery and Interior Decorations

The Militia.
Brigadier General Mitchell has not yet
!*
made appointments on his staff, but
expects
De has had a large number of applications for positions, the average being
four for every place to be filled. Gen. Mitchell intends to have one officer on the staff
who will have charge of the rifle
practice
and attend strictly to it, and make it an important department. Vacancies will soon be0
,a Co.
oI Dover, and in Co. H, of
f
WaterviUe, and a colonel will be chosen in1
the Second Maine liegiment.

rapidly
being

A

ana

INTERIOR

Ill ILL THE NEW CBIOHS.

i

are

18,

Fetnta

the work. The room will be carpeted with
handsome Lowell Brussels, the whole cost
being $189.

with all

MAY

at rooms IK

I";
Exchange St
exhibition ami catalogues
ready Tuesday 17th
myl-ldtd
*’_

THURSDAY,
ON and
7.30 P-m-,

#300

GEO.M.BOSWORTH

Window.

and

Art 8tock of R. H.
Knight, No.
37 Temple Street.

MACFARLANE & JENKINS,
Bankkrs and 1!uok Kits,
aplOeod&wlin 44 Broadway, New lurk.

May
iy

Auxiliary.
A meeting of the Ladies
Auxiliary to the
Young Men’s Christian Association was
held yesterday afternoon and arrangements
*
were made for
adopting the generous offer
of Mrs. Hannah J. Bailey of
S.
Winthrop. Mrs.
Bailey offered to pay one-half the cost of
carpeting the reading room of the Association and the Auxiliary voted to do the rest of

“green
stripes,

*
Mr. Irving F. True, ran
through the pasture
n
and
woodland of the Mitchell
heirs, J. E.
G
Gilman, Esq., Woodbury Seabury, Perez
I
1
Mrs. L. B. York and S. M.
Loring,
Loring.

todictmStseer

Somers Bros., Hatters.
•Somers Bros., 459 Congress street, Clapp’s
Block, are still making a specialty of their
#2.50 light stiff hat, and their line of chlldren’s straws is complete.

bakery

is

in

Rugs

___

40,4100
43,0410
distribution of stock, preparatory of its be
listed
on ttie Stock Board, is made to give it
log
greater activity and a broader market when It
on
the
Board.
goes
The balance of the stock is held In a pool.
The property Is In good hands and is rumilng sucWe believe this to be one of tbe best opcessfully.
portunities to make money. In a genuine mining
enterprise that has been presented.
All applications for stock must be sent to the un
derslgued, and will take preference In the order in
which received.
Kespecttully,

*V. \

Y. M. C. A.

The Yarmouth Fire.
Further particulars of the fire at
Yarmouth
land Cumberland, on
Wednesday afternoon
make the losses appear much
larger than
s first reported.
at
It is thought the total loss
will not fall short of 810.000.
It was Mr. S.
JM. Loring, and not Mr.
Mitchell, who lost
h
his
buildings. The fire started in the dried
8
grass
by the side of the railroad track, burned
t]
to forty acres of wood lot
thirty
belonging to

E»mUuxallas Charles A. Wright and
led demunels 10 common
seller

an

Workmen

tion.

A family of eight colored persous
spent
tw winter in a mud cabin on Cow

assault and battery, affray, assault
upon
officers, and of being a common drunkard, police
and of
some of these crimes two or three times.
Jury were out about five minutes and renJ£be
dered a verdict of guilty.
G. M. Seiders, County Attorney.
I). A. Mealier for deft.
John .1. Dougher ami August Lemleux alias
Charles A. Wright filed demurrers to
nuisauce it?

Relief

kitchen, supplied

for the

Oriental

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO.

This

MIDDLE ST.

,^bTbWu'laiI\'V,

decorated in

A few new cottages
progressing.
built, ebd old ones improved.

Municipal
of larceny

at 10 o’clock, a. m.
A party of Pownal
people on their wayi to

a

CO.,

—

WEDNESDAY,
Ou

_

Share, al
shnre, at

OF

Carpets,

For 4# days—one month—net earnings # i o.owo
Or yearly net revenue.# i 40,000
Mr. G. W. Horn, the superintendent of the Company has full charge of the mining and milling, and

~

sot"Sir Vi!la|e.t8

differed wdfh Erie/.*0

Monday

July, the.

of the
town have been appointed by the selectmen
cottage for a winter home.
He has leased a
as follows:
large tract of laud and set out trees.
Cottages on the island are rapidly being
Highway Surveyors-Bent. F. Trundy, District‘
No. I, John Perry, 2; Geo. 0.
Thompson, 3; Wm.
engaged for the season. Mr. C. A. Adams D. Murray
and Wm. W. Hannaford,
4; Johu A.
has taken
the
old
P«abl«»- E: Horace G. Jordan,
Sterling mansion f
James
s.
Hannaford
on Massachusetts avenue.
amii
The Cobscook
Nathan I. Sawyer, 8; (Jims. G.
Jordan, 9: ZebuHouse, No. t>2 Island avenue, owned by J. H. lonC. Manter, iO; Hayden P. Barrett aud Geo
ll; Stephen
12: ciias.
Littlejohn, will be occupied by James Ly- M.Stanwoojl,
P. Cash, 13; Washington Scamraxn,
Skiliin, 14; ohas. G
ford, clerk of the steamer Emita, and Mr. Phlmiey and Wm. F. Huberts, 15.
Weighers of Coal, Iron, Straws etc.—James
Fred E. Brown.
Trickey, District 15; Owen J. Durgin. Lemuel 1).
At Little Diamond Island
Johnson, Llgonla: Wm. Spear
large improve- Gurney\ and Wm.
berry lllage, and Chas. s. Talbot, knightvillc »
ments have been made in the wharf and
Surveyors of Lumber, Wood, ete.-N. K Over
ibout the landing.
A number of cottagers
"* ‘Measure8-A- J- Bobin
iave settled for the season.
At Great Diamond the water p«»p«fly are
in diameter. Mr.
building a reservoir IS
Tlie main entrance of the isevere House
Shaw, of the firm olShaw. Gndlmr .6■ rn
Boston, since its remodeling, is a strikinj
is building a fine cottage.
Mr. George W.
picture of white marble, Hoods of light, am
Beale, of the Portland Company, is also perfect
cleanliness,—a promise of comfor
erecting a nice cottage.
and elegance which is fulfilled to
the lettei
At Long Isund, work on the new
J
bowling throughout
this favorite hotel.
dance hall and clam

alley,

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

an

Cleaves ct at. to Peter A. Sullivan, land
id
and buildings, £1 and consideration.
Lai'ib to Catherine MecCloskey, laud aud buildings, $1 aud considerau-

landee £290

Fine

ore.

Hector Gold

ERS
—

equipped.

Net profit per day.

«itea?ritta

Mr. Llewellyn Leighton, of the firm of
Hooper, Son & Leighton, is fitting up his

Social service at

The Methodist preachers’ meeting will be
held in the vestry of Chestnut street church

and

room

goods,

CO.'

SPECIAL SALE

It to completely equipped with a 40 Stamp Mill,
built by the Union Iron Works of San Francisco,
and with hoisting works, pumps, trains, ore houses,
blacksmith shop, tools and alluccessary buildings,
and is run by water power.
Forty-stamp Mill, crushing 140 tons of ore
per day, at a low average ol #6 per ton.. #740
Expenses for mining and milling at 83 per
ton..
:$eo

cheap.

so

R. F. SOMERS &

§‘

busy summer.

conslderatfion.ld
Nathan

modern conveniences.
The curb-stone*
about his flower garden were
beautifully
decorated by Mrs. Annie S. Beal of this city.
Mr. Lunt has just finished the “rock bound”
arbor, and set out a large number of trees on
Arbor Day,

.^am

couHtnaii.

a

“blue room,” dining

Japanese,

FBtDAT—State vs. James Friel. Ou the
nlglit
of March 17th last the store ol
Woodbury &
Lattiain was entered by breaking Ihe
glass In a
rear window and one box of tobacco and two
boxes of raisins taken therefrom.
The tobacco
and raisins were found at some distance from we
store. In the alley-way that runs from York ,«*'eet
in the rear of the stores In the block.
AJout 9
o’clock that same evening young Friel was arrested by the police for breaking a wi-a°w In a
barber shop. In tbe store of woodbury &
Latham the next morning was fop't* a black mitten from which the end of the (v-ud had been cut
ofr and the mitten sewed up.
appearance of
the mitten was such as to indicate that it had
been worn upon the left bs”"*- Friel has lost all
four fingers of tbe lelt li"“ and when tbe mitten
was pnt upon bis iiaud-t was a perfect fit.
The
testimony of the oftl(-rs was that when the mlt,
ten was handed Frw, a* Ibe station, without comnient, us Ills mlttr; be put it in Ids pocket, but
on being questi'<1*“ as| to where tile mate to it
was he deule<W“*f It belonged u> bun.
Tbe delense was t*-5 of* threadbare alibi and met with
the Usual csult.
Th. Wwiiesses were excluded 1:01,1 th« court
so that they did not hear each ollier’s
test?
✓ fnony. Four young fellows, three of whom have
convicted of crimes, testified that
were
byn
they
with Friel from 6.30 o’clock uuii! Ids arrest at 9
and he was not in the
vicinity ,.1 Woodbury &
s store.
Each gave an a count of where
agret:d as 11
aud all

ln^bhountyun. Urceny-

with

and can’t sell

The following transfers of real estate in
in
this county have been recorded at the
8Kegistry of Deeds:
Naples-Benj. T. Goodiidge to Charles Gooddridge, land. £1 and consideration.
to j-r- j°rdan' ia°dd,

large cottage
Mr. J. P. Wescott, on the
improving his cottage and

“red room” and
room” decorated with the stars and

BEEOBE JUDGE BONNET.

affirmed

in

Vice Presideut-Miss Bertha DeWitt.
Secretary—Miss Goddard.
Treasurer—Miss Edith Anderson.
The next meeting will be held Friday,
20th, at 11 a. m.

a

pattern,

SUPERIOR COURT.

d

The

compensation enough.”
A Fresh Air Fund Annex lias been
formed,
a.
officered by the following young ladies:
President—Miss Lillie Clifford.

prominent elevation of the jsland, affording
a fine view of the broad ccean.
The cottage
was built and fitted
by Mr. Lunt expressly
for the pleasure of his guests. It is of
unique

yited°

,,

avenue.

make these

&t.

myia<!3t

subscription

»___Look

Crocker,

avenue, is

goods
sell cheaper. We

CARRIAfiES,

F. 0. BAILEY ft

paying

Property

AUCTIONEERS.

ON.SATURDAY,

one of the ablest managers In California.
The Farmers’ Loan aiul Trust Company of Sew
are Iteirietrare of the stock, and Messrs. Laotian' A Co., So. 14 Wall Street, are Transfer Ayrats.
We have secured the privilege of ottering for

visitors. One kind man wrote that if he
returned the child “fresh and
>0
fair, it will be

flowers.
The “Lone Star” cottage, owned and occupied by Mr. G. IV. B. Lunt, stands on a

p.m.a'

4Vgu8.t

amount of travel
is sure to have a

Par I

TTATS I

•

May 15th, at 10,30a. m„at
Mart, Plum street, 25 ‘Jit-band t'arrlag*8.
consisting of Jump Heats, Phaetons, Buggies. &e.i
two new top
Buggies; five new Harnesses, Sic.

York

[__

permanent home.
In the cold season the
house is made comfortable by a cheerful
open wood fire.
The surroundings of the
cottage are made attractive by plants and
flowers. A dory on the lawn, filled with rich
soil, supports thrifty vines and fragrant

St. Paul’s Church—Rev. A. W Little Rer
tor. Service and Sermon at 10.30 a. m. and
7.30
p. in. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Vaughan Street Church— Rev. D. W LaLaeheur pastor. Prayer
masting at 10.30 a. m
“hhl-Sh ?'B1' ,bull'h‘y bch«ol at 1.30 4p. in.
rrenekleg by pastor at 8 p. III.
1 West Congregational Church _s k Per
*
treadling services at uj 30a m‘
AS-HS?torm
aud
< .30 p. in.
Prayer meeting at 6.45
Williston Church—Rev i. h iiuo,„.,._
lor.
rreacnuitf at 10.30 a. m. bv th« mi if77
Habbath School at 3 p. m. Ao
evening scrvic.e
Youno Men’s Chhibtian Association_
Farrington Block, 439 Congress St. Meeting tor
Young Men only at 9.16 a. m. Leader Frank
Mttcliell:
“Tbe desire to be considered
Subject,
a good fellow
a snare to
young men. All young
men are cordially invited to attend.
Braise and
at 7.30 p. in., conducted
Gospel meeting
by A. B.
First Baptist Church.
Everybody in-

bad record i 1 the
n1W
Court records. He a,has been coin icied

the road.

Cal.

Couuty,

Amador

tiik ■iK(!TOKiioi.n niM^u
PANV has been organized with a Capital of 300
OOO shares of the par value of $3 rach, and owns
tlie well known Mahoney and the Hubbard and McAdams Mines, situated on the great mother lisle
of California, In Amador County, on which arc located the following well known dividend
mines
Plymouth, Keystone. South Spring fltll,
Zelle, and others—all In Amador County.
The Mahoney Mine has produced over #3.04141,OOO III gold, anil is well developed and
The
is developed by a three compartment well timbered shaft, 1,000 feet deep on the
vein with levels and tunnels-in all over 3,000
feet of underground work, showing an abundance

People11

over

2(MU\H

is

smL.

Phinney.
Joseph Dow is reconstructing the interior of his clegaut cottage for a

a

Sutter Creek,

than all other dealers in the

buy them

most satisfactory manner.
Enough money
has been raised to make it an assured
cess, and already there are

Mr.

Cong’l Church.-Rev.
Preaching at 10.80 a. m.
M. Lowden, and by pastor at 3 p. in.

III.

other dealers have to

Fresh Air Fund.
A meeting of those in
ill
charge of the “Fresh
Air Fund” was held yesterday at 131
State
street, lteports from the various committees
showed that the work is progressing in a

doublo cottage up and the outer wall*
covered.
On the line of his cottage is a
large double cottage iu progress for Mr.

8ta8?/
H. Wright, pastor.

gaG1ny„scb001
p.

height

and will

|

the greatest num# to
During this month passenger.111

with a

beautifying the grounds. He set out a number of trees ou Arbor Day.
Mr. L. M. Sawyer, near by Mr.
Wescott’s,

Cbure?

at

city combined,

?oston

of these

more

|

Malne be‘

tember business is increasing leach
year,

of the firm of Dnrbiu
uas maue large additions to
viuujvw,
his six-room cottage on
Sterling street. Otto Montrose has a number of mechanics
at
work on Mr. Frank Iticker’s
on

The"8veS-

by Rev. J.

tourist'nd
locomotive, whielt0

mountains in

el Is at its

»

Second Advent Church, Union Hall. Free
Street-Preaching by Rev. Rufus Weudall, of
Boston. Mass., at 3 aud 7.30 p. m. Sunday School
a' In‘
Wendell’s theme for
the afternoon discourse will he, “Bible facts for
the earnest consideration of believers ill the
dog*
ma of endless misery.”
Second Parish ( Congregation a
i»j
Church,
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St., Rev. C. H.
pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 a. Daniels,
m. by Rev.
Chas. A. Dickerson, ot Lowell.
School
Sunday
aulversary at 3 p. m. Social service at 7.30.
Btatb Street CHuacH-Rev. F. T. Bayley
Service of worship with preaceing at
pastor.
10.30 a. m.
Sabbatli School at 3 p. in
Mg service will be omlted on account of the Anni°f 11,8 Blble 8<K'lely held at Free St.
A.

We have

largest and best in the'11 1)6 one of
Maine Central officials say tl?try' Tbe
promises to be one of the best fo'!*e sea3on
On the Portland &
Ogdensburgaf118'sum"
mer is expected, hut it is too
early ld
yet
how large the travel will be.

Noticeable changes and improvements
have been made at Peaks Island
during the
past ten days.
Mr. Selden Sterling and Mr. Wilson each
have new cottages in progress on Massachu-

—

—_

a new

the

ISLAND NOTES.

m.

Company,

of

deal, of,
Business is good
a

travel

numbers of people fks now as if large
along the Maine coast }d vWt lthe resorts
The Maine Central lias iln tllP 1I‘ountainstions for the season, havif aP^e preparalor tbe
new fast train via
the
& Maine will haul

^The

jwimK iueii

LIGHT STIFF

TherailrofdUod?rTravelexi’cct gleat

summer

-haiiy-PTSiuails free to Portland and Boston
Comohess Square CHUBCH.-fFIrstjJ—w^tT by his steamers. The post office inspector
will this morning, take
1st.) Rev. Henry Blanchard,
advantage of Mr.
Unlversai- Coyle s generous act,—not by any means his
1st IJ c«'t r m e fv m
first
in
St.
John’s
li’vil
One.’’ Sunday
interest.—{St. John Sun.
^“iSSvrflflfThe

SehwdlSlS

HATS I

F. 0. BAILEY ft CO.,

I,oration of .Tliuco ami Will**

—

uilJitertms litthT
le
invalids toTheKenis-of the
liclothing comJintee. A number of interesting letters
ra
way had seriously iuterrm>ti-<l*Hwwriv~<^
were read from people in the
country towns,
to
^i^J^g^lCT^hV^ffcred
that
children be sent to them as’
asking
“"S"-

Church of Christ—Rooms 6 and 6 Brown’s
Block. Services 10.30 a. in. Lord’s
Supper,
3 p m. Prayer
in. Everybody
Meeting 7.30 p.
*
or
welcome; seats lrec.
Church of the MES8iAH-(Univeralist)-Rev.
rastor' 8ervlces »t 10.30 a. m. and

AUCTION MA1.KM.

Mining

The Hector Cold

OPEL.

commencement.
'I lie date of Mr.

The Engadino
Bouquet, Atkinson’s new perfume. This superb
distillation sweetly recalls fragrant Swiss flowers.
Bright jewels, in a setting of perpetual snow.

IBHCKUAttlOt1*.

LIGHT TALL

{ping, and the play will probably bo witafcd by large audiences ou both Monday

The WilkT gbkknwood gakden.
Greenwood IP Opera Company will bo at
They will givf11 tbo secunJ week in July,
ginia” and theantine,” Solomon's "Vir-lack Crook.”

Sale—Homestead

IDVEBTIHEJIENTK,

_

O’LONDON.
Thoro was a large advance sale of seats for
,iglits o’ London” at the theatre yesterday

Colby.

Real Estate for Hale
To Let-Two Rents.
Somers, the Hatter.
Salesman can Add.
Merry, the Hatter.
Partner Wanted.
For Sale-Farm.
To Let -Rooms,
House for Hale.
Wanted-Mau.
To Let—Reut.
AUCTION SALES.
F. O. Bailey & Co.—3

7 so

next

NEIV

TUB UOUTS

There is no truth whatever in the report
that Professor Rogers, of Colby University,
is a candidate for the consul
generalship to
Erauee. Professor Rogers will remain at

NEW
ADVERTISEMENTS
B. F. Somers & Co_232 Middle Su-....t
Tim McLaughlin Residence for
Sale
Bummer Corsets-Mines Brother
Wanted—Gentlemen and Ladles
Dissolution of
CopurtnersMp-2'
Molasses—Ueo. 8 Hunt & Co
Wanted—Kirs t-elnss Caterer
W autad—Ladles to
Know.
For Sale—House and Lot.
Graud Tiunk Railway

a

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

Ch«]

James V. Baxter,
Esq., will deliver his
lecture entitled “The City of London,” at
the North Congregational Church,
Cape

AMUSEMENTS.

Take
mar8

Col.

burg.

BsceptloiCto Rev. s. Peaason.

For

Major Sidney W. Tbaxter and

1. Merrill have
arrived homo from

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
I^W

——

,
t

in

NOTICE.

ranted, the

to know where
they will 8»»t*
the lull value of their
li

public

mouey

sssBirass-1—^"-"* 'lit Flowers, Funeral Designs, Bridal
Botjnets, Bedding Plants, fa.,

Liebig’s signature in blue inkaerosstalmi
company’s exiract
* i.i .r.~.7r

Liebig
j To be had of an

Storekeepm

(irweV^'i.Ti

bembts. Sole agents for the
stitM
(wholesale only) c. David a I’mted
t’7, a *®n’
»,ea
Aveuu*’

*

Jun2(j'’llUrCl1

Lolulou- KhgUnii.
UlawlyS

I I0PELAND

4

BRACKETT’S,

FLORISTS,
3

MJJoapom Street,

opp. City Hall,

Portland.Je.

,

